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ABSTRACT
Sea ice,

by its presence or absence, controls the transfer of energy, mass and

momentum between the ocean and atmosphere in the Arctic playing a
vital role in
the modulation of earth's climate systems. Polynyas are of particular
importance in

to ocean-atmosphere exchange in the Arctic because they are integral components
of the physicaland biological nature of the Arctic climate. The aim of this
thesis is to

investigate snow-covered sea ice volumes from the local to regional scale
in the
context of thermodynamic and dynamic processes that create them and cause
their

Ínteraction. Measurement of separate snow and sea ice thickness has in the past
been of some difficulty, especially when attempting to obtain spatially
distributed
samples, Using snow and sea ice physical

in

situ sampling, a method

for remotely

sensing separate snow and sea ice thickness using ground penetrating
radar has
been created to allow for high frequency sampling in time and space.
The effect of a

melting sea ice volume on ocean stratification is then examined in a Canadian
Arctic
polynya, where

it is determined that the onset of ponding over landfast

sea ice

surrounding the polynya coincides with the summer stratification of the
upper
ocean mixed layer' Increasing in scale from local to regional study,
the interaction of

different sea ice volumes in time and space are examined, including the
spatial and
temporal evolution and trends of sea ice concentration. Break-up and
freeze-up in
the Cape Bathurst polynya region are examined to elucidate the variability
of breakup and freeze-up in Amundsen Gulf in terms of regional dynamics and
the evolving

seasonal ice cover

in the area. This work

leads

to an

explanation

of

the

thermodynamic and dynamic processes that cause the interaction of volumes
in the

ilI

region over an annual cycle; physical mechanisms that pre-condition, form and
maintain the Cape Bathurst polynya, This is an important step in understanding the
nature of atmosphere-ocean interaction in an ecologically important transition zone
between the Arctic multi-year pack and seasonal sea ice of the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1. Rationale and Context

The Arctic has undergone profound change in the last

thirty years as a result

of the earth's warming climate, Sea ice controls the transfer of energy, mass and
momentum between the ocean and atmosphere in the Arctic, playing a vital role in

the modulation of the earth's climate systems. Arctic multi-year sea ice extent in
particular continues to be a casualty of global climate change, having undergone
near continual reduction in minimum extent since the beginning of the satellite
record in 7979, and especially since 1996 (Parkinson and Cavalíeri,2008; Comiso et
a\.,2008).
Arctic multi-year sea ice thickness has also undergone substantial change in

the past fifty years, thinning variably in different areas of the Arctic Ocean by

as

much as 420/o between the 1960's and 1990's (Rothrock et al., L999; Hilmer and
Lemke, 2000J. However, what we know of Arctic sea ice volume is limited;

it

has

been explored by only a small relative number of researchers, using field data that is

sparse in space and time due to constraints on collecting

it.

Therefore,

it is often

modeled without confirmation of the model's accuracy. While that multi-year sea

ice extent and volume have been decreasing, the role of first-year sea ice in the
Arctic ecological and climate system has been growing because the relative portion

of Arctic sea ice winter extent that is seasonal has increased
Cavalieri,

2008).

So,

[Parkr nson and

it follows that a study of the interaction of first-year sea ice

with the ocean and atmosphere,

as

well as its interaction with multi-year sea ice are

important steps in understanding how the Arctic ocean-sea ice-atmosphere system

15

might operate in an icescape dominated by seasonal sea Íce. It also follows that the
study of Arctic sea ice should include the interaction of multi-year and seasonal sea
ice, and should be expanded to studies of volume in addition to extent. Polynyas are

natural laboratories for this type of study due to the occurrence of many different
sea ice types at any time during the annual cycle.

The thesis first examines the best way to accurately obtain measurements of

snow and sea ice volume. Second, it examines the effect that a thermodynamically

melting snow and sea ice volume has on the summer upper ocean mixed layer in the
adjacent water column. Third, the thesis explains how different sea ice volumes

interact spatially and temporally at the regional scale in a physically and biologically

significant area

of the Canadian Arctic. Finally, the thesis determines

how

thermodynamic and dynamic processes contribute to the interaction of different sea
ice volumes over an annual cycle.

2. Science Objectives

Recognizing

concomitant

in

that thermodynamic and dynamic sea ice processes

nature, the overall goal of this research

is to

are

enhance the

understanding of thermodynamic and dynamic processes in snow-covered sea ice
across the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere interface by teasÍng apart these processes so

as to understand them, In order to achieve this goal, the following science
objectives have been satisfied, in large part by studying the North Water and Cape

Bathurst Polynyas of the Canadian Arctic where the interaction of the ocean, sea ice
and atmosphere are highlighted throughout the annual cycle:

L6

1) Determine the physical and dielectric properties of a snow-covered sea ice
volume.

2) Using the properties obtained in (1), develop a new method for the
accurate characterization of separate snow and sea ice thickness at the same
location that enables these data to be collected at high frequency in both time
and space enabling high quality sea ice and snow volume data to be collected
in the future.

3) Evaluate the interaction of

a

volume of melting first-year sea ice with the

adjacent ocean column in producing the biologically significant upper ocean
mixed layer in a region of the Canadian Arctic.
4J Assess the historical sea ice mass balance by Wpe for the Cape Bathurst

Polynya which recurs each year, determine how that sea ice mass balance

has changed, and discern the variability of break-up, freeze-up and the
evolving sea ice cover in the area,

5) Describe in detail the interaction of

thermodynamic and dynamic

processes at the ocean-sea ice interface that give rise to the operation of the
Cape Bathurst Polynya

obtained as a result of

[

annuall¡ given context by the historical information
).

3. Research Structure
This thesis is composed of seven chapters, Chapter two consists of

a

literature review describing the physical nature of dynamic and thermodynamic
processes in snow covered sea ice and assesses the relative contributions of oceanic

1,7

and atmospheric forcing in these processes across the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere

interface. It describes how climate change may affect the timing and rate of these
processes. This chapter also establishes the nomenclature used in the subsequent

chapters. Chapters three to six address the science objectives.
Chapter three describes the physical and dielectric properties ofsea ice, river

ice and the snow cover that resides atop each.

It

presents collocated physical

measurements of the three media and their ground penetrating radar signatures at

two frequencies (250MHz and

1,GHz)

in order to

investigate

the

accurate

characterization of snow, river ice, and sea ice thickness prior to spring melt. The
material in chapter three appears in this thesis as it has been published in the peerreviewed literature in the journal Cold Regions Science and Technology:

Galley, R.J., M. Tractenberg, A. Langlois, D.G. Barber, 2009. Observations of
geophysical and dielectic properties and ground penetrating radar signatures for
discrimination of snow, sea ice, and freshwater ice thickness, Cold Regions Science
and Technology, 57 : 29-38.

Chapter four investigates the relationship between the time-dependent
thermo-physical state of landfast first-year sea ice and its relationship

to the

development of the upper ocean mixed layer in the adjacent water column during

the spring and summer melt season. The material in chapter four appears in this
thesis as it has been published in the peer-reviewed literature in the International
Journal of Remote Sensing:
Galley, R.J., D.G. Barber and f .J. Yackel, 2007. 0n the link between SAR-derived sea
ice melt and the development of the summer ocean mixed layer in the North Open
Water Polynya. International Journal of Remote Sensing,2B[18): 3979-3994.

Chapter five describes the spatial and temporal evolution of sea ice in several

pertinent thickness/age classes in the Cape Bathurst Polynya

in the southern

1B

Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf. It investigates trends in sea ice concentration by
sea ice type in both the summer and winter and discusses in detail the spatial and

temporal variability of sea ice freeze-up and break-up in the region. Further, the

material present in Chapter five gives historical context to much of the material
presented in Chapter six. The material in chapter five appears in thÍs thesis as Ít has

been published
Research

-

in the

peer-reviewed literature

in the Journal of Geophysicat

Oceans:

Galley, R.J. E. Key, D.G. Barber, B.f. Hwang, and J, Ehn, 2008. Spatial and temporal
variability of sea ice in the southern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf: 19B0-2004.
Journal of Geophysical Research, 1,'J-3, C05595, doi: 10,102 9 /20071C004553.

Chapter six presents a detailed explanation of the physical processes at the
ocean-sea ice-atmosphere interface that contribute to the operation of the Cape

Bathurst Polynya over an annual cycle. The material in chapter six has been peer-

reviewed by the Journal of Geophysical Research

- oceans.

The suggestions

provided by an associate editor and two anonymous reviewers have been addressed
and are included in this thesis in the form in which it has been resubmitted to the
Journal of Geophysical Research - 0ceans.

Chapter seven summarizes the results of chapters three through six and
presents concluding remarks, including recommendations for future work.
Appendix A describes the contributions of collaborating authors to the work
presented in chapters three to six.
Appendix B contains a list of contributions made as co-author during my time
as a Ph,D. student at the

University of Manitoba.
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CHAPTER TWO: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1. Sea ice

thermodynamics

Freezing seawater

In freshwater, the temperature of maximum density is 4oC, below which water
becomes less dense and remains at the surface, forming ice crystals at OoC. With the

addition of salt, the temperature of maximum density is depressed until salinity
reaches 24.695psu [marking

the transition from estuarine to the

oceanic

environmentJ where it coincides with the freezing point. In seawater (>24.694psu),

vertical convection resulting from the densification of cooling water at the surface
and further mixed by wind and waves occurs until the freezing point [-1,B6oC for
34psu) is reached within the ocean surface layer defined at some depth by the
pycnocline.

Ice Crystal Structure
Sea ice floats on the ocean surface because solid HzO is less dense than liquid
HzO, a geophysical idiosyncrasy owed

to the open structure of ice made possible by

hydrogen bonding, A hydrogen bond is formed in HzO when a hydrogen (H) atom,
bonded covalently to a highly negative oxygen [O) atom is also attracted to a highly
negative oxygen atom of a nearby molecule. The O atom covalently bonded to one H

atom pulls an electron pair away from the H nucleus leaving the proton nucleus
unshielded, giving it the ability to be attracted to a ìone pair of electrons on a nearby

O atom in another HzO molecule forming intermolecular bonds. At 0'C water
molecules are packed more tightly together in liquid form than in solid form, making

2t
the solid form less dense, It is this property of HzO that enables seas to freeze from

the surface downward in part providing conditions for the sustainability of Arctic
marine ecosystems.

Figure 2.1. The crystal structure of ice Ih, indicating the basal (0001-) plane, the c-axis
and prism face (1100). From Weeks and Ackley (1986)
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More than nine different crystal forms of ice [polymorphs] exist at various

densities [depending on their atomic arrangement at lower temperatures and

higher pressures) than exist on the earth's surface; however under normal
conditions the only structure encountered is ice Ih, where

'l' refers to the specific

polymorph and'h' refers to its hexagonal symmetry (Hobbs,1,974). In the crystal
structure of ice Ih, each oxygen atom is at the center of a tetrahedron consisting of
an oxygen atom bonded at each of the apices. At 0oC, the distance between oxygen

atoms

is

0.276nm (Weeks and Ackley, 1,986) creating

arrangement. Within the structure of ice Ih [Figure

refers

to a

series

of parallel planes of

2.1-.),

a low density, open

the basal [0001) plane

oxygen atoms

in

close proximity,
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perpendicular

to which occur the prism face [1100) plane and principle

crystallographic (c-J axis, resulting in anisotropy with respect to the physical and
mechanical properties of ice (Weeks, 1998). Each crystal unit cell of ice Ih contains

four oxygen atoms resulting in preferential cleavage of the crystal structure along
the basal [a-axesJ plane, requiring only two bonds to be ruptured. Cleavage along
any other plane requires that at least four bonds are broken. The basal plane is
usually the plane of fastest ice growth, resulting in new ice crystals with thickness-

to-width ratios ranging from L:10 to l-:100 (Hobbs, I974) because less energy is
required to add atoms to the existing basal plane than to begin forming a new plane.
These a-axis directions are equivalent in length, and correspond to [Ð the arms of

dendritic sea ice crystals growing on the freezing ocean surface, [ii) the preferred
direction for downward growth of sea ice crystals in a sheet, [iii) the internal melt
features which form inside the ice crystal structure, and [ivJ the arms of snowflakes

growing from vapour (Weeks,199BJ,

Sea ice growth, structure and properties

Frazil ice

In quiescent conditions, a skim of crystals forms as 2-3mm diameter discs
floating on the surface forms and grows outward in the a- and b-axis directions with
its c-axis oriented vertically (Weeks,199B), These individual crystals grow outward

until the original disc shape is no longer stable, resulting in a hexagonal shape with
fragile, dendritic arms extending across the surface. Frazil crystals grow into water

which has been super-cooled by 0.01 to

0.1-oC,

beginning by natural seeding and
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proceeding quickly by collision breeding (Weeks,1998). Even slight motion causes

conditions where the long crystal arms break up, eventually creating a slushy
suspension of arms and disc shapes in water which become new nuclei nearest the
surface called frazil, where discs and dendritic crystals can be up

with randomly oriented

c-axes (Weeks,

to l-0mm thick

1998). With time frazil coagulates into

a

layer on the surface termed grease ice due to its slick appearance (WM), 1,970).
Further coagulation into an ice sheet occurs next forming

a

thin, elastic ice mat of ice

termed first termed dark nilas when less than Scm thick and then light nilas when
less than 1-Ocm thick

(WM),7970), getting whiter

as

it thickens.

Frazil-Pancake cycle

In rough conditions such as those that occur at ice edges, not all frazil transitions
smoothly from its liquid, slushy form to the more solid and elastic nilas. Vertical
turbulence, waves and associated wind energy may keep substantial amounts of

frazil ice in dense suspension near the ocean surface all the while undergoing cyclic
compression as a result of a wave field (Weeks and Ackley, L9B6). When frazil
crystals are compressed, they form small pans of increasingly solid slush which
grow larger by continual accretion of suspended crystals. Collisions between these
pans while they grow larger result in raised rims of frazil occurring around them

that drain, turning whiter in the process and giving ice an appearance similar to that

of a pancake. Frazil ice continues to grow within the ocean surface layer, made
possible by open water between pancakes able to dispose of latent heat to the
atmosphere directly. Given wave field attenuation with distance from the ice edge,
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pancakes coalesce into floes made up of several pancakes and eventually into an ice

sheet where heat conduction upward through the ice layer becomes the primary
mode of ice growth. During the consolidation process, individual pancakes and floes

of several pancakes may be rafted, affecting their thickness, surface roughness and
bottom roughness.

Congelation ice

Simply, congelation ice

is that which has grown

thermodynamically by

accretion at the existing ice bottom, occurring first in the transition zone below the

frazil layer, and then in the columnar zone.
Once direct heat transfer to the atmosphere has been cut off from the ocean

below by a continuous sheet of sea ice in a region, the mechanism of further sea ice

growth is restricted to the conduction of latent heat upward through the volume

from the sea ice-seawater interface to the atmosphere, resulting in ice crystal
formation at the bottom of the ice sheet. At this point the growth rate at the bottom

of the ice sheet is determined by the temperature gradient and its

effective

conductivity (Weeks and Ackley,1986) forming a transition zone within the crystal
fabric of the sea ice sheet. As a contiguous layer of sea ice is formed, crystals lose
some freedom with respect to their growth direction; unless the crystal c-axis is

perpendicular to the sea ice-seawater interface, each crystal's growth interferes

with the growth of other crystals (Weeks and Ackley,1986). In this zone, ice crystals
oriented with their c-axis perpendicular to the direction of heat conduction are
geometrically selected, growing slightly faster than those not in the preferred c-axis
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orientation (Weeks,199B). Geometric selection is further rationalized by Weeks and
Ackley [1986) using crystal growth theory which predicts that growth normal to the
basal plane in ice would require the formation of a new plane of atoms, a process

which takes more energy than adding atoms to an existing plane. Secondly, sea ice

is a layered composite of ice and brine which is more thermally

conductive

perpendicular to the c-axis than parallel to it (Weeks,199BJ, This transition region

is typically 10-20cm thick in the Arctic (Weeks and Ackley, 1986) and eventually
ends with all the basal planes parallel to the temperature gradient allowing latent

heat

to flow from the bottom of the sea ice to the atmosphere

above

in

a

thermodynamically efficient way.
Weeks and Ackley (1986J

borrow from the characteristics of crystals in metal

ingots in defining the columnar zone in sea ice as an area of pronounced crystal
orientation with strong crystal elongation parallel to the direction of heat flow and
increased crystal size with distance from the heat source. While
reasonable

to

assume that the c-axis alignment

it

would

be

in this zone would be random,

Wadhams [2000) notes that Russian literature contaÍns observations

of highly

oriented c-axes in large areas within the Kara Sea [e.g, Cherapanov,1,97l). It is now
understood that c-axis alignment typically occurs when sea ice growth is influenced

by a preferred shear current direction; ice crystals in this case orient themselves
perpendicular to the current dÍrection which may occur when the current Ís parallel
to the shore in fast ice areas (weeks and Gow, 1,978; weeks and Gow, i-980). As ice
crystals grow downward along theÍr a- and b-axes at the sea ice-seawater interface,

currents parallel to the c-axes cause turbulent mixing of a solute-limited boundary
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layer nearest the ice of slightly elevated salinity due to brine rejection that would
otherwise slightly retard sea ice growth (Weeks and Gow, L97B).

Constitutíonal super-cooling in the skeletal layer
The physical characteristic of sea ice which allows for the formation of a non-

planar, dendritic sea ice-seawater interface [the skeletal layer) is constitutional
super-cooling (Weeks and Ackley, 1,986) where water is cooled below its freezing
temperature without changing phase. A gradient in salt concentration occurs as a

result of brine rejection at the sea ice-seawater interface that gives rise to salt
diffusion away from the interface and the diffusion of heat toward the interface

(Eicken,2003J. The transfer of heat from the ocean to the sea ice interface

(a

transfer of momentum) is about ten times faster than the diffusion of salt away from
the interface [a transfer of ions) [Ercken, 2003). A thin layer below the interface is
formed which has been cooled but not yet salinated, cooling the seawater below its
theoretical freezing point. In this layer, growing dendrites have the thermodynamic
advantage of growing into water from which 'extra' heat can be extracted in
comparison to the part of the dendrite above the constitutionally super-cooled

layer. The salt rejected by the dendrite in the constitutionally super-cooled layer
depresses

the freezing point of brine between the dendrites above the

constitutionally super-cooled

layer. The constitutionally super-cooled

layer

determines most of the bulk salinity and microstructure of the growing sea ice sheet
(Eicken,2003).

an
LI

Multi-year sea ice

Arctic sea ice that has survived a summer melt season is termed second year
sea ice, and then multi-year sea ice IMYIJ once

it has survived at least two summer

melt cycles. Both these are subsets of old ice [WMO, 1970). Multi-year sea ice is
typically characterized physically by (i) a hummocky surface which results from
differential melt at areas which become ponded during summer and higher, drained
areas, [iiJ salinity that increases from near-zero above water to about 3psu at depth

in the ice and [iii) in some

cases thicknesses

in excess of 2.5m, although evidence

suggests that there is a trend toward thinning MYI Ín the Arctic (McPhee et a1., L998;

Rothrock et al.,'J-999J. Multiyear sea ice Ís also structurally different from fÍrst-year
sea ice, as annual melt cycles not only alter the surface features of the sea ice, but

also reduce its thickness from both the top and bottom. Over a summers' melt the

surface frazil layer is eroded away, replaced above sea level with low density,
drained hummocks in between melt ponds created as snow and ice melt drains to

low lying areas. The sea ice bottom is also eroded in a similar fashion due to local
differences in the optical and thermal properties of the snow-covered sea ice slab

that will be discussed

later,

Congelation growth may occur at the ice bottom each

winter.

Sea ice

salinity and temperature

The strong polarity of HzO molecules allows for sea salt ions to be surrounded

with hydrate shells in seawater, but in sea ice the crystal structure severely restricts
the size and number of sea salt ions that can be incorporated. The crystal structure
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of ice Ih limits the size and charge of ions andf or molecules and the type of bond
they may form to the point where only fluorine and ammonium ions and some gases
are not rejected into the seawater below as the sea ice-seawater interface grows
downward (Weeks,1998). However, none of these compounds [e.g.

F-, HF, NHa*) are

present in seawater to any great degree (Weeks, 1998). Ocean salts and ice Ih
therefore do not form a solid solution, but rather the salinity of sea ice is the result

of liquid inclusions of concentrated brine called brine cells/channels, due to the
entrapment of seawater as ice grows,

Figure 2.2.

The fact that salt is included in sea ice differentiates it from all other floating
ice, determining to the mechanical, thermal, and electromagnetic properties of the
ice sheet (Eicken,2003). In practice, c-shaped salinity profiles are characteristic of

thin first-year

sea ice, where the highest salinity values are found near the

top and

bottom of the profile with lower values occurring in the middle of the sea ice sheet
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[Figure 2.2). As the ice grows thicker, the vertical extent of the lower salÍnity zone
increases and the average salinity of the thickness decreases, but the c-shaped
nature of the profÍle remains until late summer [Figure 2.2.). Cox andWeeks (1974)
showed that there is a clear relationship between sea ice bulk salinity and sea ice

thickness, consisting two separate linear trends, steeply sloped between 0 and
0.30m thickness and more shallowly sloped thereafter.

Brine cellformation and dynamics

As dendritic crystals advance downward the ice rejects brine solution into a

thin layer immediately below the sea ice-seawater interface and

it

accumulates

between the crystals. Ice bridges form between advancing dendrites as they grow,

trapping brine solution in the interstices. The initial size of each brine cell is
reduced further by freezing at its walls until the salinity of the remaining liquid

brine is high enough to stop further decreases in size [-0.5mm diameter)
(Wadhams,2000). Brine cell formation occurs in a coordinated way, where sheetlike layers of cells form one below the next between growing dendrites. As a result
of several studies (e.g. Nakawo and Sinha, 7984; Cole and Shapiro,lgSB) Weeks and
Ackley [1986J conclude that there occurs a positive correlation between the growth

rate of a sea ice sheet and salinity. Further, the distance between adjacent layers of

brine pockets [ao) measured parallel to the crystal c-axis orientation is inversely
proportional to the growth rate and smallest when the c-axis is perpendicular to the
preferred growth direction (Weeks and Ackley, 7986). The salinity profile of a sea
ice sheet is initiated by entrapment of salt, the amount of which depends on the
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salinity of the seawater from which it forms (Nakawo and Sinha, 1981). Several
physical processes occur throughout the growth of a sea ice sheet that reduces Íts
salinity with time.
As soon as a brine cell is formed

it is subject to the verticaì temperature

gradient responsible for the downward growth of the sea ice sheet. This gradient
can easily reach 3O"C/m, which equates to a temperature difference of 0.015'C from

the bottom to the top of a 0.5mm diameter brine cell (Wadhams,2000), Brine cells

exÍst in thermal equilibrium with the solid ice surrounding them at very cold
temperatures because their salinity prevents them from freezing solid, but a small
vertical temperature gradient exists across the cell as long as the ocean is warmer
than the atmosphere above it, allowing freezing to occur at the top of the cell. This
freezing increases the salinity of the brine contained in the cell, which reduces the

freezing point of the solÍd ice at the bottom of the cell causing melt, allowing
movement of the cell downward in the sea ice sheet (Wadhams,2000), As the brine
cell moves in this fashion, it moves down the temperature gradient, becoming larger
and eventually draining from the bottom of the sea ice sheet (Wadhams,zO00). The
speed at which brine cells migrate downward may increase due to imperfections in

the sea ice crystal fabric the cell may encounter (Wadhams, Z0O0).
Brine expulsion occurs when the sea ice surrounding a brine cell cools as the
sheet thickens causing thermal contraction in the ice greater than in the brine cell.

This may rupture the cell perpendicular to the c-axis due to increased internal
pressure, forcing the brine upward or downward (Weeks,199B).
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Gravity drainage is an important desalination mechanism of a sea ice sheet

over time. For this mechanism to occur, the brine cells must be connected by

a

system ofvery fine pores which could allow hydrostatic pressure [pressure exerted
by a liquid at rest) created in the portion of the sea ice sheet which is above sea level

to be transmitted between them (Weeks and Ackley, 7986). A density gradient
within the interconnected brine network helps drive brine downwards whenever

a

positive downward temperature gradient exists; this causes brine densities to be
higher in the cold upper section of the ice sheet and lower closer to the warm ocean
(Cox and Weeks,1,975).

Brine drainage channels are the principle mechanism of winter brine
movement within sea ice, Their geometry is similar to a vertically oriented river
attended to radially by smaller streams (Weeks and Ackley,'J-986). These channels

are enlarged through time as colder brine from the top portion of the ice sheet
moves downward and is warmed above its equilibrium temperature by horizontal
heat flow through the ice which melts the channel wall, cools the ice, and dilutes the

brine and re-establishing thermal equilibrium (Weeks and Ackley,19B6).
The last significant method of sea ice desalination is flushing, which is simply

gravity drainage that begins with the sea ice melt season. Flushing begins with
snowmelt on top of the sea ice providing a hydrostatic head and requires that the
sea ice is permeable,

It

is thought to proceed using brine drainage channels formed

throughout the winter where heat from melt water above the freezing point melts
sea ice, enlarging brine channels as

it moves downward (Wadhams,2000J.
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Solid salts in sea íce

Sea ice also contains solid salts
NazS04.10HzO, CaCO:.6HzO,

in the form of

hydrates:

NaCl'ZHzO,

which precipitate out of solution at

specific

temperatures of -22.9"C, -B.zoC and -2.2"C respectively (Weeks and Ackley, 1986)'
Other salts including KCI, MgClz.1.2HzO and CaClz'íHzO are not usually found in sea

ice samples because they do not precipitate until temperatures reach -36.8'C,

a

temperature at which sea ice Ís rarely seen (Weeks and Ackley,1986). Larger brine
inclusions collapse into smaller, near-spherical brine pockets with decreasing sea

ice temperature (Grenfetl, I9B3). Light et al. (2003) documented the thermal
evolution of the microstructure of first-year sea ice in a temperature controlled
environment, showing that the shape, size and number density of brine inclusions
vary with sea ice temperature. Brine inclusions are larger and have a lower number

density with increased temperature and the cross-sectional area of inclusions
increases dramatically below -23"C and above -5"C (Light et al',2003)'

Sea ice phase relationships

The relationship between phase composition, amount and temperature in
sea ice, is best understood by appreciating the phase diagram created by Assur

t1958) fFigure 2.3.), which was created using an idealized standard seawater
solution with salinity of 34.325 and a freezing temperature of -1.86'C' As the

temperature

is

depressed below freezing, [assuming

that each phase is

in

thermodynamic equilibriumJ the mass fraction of ice increases steadily. Because
salts dissolved in the seawater cannot be incorporated into the crystal structure of

JJ

ice Ih, the concentration of salt in the entrapped liquid brine increases, which
decreases the freezing point of the

brine, As the temperature is depressed below

-

8.2"C, the brine solution present as inclusions within the ice crystal structure

becomes supersaturated with sodium sulfate [NazSO+), which precipitates as

a

hydrate (NazSO+.10HzOJ called mirabilite. Salt hydrates continue to be precipitated

with decreased sea ice temperature [FÍgure 2.3.).

Figure 2.3. Sea ice phase diagram indicating the (top) mass fraction of ice (míddle)
solid salts and (bottom) Iiquid brine with respect to temperature in a closed volume of
standard seawater. From Assur (1958).

In order to determine the total porosity of sea ice, an important physical
characteristic both thermally and mechanically, the gas and brine volumes of a sea
ice sampled must be determined. Using equations derived by Cox and Weeks [1983)
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which account for solid salt (after Frankenstein and Garner (1967) who did not
account for solid salt] relative brine volume, solid salt, and gas volumes may be
calculated given density, temperature and salinity between -ZoC and -30"C. The

brine volume fraction [vu) Ín sea ice may be determined because of the requirement
that brine and sea ice be in thermal equilibrium (Cox and Weeks,19B3J:

,,
_ P",S",
VL -

"F,

12.11

-

where

psi is

the sea ice density [8..--t1 and S'i is the sea ice salinity [pptJ. Sea ice air

volume fraction [v") may a]so be calculated:

L- p,,

v:

AF

using ppi [the density of pure ice)

-

0.91,7-L.403x10-aT.i, where Tsi is the sea ice

temperature in oC, In these equations, Fr and
temperature found in

12.21

Ppi+v6f2

Cox and Weeks

F2

represent constants dependent on

[1983J and Leppäranta and Manninen [1988).

Snow cover on sea ice - Formation, physical and thermal properties and distribution

Snow cover is critically important to the thermodynamic nature of Arctic sea

ice. Snow begins in the atmosphere

as gaseous HzO and is made precipitable by

condensation when the temperature is sufficiently reduced (Granberg,1998). This

allows the vapour pressure to become saturated, provided small particles exist in

the clouds which act as nuclei (Granberg, 1998J. Ice crystals may be formed by
homogeneous nucleation, formed from super-cooled water droplets at -40'C, or by

one of three types of heterogeneous nucleation:

[i) ice nuclei may come in

contact/collide with super-cooled water droplets,

[ii)

immersion-freezing may
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occur when an ice nucleus is embedded in a super-cooled water droplet with a
radius greater than 100Ä, or [iii) deposition of water vapour may occur on ice nuclei

with

a radius greater

than 1000Å (Granberg,199B).

Once formed, snow crystals may grow from the vapour phase caused by

increased super-saturation due

to

decreased temperature over

the ice crystal

compared to a water droplet, through aggregation in which ice crystals collide and

to form larger ones, or by riming in which super-cooled water adheres to the ice
crystal, These particles become snowflakes, whose shape depends on the amount of
super-saturatÍon, the temperature and the type of nuclei from which they formed

and may change shape as they fall through the atmosphere due to changing
temperature and vapour pressure (Granberg, 1998J.
Snow consists of ice, air, and depending on temperature, water vapour, brine,
andf or solid salts. Snow on sea ice may range in density between about 100kg.m-:

and 450kg.^-z (Mellor,1977; Barber et a1,,7995j Warren et al., L999; Sturm et al.,
2002; Langlois et a|.,2007). Destructive metamorphism begins as soon as the snow
reaches the surface and becomes part of the snow pack (Granberg, 1,998). 0n sea
ice, snow crystals are no longer in equilibrium with air strongly super-saturated

with water vapour, so in order to maintain equilibrium with the snow, the specific
surface area of the crystal must decrease dramatically (Granberg,

t99B). Vapour

pressure gradients heat concave parts ofthe ice crystal using latent heat released in
condensation, and cool convex parts of the crystal by evaporation creating similarly

uniform ice temperature conditions under which vapour transfer occurs due to
conduction between areas with small temperature differences (Granberg, 1998J,
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The physical nature of snow crystals in the snow pack evolves from deposition to
melt, but initially snow on sea ice is typically first characterized as either dry or wet.

Dry snow may be further subdivided into equilibrium growth grains or
kinetic growth grains (e.g. Colbeck, 1,982). In the absence of a large temperature

gradient, equilibrium growth crystals are formed

at

comparatively higher

temperatures and slower growth rates and limited by vapour diffusion; conditions

which allow growth on each crystal face to be nearly equivalent resulting in well
rounded grains (Colbeck,1,982). In the presence of a large temperature gradienl
the vapour pressure gradient increases across the snow crystal and growth occurs

rapidly resulting in snow grains which are faceted and occur at the expense of
rounded, equilibrium forms (Colbeck, 1-gB2),

a

process further enabled by

convection (Sturm, L99L). Armstrong [1980) theorized that the critical vapour
pressure gradient enabling kinetic growth to occur is 0.05mbar.cm-1, which would
be formed by a temperature gradient of 10oC.m-1, although heat transfer depends to
a certain extent on snow temperature and density,

Colbeck (L9BZ) subdivides

wet snow into the pendular [unsaturated snow

where air occupies the pore spaces) and funicular [saturated snow where water
occupies the pore spaces) regimes at less than and greater than

7o/o

liquid water-by-

volume respectively. The pendular regime is characterized by of hundreds of grains
adhered to one another three or four at a time creating large single clusters with
densities of 0.5-0.6kg.m 3 which occur in snow packs of relatively low density due to

the amount of air present between them (Colbeck, L982). The funicular regime
creates well-rounded crystals because the thermal conductivity of water is much

J/

greater than that of air, allowing quicker heat transfer along small temperature
gradients (Granberg,1998). Barber et al. (7995) showed that the size and shape of
snow grains occurs as a function of depth, with the largest grains occurring in the
most saline layer closest to the sea ice surface.
Snow on sea ice in the Arctic accumulates rapidly in September and October

before slowing

in

November

to almost nil in

December and January and then

accumulating more rapidly again from February

to May (Warren et al., 7999).

Accumulation rates are geographically variable, but by February snow depth across
the Arctic was found to be uniform around 30cm over multi-year sea ice and thinner

over seasonal sea ice [-23cm in April and MayJ (Warren et al., 1,999). Snow is

affected throughout
distribution events

as

its

annual cycle

by precipitation and wind-driven re-

well as the surface characteristics of the sea ice.

Thermal properties and the surface energy balance of snow-covered sea ice

The thermal properties of sea ice are important because they determine
growth and melt rates and in particular phase transitions, which occur during these
processes. Of particular importance are thermal conductivity, specific heat, latent

heat of fusion and the coefficient of extinction for radiation (Wadhams, 2000).
Without knowledge of these parameters the temperature, variation in thickness or
heat exchange of a snow-covered sea ice slab cannot be determined,
Sea ice and snow

alter the surface energy exchange between the atmosphere

and ocean, changing the balance of the exchange of radiation, convection of sensible
and latent heat conduction and ocean heat flux (Maykut,1986). A surface is defined
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as a zero-mass plane where energy input must equal energy output ()ke, 1,987)

under the convention that positive terms represent energy added to the system and
negative terms represent energy lost by the system, but the Arctic reality is that
shortwave radiation penetrates the surface affecting the internal energy of the snow
and sea ice volume through changes of phase and temperature.

Several studies have dealt with Arctic surface energy fluxes (Persson et al.,

2002: see table 6) but typically contain some parameterization of fluxes with
inherent inaccuracies. Using observed values, Persson et al. (2002J describe the
annual evolution of the surface energy balance and the near-surface environment at
one location in the Beaufort Sea pack between 7997 and

1998.

On a day-to-day

basis, all of the surface energy budget terms vary considerably due to substantial

variability in both shortwave and longwave fluxes, and turbulent fluxes resulting in
constant variation in the total energy flux at the snow or sea ice surface
(Persson et a1.,2002). In winter, F¡s¡ rânges from -25W.m-2

[F¡o¡)

to 12 W.m-z when it

is

cloudy and the net longwave flux is near zero (Persson et a1.,2002). In fuly it ranges

from37 W.m-2 to 129W.m-2 (Persson et a1.,2002).
Between December and February, air temperatures range between -40"C and
-79oC, often undergoing transitions related to the occurrence of low clouds (Persson

et a1.,2002). During periods of extreme cold, the surface temperature has been up

to 5'C lower than the 1Om-air temperature (Persson et a1.,2002J. The Arctic spring
transition occurs in March and April, and the summer melt season begins at the end

of May when near-surface temperatures hover around

OoC,

until the middle of

August (Persson et al., 2002). winds tend to be easterly in the spring and fall,
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northerly in the winter and southerly in the summer with the strongest winds in the
winter and weakest winds in the summer (Persson et a1.,2002).

Radiative fluxes
The Stefan-Boltzmann law dictates that the total energy radiated from a body

[]*, W.m-') per unit area is proportional to its absolute temperature taken to the
fourth power:

j* = edfa

12.3)

where o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant [5.67x10-eW.m-zK-a), and T is the absolute

temperature of the material

[in 'K) and e is the emissivity of the material.

Emissivity is the fraction of energy radiated from a material [e

. lJ compared

to

energy radiated from a perfect emitter [e = 1) at the same temperature. Radiative
energ.y which reaches the earth is divided up into shortwave [F.J and longwave [Fr)

spectra, whose intensity maxima occur at wavelengths [À) of 0.5¡rm [À = 0.3-3¡rmJ

and 12pm [À > 3¡rmJ respectively. Almost no overlap occurs in their distributions

(Maykut, 7986) which are further divided into their up-welling

(lJ and

down-

welling [JJ components.
Incoming shortwave radiation IFJ is seasonally variable in the Arctic and
asymmetrically large before and during the summer solstice, where it reaches about
300 W.m-z, when it then monotonically decreases to almost zero in December and

fanuary (Maykut,7982; Maykut,1986; Ebert and Curry,1993; Lindsay,1,998; Persson
et a1.,2002: see figure 22b) varying based on changes in cloud cover and albedo.
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The net shortwave maximum typically occurs near the summer soìstice in
combination with rapidly decreasing surface albedos (Persson et a\.,2002).
The optical properties of a material are a very important component of the

Arctic sea ice heat balance because they determine its interaction with shortwave
radiation, which drives the annual summer melt of Arctic sea ice (e.g. Maykut and
Untersteiner, 1,97I; Ebert and Curry, 1,993). Albedo [a) is the fraction of incident

solar radiatÍon which is reflected from a surface. Perovich et al. (2002J Índicates
that the albedo at a particular wavelength is:

12.41

and the total [wavelength-integrated) albedo is the ratio of the reflected irradiance
to the incident irradiance is:
3000

d,=

Ia(L)F,î(^)dh

300

3000

12.sl

ÏF'I Ø)dh

300

Albedos vary little between 400-700nm through most of the visible spectrum and
decrease in the red wavelengths beyond 700nm due to the absorption of these
wavelengths by liquid water (Maykut,19B6J. At the red end of the visible spectrum,

light penetration is small, making a¡ dependent on the properties of the surface
while in the short, blue wavelengths ar is determined by backscatter from the
medium beneath the surface layer (Maykut,1,986).
Perovich et al. (2002J determined that for more than nine months over an

entire annual cycle, the albedo of a multiyear ice cover is spatially uniform and high

4L

(0.8-0.9). In summer, however, albedo decreases and becomes more spatially
variable, going from 0.L over leads

T.o

0.2 for dark melt ponds to 0,4 for light melt

ponds to 0.6-0.7 for melting multi-year sea Íce (Perovich et a1.,2002). The albedo of

different surface types varies differently with time; bare multiyear sea ice changes

little during melt due to continual renewal of the highly scattering surface

layer,

while melt pond albedos changed constantly with the area, depth and thickness of
ice underneath them (Perovich et al., 2002). There occur five distinct phases of
seasonal evolution over multiyear sea ice, which include dry snow [a = 0.8-0,9),

melting snow [a = 0.8-0.7J, pond formation [a = 0.7-0.5), pond evolution [a = 0.50.4J and fall freeze-up [a = 0.4-0.8J (Perovich et a1.,2002J. Multiyear sea ice albedos

are typically larger under the same conditions as first year sea ice as melting and
drainage create a surface scattering layer atop the multiyear type.

In the case of seasonal sea ice, albedos are sensitive to thickness

changes

during the initial growth stages at all wavelengths; as sea ice thickens albedo
increases rapidly due to increases in scattering opportunities created by air bubbles

and entrapped brine (Perovích,7996). This occurs until the ice is sufficiently thick

that only a negligible amount of light penetrates to the ice bottom where it

is

backscattered without being absorbed (Perovich, L996). At this point the sea ice is
considered optically thick.

Absorption of incoming solar radiation is determined by properties of the
material and the incidence angle of the incoming solar radiation. Extinction of solar

radiation in a medium is governed by Beer's Law which states that extinction is
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exponential with depth and represented by the spectral extinction coefficient
[rc[2,À)) such that:

I(2,Ã):1,(,t)*p(

-

Í*')

12.61

where I(2,À) is the intensity of radiation at penetratÍon depth [zJ, and I"[À) is the net
radiation which penetrated the surface:

r"

=

[;G-G)F"(o,L)d^

12.7)

and Fo is the net total shortwave radÍation remaining at the surface (Wadhams,
2000). When applied to thermodynamic modeling, it may be sufficient to use a bulk
extinction coefficient [k") calculated by weighing rc[2,À) by the shortwave energy

distribution at depth [z) over the range of the shortwave spectrum (Wadhams,
2000J.

The sea ice albedo feedback

is a positive feedback mechanism

which

operates in the Arctic whenever shortwave occurs at the surface. This feedback
occurs as increasing shortwave radiation at the snow/sea ice surface reduces the
albedo of that surface. Any reduction of albedo allows more incoming shortwave to
penetrate the surface, causing further melting, which in turn lowers the albedo. This

feedback is particularly pronounced over snow covered sea ice because during

spring melting, the amount of incoming shortwave radiation increases daily until
the summer solstice and changes in albedo can be both drastic and extremely fast,

potentially beginning with snow [0.9) and changing to a melt pond or even open
ocean [0.1J a matter of days to weeks (e.g. Curry et a\.,1,995). Although the sea ice-

albedo feedback mechanism is most often discussed with respect to the annual
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evolution of a sea ice cover, evidence of large scale and inter-annual operation of
this feedback has also been brought to light (e.g. Perovich et a\.,2008J.
Surface temperature [Trr.J is an important parameter

balance, but difficult

to measure directly [e.9.

Persson

in the surface energy

et al,, 2002). It may be

calculated from broadband longwave radiation flux measurements using equation
2.8:

T"

lt F)- (r
1

r¡1-(f

o.25

I

)rI rÌ

12.Bl

which is limited by the uncertainty in e, [surface emissivity) and errors in the
radiative fluxes (Persson et al., 2002). During their measurements, Persson et al.
(2002) Sêt t. = 0.99 regardless of whether the surface was snow or sea ice based on
a study done by Grenfell et al. (7998J where ss = 0.98-0.995, suggesting that errors

in the radiative fluxes would have a greater effect than small changes in e..
Longwave radiation [Fr) dominates Arctic heat exchange during much of the

year, having the net effect of removing heat from sea ice because the radiative
temperature of sea ice is almost always higher than that of the atmosphere (Maykut,

1986). Longwave emissivities of sea ice, leads and melt ponds are near 0.97 while
snow cover increases

cycle

is lowest in

er.

to 0.99 (Maykut,1986), Incoming longwave over an annual

December-February

[-150

W.m-2) before increasing

to

a

maximum of -300 W.m-2 in fune, July and August (Maykut, 1982; Maykut, 1986;
Ebert and Curry,1,993; Lindsay, L998; Persson et a1.,2002: see figure 22c). Annually,

the net longwave flux prescribes to one of two general modes, ranging between -50
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and -30W'm-2 or near-zero, with its minimum occurring in early summer when clear
skies prevail and the surface temperature is high (Persson et a1.,2002).

Influence of clouds

The influence of clouds on radiative fluxes is dependent on the cloud
properties, namely cloud fraction, height depth, amount of condensed water (Curry
qnd Ebert,1992). Extensive low clouds and substantial atmospheric water vapour
present near the surface in summer and early autumn minimize net longwave losses

by allowing

near-surface atmospheric temperatures

temperatures (Maykut,

to nearly

equal surface

7986). Fewer, higher clouds in the winter

decrease

atmospheric water vapour, increasing net longwave Ioss from the relatively warmer
surface (M aykut, 1986).
Clouds also affect incoming shortwave radiation by diffusing

it for much of

the summer months, causing the aforementioned skewness in the distribution of F.
around the summer solstice by increasing the optical thickness of the atmosphere
over time (Maykut,19B6J. Clouds may reduce F. by 50%, increasing the proportion

of diffuse radiation reaching the surface which increases the albedos of snow and
seawater by B-120/o versus clear sky due to their dependence on solar angle (Grenfell

and Perovich, 1-984; curry et al., 1996). Arctic clouds transmit energy between
0.7pm and 1,4pm; absorbing almost all energy above 1.4¡rm (Grenfell and Perovich,
1'984: see table 3; Curry et al., 1996) leading to a larger relative contribution of

reflective shorter wavelengths

in cloudy

conditions (Maykut, LgB6). The total

transmission of energy through clouds depends on the atmospheric water content
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(MaykuÇ 1.986: see figures 3 and 4). Curry and Ebert (1.992) note that the phase and

size of the cloud particles and is dominated by shortwave flux to the top of the
atmosphere, and the average effect of polar clouds when compared

to clear-sky

conditions is to warm the surface in all months except luly (Curry and Ebert,1,992).
They attributed this net warming to the absence of incoming shortwave radiation

during fall, winter and spring in combination high surface albedos. Clouds were
found to cool the surface for about two weeks in summer by reflecting a larger

portion of incoming shortwave radiation than the surface would if the sky was clear
(Curry and Ebert, 1,992). Similar results to those of Curry and Ebert (1,992) were
found by Zhang et al. (1-996).

More recently, Intrierí et al. (2002J used an annual cycle of surface energy
balance and cloud observations to examine the impact of clouds on both radiative
and turbulent fluxes in comparison to fluxes in clear-sky conditions. Their resuìts

showed that over an annual cycle the net effect of Arctic clouds is to warm the
surface save for a small time frame midsummer when the surface is cooled by the
presence of clouds compared to what would occur in clear-sky conditions (Intrierí et

a1.,2002: see figures l-0 and 77). Intrieri et al, (2002) also note the importance of
using appropriate albedo values, which may change the net surface cloud forcing by
up to 40W.m-2 and even change the sign of the forcing.

Turbulentfluxes

In addition to emitted longwave radÍation, turbulent fluxes of sensible and
latent heat are the only way for energy to flow from the surface to the atmosphere.
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Although turbulent fluxes may be an order of magnitude or two smaller than
radiative fluxes, their contribution to the energy balance is still significant when
compared to net radiation (Maykut,19B6J. The rate at which heat is transferred by
the turbulent fluxes is dependent on surface roughness, wind speed, stability of the

boundary layer and the size of the temperature and water vapour gradients
(Maykut,19B6J. Turbulent fluxes may be calculated using eddy correlation methods
(e.g. Ruffieux et

a\.,1995) or the bulk aerodynamically formulae (e.g. Lindsay,1,998),

the latter of which willbe discussed next.
Sensible heat [F'J refers to the addition or loss of energy from a body, sensed
as an increase

or decrease in its physical temperature. It may be calculated using

a

bulk aerodynamic formula:

F,: pcoC"u(f,-f")

12.el

where p is the surface air density [in kg.m-3J, co is the specific heat of air [in J'kg-1"K1), C, is the

bulk transfer coefficient for sensible heat [e.g. C. = 0,0023

(Lindsay,

1998)), u is wind speed at the reference height, T" is the air temperature at

a

reference height and To is the surface temperature.
The latent heat flux [FeJ derived from phase change may also be calculated
using a bulk aerodynamic formula:

Fu = pLC rU(q,o - q")

12.1.01

where L is the latent heat of evaporation [in f.kg-t, including the latent heat of
melting if the surface is below freezing (Lindsay, 1998)) and Cr is the exchange
coefficient for latent heat. The specific humidity at the reference height [q"i,J and
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the surface [q") are calculated using measured relative humidity [RH)

and

temperature according to:
q = n¡r9'6nfon

12.LIl

where p is the atmospheric pressure and the saturated partial pressure of water
vapour [e,"rJ is approximated by:
e",,

= exp(-

6763.617

-

4.92831ogT + 5a.219)

12.Lzl

Potential shortcomings of the bulk aerodynamic method include that the constants
Cs

and Cl are not necessarily constant, depending in reality on surface roughness

and atmospheric stability (Líndsay, 1998). Further, they are derived using data at

a

reference height which assumes that wind, temperature and humidity profiles
between the reference height and the surface are monotonic (Líndsay, 1998J,
Sensible and latent heat fluxes vary considerably more than radiative fluxes

over daily-weekly time scales, and increase in magnitude substantially during high

wind speed synoptic events (RuffÍeux et al., L995; Persson et a1.,2002). There seems
to be some debate however, over the direction of these fluxes in part due to sea ice

type/age over which they were measured as well as inter-annual variability and

latitude. Steffen and DeMaria (1996) propose that the sensible heat flux over
seasonal sea ice in winter [November, fanuary and FebruaryJ in Barrow Strait is

largely positive, especially in November during the early stage of sea ice formation.
Measurements of latent heat flux during the same period yielded small positive

values in November and near-zero values in fanuary and February (Steffen and
DeMaria, 1996). Ruffieux et al. (1995J found that multiyear sea ice with adjacent
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leads north of Prudhoe Bay, AK had a small, positive sensÍble heat flux for much of

April before it became largely negative due to wind speeds in excess of 10m.s-1 over
about 5 days, Using forcing parameters from former Soviet Union Arctic drifting

station (NP-30) for 1-990, Lindsay [1998) found that the winter sensible heat flux
was positive [7-10W.m-21 and negative only in May, when increasing Fr creates
conditions where the surface is warmer than the aÍr temperature. Lindsay [1998]

found that latent heat flux was near-zero in the winter, while averaging about
L0W.m-2 in

-

fune. Fluxes calculated by Lindsay (1998) agree well with fluxes from

Maykut (1982) except for sensible heat flux in summer, which was sÍmÍlar in
magnitude by opposÍte in sign. Recently, Persson et al. (2002J measured F, and

Fs

during the SHEBA project (1,997-L998) finding that F. was small and negative for
much of November through March before oscillating between small positive and
negative values for the remainder of the time series ending in Septemb er. Persson et

al. (2002) found that

Fa

was near-zero for much for much of the year, becoming

positive in May and June (-LZW.m-z), then decreasing back to zero by fuly. The
observed SHEBA annual cycle of turbulent fluxes is similar to previous studies

(Maykut,I9B2; Maykut,1,986; Ebert and Curry, 7993; Lindsay, 1998; Persson et al.,
2002) albeit composed of smaller Frand

Conductive

FE

magnitudes.

flux

Sea ice

grows downward due to the conduction of heat (F.) from a warm

ocean to a cold atmosphere during much of the year. Heat conduction in sea ice is

a

function of air volume in the ice, solid salt content and most importantly liquid
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brine. Saline liquid at the freezing point in phase equilibrium with the surrounding
ice absorbs latent heat when the ice warms, releasing

it when the ice cools allowing

brine cells to act as a thermal reservoirs which impede changes in temperature
within the ice (Wadhams,2000). The amount of heat conducted is controlled by the
temperature gradient at the surface and the thermal conductivity of the ice [k.iJ:

o, =0",(#)"

12.1.31

Thermal conductivity [kJ is a measure of a material's ability

to conduct

heat

[measured in W.m-1K-1), or, the flux of heat through an area in time divided by

temperature difference over

the

distance

traveled.

a

Untersteiner (1,961)

approximated the thermal conductivity of sea ice as:

k.sluT,
=k *þs'

12.t4l

where ko is the thermal conductivity of pure ice at Ti (k" = 9.B2BC0'00s7r), where T is

the ice temperature ["K) (Yen,1,9BI)), Ti the ice temperature [oC), B is 0.13 W.m-1
and Si is ice salinÍty. The approximation above neglected air bubble content, which
is important because the thermal conductivities of brine and air are about 250/o and
L0/o

that of pure ice, respectively (Wadhems, 2000J. Conduction by air bubbles in

both brine and the ice was treated by )no [1968J who showed that young ice which

is warm and saline has a thermal conductivity 2-3 times less that colder, lower
salinity ice. Sea ice thermal conductivity values vary slightly around 2.10W.m-1K-1
(Makshtas, L99B; Pringle et a1.,2006) but k,r calculations do not take into account
convection in brine or air, which would increase the thermal conductivity of warm
saline ice (Wadhams, 2000).
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The specific heat of a material is the quantity of heat required to change the

temperature of one gram of the material by one degree [measured inJ'g-toC-t). )no
(1,967) proposed an empirical reìationship for the specific heat of sea ice (ci),

c¡=co+af,+b!

12.7sl

Ti

where co is the specific heat of pure ice, (2LL3I.kg'1'C-1J, Ti is Ín Celsius,

salinity [psuJ and 'a' and 'b' are constants of

S¡

is ice

7.53J.kg-1oC-z and 0.01BMJ' "C kg-t

respectively. Anderson (197 6) calculated the specific heat of snow [c', f .kg-l"K) as a
linear function of temperature:
c" :92.88+7.3647"

12.1.61

where T, is in Kelvin degrees.
The co-existence of solid and liquÍd phases in sea ice at temperature makes
understanding latent heat of fusion less than straight-forward because theoretically

it is the energy

associated

with a materials phase change from solid to liquid, As a

result, calculation of latent heat of fusÍon [qJ for sea ice is typically limited to
temperatures above -8.2"C, below which precipitation of sodium sulfate surrounded
by a hydrate shell complicates the situation, but is accounted for by )no (7968) and

summarizedby Yen et al. (1991) in equation2.L7:
q, :4.187(79.68 - 0.5054 -0.02735 t + 4.31r+

$T,

+

0.0008514

-0.0OgTi2 l2.I7l

While the snow cover in the Arctic is generally much thinner than the sea ice
below it, the thermal conductivity of snow [k,) remains sÍgnificant because it is 6-8
times smaller than that of sea ice (Makshtas, 1998J. k, is described empirÍcally by
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Ebert and Curry [1993) accounting for direct thermal conductivity and water vapour

diffusion using snow density (p', kg.m-:) and temperature [T', 'K) in the equation
below:

k,:2.845 x I0-6pl +2.7

xl0-4(2(L-233)/5)

12.1.Bl

The thermal conductivity of snow on sea ice falls in the range of 0.03 to 0.5 W.m-1K-1

(Sturm et a1.,2002).
The annual evolution of conductive heat flux is critically dependent on the

value of thermal conductivity [k) used in its calculation and whether

it

has been

calculated in snow and/or sea ice (Maykut, L9B2; Persson et a1.,2002). Generally,

results from these studies indicate that F. is small and positive [ranging between

3

and 1SW.m-z) indicating that the volume is gaining energy in the wÍnter between
September and May, before becoming small and negative through the summer,
reaching its minÍmum in July and August (--2W.mz1 (Persson et a\.,2002: see figure

22f). Modeling work done by Lindsay [1998), contradicts these results in September
and October, indicating that inter-annual, geographical and other variations play an

important role in these measurements.

Influence of snow cover on thermodynamic processes in sea ice

Snow on Arctic sea ice affects the annual evolution of a sea ice sheet
thermodynamically. The high albedo (0.6-0.9) of snow (Grenfell and Maykut,1.977;
Flanner and Zender, 2006) tends

to dominate the shortwave energy balance of

northern regions as it is much larger than the albedo of bare sea ice [0.5-0.7J (Laine,
2004) or open ocean [-0.1) (Grenfell and Maykut, 1.977). The thermal conductivity
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of snow [0,1 to 0.4W'm-1'K-1) is an order of magnitude lower than that of sea ice due

to the large fractional volume of air whose thermal conductivity is only 0.02SW.m1'K-1, making snow

an excellent insulator (Prinsenberg, 7992; Sturm et al.,

1,997,

2002; McKay, 2000; Pollard and Kasting, 2005J in spite of its comparatively low

volume. Snow also has a lower specific heat and heat of fusion than ice, causing
changes

in temperature and phase to occur more rapidly in it than Ín ice (Ledley,

1991). Using a coupled, energy balance climate-thermodynamic model,
(1,997) determined

that of these competing effects, reduction of

Ledley

absorbed

shortwave energy caused by increased albedo dominates, producing a reduction in

air temperatures meaning that added snow has a net cooling effect on climate
(Ledley, 1997).

)cean heatflux
The concept ofan'ocean heat flux' (F*,), a product ofheat and turbulence) as

it pertains to sea ice thermodynamics began with Maykut and Untersteiner (L971)
demonstrating that changes in sea ice thickness are in part enabled by a flux of
sensible heat from the ocean below to the sea ice bottom. Maykut (1982) used a

model to suggest sea ice required a flux of 2W.m-2 to maintain an equilibrium ice
thickness of 3m, but observational data varies considerably, as does methodology.
Early on it was assumed that this energy resulted from diffusion of heat from depth

upwards (Coachman and Barnes, 1.962) but heat lost upward by the Atlantic layer

gets trapped below the surface mixed layer [Rudels et al.,
processes

7996).

So, other

that could cause F',,' were explored. Maykut (1982) postulated that F*
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originates with shorrwave radiation absorbed in the upper ocean and distributed
evenly in the horizontal immediately below sea ice, though shortwave absorbed in

the ocean was about 1.5 times as large as needed to maintain 3m thick sea ice. This
extra energy is thought to be used to erode ridge keels andf or may be lost through
leads (Maykut,

7982). Work conducted during the

Coordinated Eastern Arctic

Experiment [CEAREX) showed that oceanic heat flux may vary substantially under

a

single mobile sea ice floe, ranging from near-zero to almost 70W.m' at a sub-

kilometer scale in a fifty-day period (Wettlaufer, 199L: see figure
(1'991) attributed Fw maxima

B).

Wettlaufer

to [i) a storm during which wind speeds reached

35m's-1 and ocean currents in the surface layer reached 30cm.s-1 corresponding to

an intrusion of Atlantic water to the mixed layer;

[ii) bathymetric

features which

may have forced warmer water from depth toward the surface,

F* may be parameterized based on direct measurements of the vertical eddy
flux of sensible heat to the underside of an ice sheet; however this entails a making

a

myriad of difficult time series measurements including profiles of ocean salinity,
temperature and currents, and requires that the sea ice bottom roughness be
estimated (McPhee, 1,992; Maykut and McPhee, 1995). Instead, perovich and Elder

(2002) used what Wettlaufer (799L) referred to as a modified Stefan equation,
taking into account that mass balance at the ice ocean interface results from the
combined effects of turbulent heat flux from the ocean to the sea ice and the speed

at which the sea ice conducts the heat upward, Ocean heat flux is treated as the
residual of the conductive (F.J, specific [F,) and latent [FrJ heats of the sea ice:
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n = (i)t+ *4 *4)

12.Lel

They accomplished this using ice temperature profiles at 10cm thickness intervals
and measurements of changes in sea ice thickness over long time periods. A

limit of

this method is the accuracy with which the ablation/accretion occurs at the sea ice
bottom, for example t0.5cm thickness represents 1.SMJ.m-z making this method
work best when averaging over long time steps (Perovích and Elder,2002).
Over the course of an annual cycle in multiyear sea ice in the Beaufort Sea,

monthly averages of ocean heat flux were low in the winter [.5W.m-21 between
October and February, increasing sharply to l-6 W.m-Z in March before decreasing
again to

-2

W'm-2 in April (Perovich and Elder, 2002) again illustrating the seasonal

dependence of F* first described by Maykut and McPhee (1995). High ocean heat

flux values in March 1998 were attributed to the entrainment of warmer, deeper
water as the floe drifted over the shallow Chukchi Cap during a storm in concert

with rapid ice motion [25km'day-t; which resulted in bottom ablation despite air
temperatures lower than -30'C (Perovich and Elder,2002). From April to July F*
increased steadily to a maximum of 1,6.8 W.m-2 before decreasing slightly in August

and September (Perovich and Elder, 2002: see figure
dependent on ice type and the level of deformation

1).

Ocean heat

flux is

it has experienced,

also

as melt-

ponded areas experience very high monthly averaged ocean heat flux which may be
due to the enhanced transmission of solar radiation through ponds and relatively

thin bare ice (Perovich and Elder,2002). Krishfteld and Perovicli (2005) found that
annual-averaged ocean heat flux over the Arctic Ocean pack ice was between 3 and
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4W.m-2, with the greatest inter-annualvariability of ocean heat flux occurring in the

Beaufort Gyre.

Thermodynamic growth and decay of sea ice

The thermodynamic growth and decay of a uniform snow-covered sea ice
sheet was first model edby Maykut and Untersteiner (L971) and then modified based

on more recent data by Maykut (1986). The model includes a seasonally specified
snowfall and a given ocean heat flux and considers a seasonal cycle of shortwave
and longwave radiation fluxes on a sea ice sheet of variable thickness. Several
assumptions are made, including:

[i) the sea ice sheet is an infinite horizontally

homogenous slab, precluding any thickness variation due to deformation processes;

[ii) the ocean below is at rest, meaning heat transfer

due to friction between

it and

the sea ice slab cannot occur; [iii) heat is transferred between the ocean and
atmosphere by conduction affected by brine cells in the ice and shortwave radiation

that penetrates the surface of the ice; (iv) the annual snow cover influences the
radiative and conductive transfer and is therefore considered as a second and
separate layer in the model (Maykut and Untersteiner,1,97l). It is also assumed that
changes in mass and the absorption of energy can only occur at the top and bottom

of the snow and the sea ice layers despite the reality that energy absorption occurs

in a layer of finite thickness. At the top of the snow or bare sea ice layer melt may
occur but mass can only be added through snowfall and at the bottom of the sea ice

accretion or ablation may occur (Maykut and Untersteiner, 1,97I) which precludes
super-imposed sea ice formation in spring. Figure 2.4.is a graphical representation
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of the Maykut and Unterstei.ner (1971) thermodynamic sea ice model discussed
below.

Atthe top ofthe snow layer, there occurs

a balance

ofradiation and turbulent

fluxes. Incoming (downwelling) radiation includes Íncoming shortwave [Ff from
the sun which reaches the surface after penetrating the atmosphere and incoming
longwave [Fr) from the atmosphere (including cloudsJ emitted as a function of
absolute temperature. Upwelling radiation includes the fraction of F. reflected at

the surface termed aFr, and outgoing longwave from the surface represented by
er6T+ (Stefan-Boltzmann's

Law).

Absorption

of incoming solar radiation

is

determined by the properties of the material and incidence angle and extinction of

the penetrating shortwave is governed by Beer's Law and summarized by a bulk
extinction coefficient. The turbulent sensible and latent heat fluxes [F, and FrJ can
direct energy in the form of heat either away from or toward the snow surface.

Figure 2.4. Fluxes in a uniþrm show-covered ice sheet
Redrawn after Maykut and Untersteiner, (1971).
F, Fu eroT{ F, F,

crF.
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Within the snow layer, a flux of shortwave radiation that penetrates into the
snow volume flo) occurs if the albedo is less than unity, and the conductive heat flux
[F.J is directionally dependent on the temperature gradient. All the above noted
fluxes balance, determining the surface temperature when it is below 273.16'K (Tù

but above Tr the snow surface will melt causing an imbalance in energy flux
reducing snow thickness (hJ (Maykut and Untersteiner,1,971,). The energy balance
equations are therefore:

(Io * F, - erdfoa+4,
")r, -

(t-"Þ,-Io+F, - €,ú] + 4

+ Fu +

+ F" +

k,(#)

k,(#).:
=

"

-þ,

0 lfr" <273.1-6"K

12.201

= 27 3.!6'K

tz.zLl

ryJ,

or"

where subscript 'o' refers to the upper surface and q is the latent heat of fusion of
the surface material (Maykut and Untersteiner, T9T1-). While heat is conducted along
a temperature gradient within the snow, absorption of penetrating solar radiation

also occurs, depending on the snow physical structure, wavelength and incidence

angle. Absorption at depth is treated for simplicity's sake in terms of the bulk
extinction coefficient [rc') and the thermal conductivity of the snow [kr) is held
constant (Maykut and Untersteiner, L971).

ðT"_ð
P,C,

r(ôT,\,,
* =¿o"l * ).IoK"e-*'"

12.221

Conduction is assumed to be continuous through the snow-sea ice interface such
that:

o"(#),, :Or,(+),,

12.231

5B

where the temperature gradients are immediately above and below the interface
(Maykut ønd Untersteiner,1,97l). Snow is relatively insulative compared to sea ice,
changing the slope of the temperature profile between the snow top and sea ice

bottom in winter at the snow-sea ice interface. Heat conduction and radiative
absorption occur in sea ice in the same way as in snow, so the same heat conduction
equation may be used as fequation 2.221save for the fact that the specific heat and

thermal conductivity of sea ice vary with salinity and temperature and should be
substituted into the heat conduction equation.
At the sea ice-seawater interface, the ocean heat flux (F*) [which gives rise to

melting at the sea ice bottomJ and the conductive heat flux in the sea ice [which
gives rÍse to ice growth) near the interface are the only two fluxes considered, with

one dominating dependent on season (Maykut and Untersteiner, 1,971). The
equilibrium thickness of a sea ice sheet is physically justified then, as the ice may
grow thick enough for the magnitude of F* to exceed that of F. at the sea ice bottom,
even mid-winter (Wadhams, 2000). Maykut and Untersteiner (I971) therefore
express the heat balance at the sea ice bottom as:

F"-F,u:lno*],.,

12.241

Although it is generally accepted as a very sophisticated treatment of snow
and sea Íce thermodynamics through the annual cyc\e, Ebert and Curry [1993) noted

that Maykut and Untersteíner's (1971) model noted some deficiencies, namely, [i)

the summertime melting ice albedo of 0.64 is too high, directly resulting in
comparatively small annual surface ablation amounts. Shine and Henderson-Sellers
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[1985J showed the performance of thermodynamic models is quite sensitive to
albedo parameterization by using different albedos for different surface types and

accounting for clouds; (ü) Maykut and Untersteiner (1,971,) assumed that I70/o of
incoming shortwave penetrated into the interior of the sea ice, but that amount
depends on the ratio of diffuse to direct radiation (Ebert and Curry, 1993) and [iii)

ocean heat flux was set

af

2W.m-2, which

is an oversimplification of a poorly

understood variable. Ebert and Curry [1993J focused on sea ice-atmosphere
interactions including albedo and leads, introducing an albedo parameterization

sensitive

to

surface state including melt ponds

of variable depth, a

lead

in response to

lead

parameterization accounting for lateral accretion/ablation

fraction, a prescribed divergence rate allowing for the absorption of solar radiation
by the ocean and a time-varying heat flux to the sea ice base,

Low winter air temperatures above a snow-covered sea ice slab create

a

situation in which net energy into the slab does not result in immediate decreases in
slab thickness; a positive energy flux to the sea ice sheet results first in warming of

the sea ice at the microscopic scale, coincident with reduced surface salinity, When

the sea ice has temperature reaches the melting point, additional energy input
reduces the thickness of the slab through ablation at the surface, generating melt

water which remains at the surface in ponds, flushes down through the sea ice slab
reducing the salinity, or drains off the surface into the upper ocean (Eicken,2003).

Although surface ablation of Arctic sea ice is substantial, McPhee et al. (1998) found
that up to 0.5m may be ablated from the bottom of multi-year sea ice in the Beaufort
Sea

in a single year. This amount of bottom melt could not be explained solely by a
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flux of heat from the ocean below the surface mixed layer, leading to the postulation

that shortwave energy that penetrates the surface mixed layer may be in part
responsible

for the additional heat flux required to account for greater

expected bottom ablation (McPhee et al.,

than

!998J. Studies of radiative transfer in

sea

ice have made it clear that shortwave penetration of the ocean surface mixed layer
is enabled greatly by the presence of very thin sea ice and/or open water, This leads
us to a discussion of dynamic processes which enable these conditions.

2.Sea ice dynamics

Although the thermodynamics of sea ice are well defined in the previous
section, for simplicity it is assumed that the sea ice is not moving, and [sometimes)

it

is even assumed that the ocean beneath is also at rest. In reality, almost all sea ice in

the northern hemisphere is in motion, save for a small fringe of landfast sea ice fixed

to coastlines. Sea ice is in a state of constant motion and deformation, resulting in

a

myriad of different physical characteristics on several scales. Motion is governed by

Newton's Laws governing inertia, momentum, and action and reaction. In this
section

I will deal with the physical explanation of sea ice motion,

which in

combination of our understanding of sea ice thermodynamics wÍll yield some insight
to the complexities of ocean-sea ice-atmosphere interaction.

For the sake of organization sea ice dynamics is divided here into three
aspects of ocean-sea ice-atmosphere interaction:

[i) the momentum balance, which

accounts for motion and subsequent deformation due to atmospheric and oceanic
forces on an ice cover, [ii) sea ice strength, which describes the type and magnitude
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of stress necessary to fracture a sea ice cover making it discontinuous, and [iiiJ sea
ice rheology, which describes the way in which sea ice as a material reacts under
various stresses.

Momentum Balance

The momentum balance of an area of sea ice cover corresponds to the
balance of five forces, namely air stress, water stress, the Coriolis force, internal ice
stress, and the stress attributed to the

tilt of the ocean

surface (Hibler, t979). Air

stress, water stress and Coriolis force typically dominate with internal sea ice stress

becoming importantwhen sea ice is closelypacked and/or in an enclosed area like
the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (Wadhams, 2000).

Air fwind) stress is an important transfer mechanism of momentum from the
atmosphere to sea ice, affecting the physical characteristics of an ice pack, ocean
currents and turbulence, and even sea surface tilt (Guesr et a1.,7995). The air stress

[t"J on an area of sea ice is represented by the air-ice drag coefficient

[C"J,

a

constant of proportionality linking wind speed to the stress it exerts on the sea ice
surface, which is a function of sea ice surface roughness:

r.

= p"c,l(J,

-u,l(u" -u,)

12.zsl

where p" Ís the air density, C" is the air-ice drag coefficient, U" is the wind velocity at
a reference height and Ui is the ice velocity. This allows for the ice velocity to be
much smaller than the wind speed, and uses the relative velocily of the wind and ice

to determine the stress

(Reynolds

et al., 1985).

Ca ranges

between 0.0014 and

0.0021' for sea ice but varies substantially based on ice type and location (Wadhams,
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2000: see table 4.1), so the roughness of the top and underside of the ice cover must

be known and categorized based on scale, Large-scale features range in size and
length on the order of meters to kilometers respectively compose form drag due to
changes

in the large-scale flow of wind.

Small-scale features on the order of

millimeters to meters in size and length respectively compose skin friction drag
over relatively un-deformed sea ice. Generally, as the surface roughness increases,

so to does C, as form drag around large-scale roughness elements increases,
draining the momentum of the wind (Andreas et al., 1993]. Air stress has been
measured over sea ice from aircraft (Overland, 1985; Fairall and Markson, !987)

from ships (Andreas et al., 1993) and even buoys (Reynolds et al.,19B5J and not
surprisingly, the method has some effect on the final product, as horizontal

variability caused by substantial variations in the surface and boundary layer
conditions occurs (Guest et a\., L995).

Water stress [t*J is the force on the ice bottom relative to the motion of the
ocean beneath it, calculated in the same way as air stress. The difference being that

the water velocity is measured under sea ice at a depth or
Reynolds

tLm

(e.g. McPhee,1979;

et al., 1985). McPhee (7979) and Reynolds et al. (1985J calculated C*

values around 0.0054; Hibler (7979) used 0,0055 in his model. C,, is also a function

of the ice bottom roughness and varies considerably, and the difference between
smooth and rough sea ice is much greater for water stress than air stress. The ocean

mixed layer depth dealt with here may only be 30m compared to the atmospheric
boundary layer that may be 1000m thick; a ridge with a 1m sail and a 5m keel is

protruding to a proportionally much greater depth in the ocean than in the
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atmosphere, so form drag becomes a much greater component

of C* than

C"

(Wadhams, 2000). McPhee [1986J notes that C* should ideally be measured in

neutrally stable density condÍtions [in the absence of melting/freezingJ because the

addition of freshwater to the near-surface ocean layer increases the strength of
density stratificatÍon, reducing vertical momentum transfer and decreasing drag.
The fact that any body on the earth's surface is being accelerated as a result

of the earth's rotation is accounted for by the Coriolis force. The magnitude of
which is given by:

F, :2maU,sinþ

12.261

where m is the product of the ice density and thickness for a unit âreâ, ú)
7.272XL0-s

=

ttd't-t[angular velocity of Earth), U¡ is ice velocity and Q is the latitude at

which the measurement is made, The CoriolÍs force decreases with latitude moving
away from the poles and is proportional to mass; so thicker ice is more substantially
affected than thinner ice per unit area.

Sea surface height

is

defined with respect

to a

surface

of

constant

gravitational potential called the geoid. Stress due to sea surface tilt occurs because
the sea surface does not always correspond to the geoid. The distribution of ocean
and continental crust and mid-ocean ridges may cause the sea surface to be uneven,
as does uneven heating, evaporation and

precipitation. More water with respect to

the geoid in some areas creates a horizontal pressure gradient which attempts to
move the 'extra' water to areas with less fdepressions). The geostrophic current
occurs where the sea surface

tilt gradient force is balanced by the Coriolis

force.
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Internal ice stress ['ri) accounts for the force acting on an area of ice within an
ice sheet due to stress transmitted through the ice from the surrounding sea ice.

'r¡

is constantly changing, dependent on ice rheology, strength and the areal mass
balance, valid only

if the spatial

scale at which

it is approximated is much bigger

than the floes from whÍch the pack is composed (Hibler, 7986).

Early

approximations of sea ice dynamics ignored the problem of internal ice stress,
instead focusing on free drift solutions for the momentum balance, assuming that
the sea ice cover moves as a single floe without interacting with other floes.

Sea ice motion in

free drift

In the presence of air stress only, ice moves in the direction of the air stress

diverted to the right of the wind in the northern hemisphere due to the Coriolis
force. Increased velocity causes increases in the turning effect of the Coriolis force

until the floe's velocity includes a component working against the air stress. This
causes the floe

to slow down as it reaches a point directly to the right of its initial

position perpendicular to the wind direction, creating a trajectory called an inertial

loop. When the water stress is added to the scenario, partial inertial loops

occur

because water stress slows the floe more quickly than in the previous example. This

allows the floe to end up downwind and to the right

[-45') of its initial position.

The stronger the Coriolis force and the thicker the sea ice, the greater the turning
angle, but the angle decreases

with increased air and water stress.

While the wind and water stresses are acting on a sea ice floe, the drag of the
sea ice

in the ocean boundary layer causes motion in the ocean surface layer at a
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direction increasing in angle to the right of the ice motion direction with increasing
depth. This current structure is called an Ekman spiral and is caused by the Coriolis
force. Two layers are normally delineated, the first is the surface layer, where shear
occurs and water velocity is in the same direction as the sea ice. The second is
called the Ekman layer, which begins a few meters below the surface dominated by

the Coriolis force which creates a clockwise spiral of mean current velocity relative
to the direction of ice motion with increasing depth. The same process occurs in the
atmosphere, where at ten meters height the wind is smaller

in magnitude

and

turned to the left by about 25" [in the northern hemisphere) in comparison to the
geostrophic wind at the top of the atmospheric boundary layer. Therefore without a

geostrophic current, ice drifts in the direction of the geostrophic wind, parallel to
the isobars [Zubov's Law).
While the above suffices as a general explanation of sea ice motion occurring in
free drift, the Arctic reality is (againJ severely complicated in comparison, For much

of the annual cycle in the entire Arctic sea ice does not move as one floe, creating
strain unrelated to ice velocity. Rather, it moves discontinuously and non-linearly in
time and space, in part due to variable internal ice stress and further complicated by
coastal boundaries. This brings us to a discussion of the behavior of a sea ice area
under normal conditions.
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Sea ice Strength and Rheology

The strength of a sea ice cover may be thought of in terms of stress [o, force

per unit areal and strain [e, displacement per unit length usually expressed as
percent) which can be partitioned into normal (/

a

/) or shear (rJ strain based on the

direction of the displacemenT (Mellor, 1986). Sea ice compressive strength

is

described by the maximum stress developed at a specific strain rate before failure
occurs and is largely controlled by the sea ice temperature and type (Mellor, t9B6;
Timco and Johnston,2002; Johnston et a1.,2003). Sea ice compressive strength and

temperature have been shown to be linearly related between -LB'C and 2"C, but in
sea ice warmer than about -4"C the relationship becomes weaker (Johnston et al.,

2003), This is particularly interesting in the context of work by Golden [2003) who

while studying the fluid permeability of sea ice noted a critical threshold
temperature of -SoC at which a transition between low and high permeability
regimes occurs, The presence of brine and air in sea ice and their relative amounts

actually control the compressive strength of sea ice because they do not contribute

to its mechanical strength (MeIIor, L986) and of course are in part controlled by
temperature but also by factors discussed previously including growth rate, age and
growth conditions such as the salinity of the seawater from which it grew.
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Figure 2.5. A one-dimensional comparison of sea ice rheologies. The viscous-plastic
rheology is considered a nonlinear viscous fluid with the inclusion of a minimum
pressure term (P*). From Hibler (1979).
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In order to account for the complexity of sea ice motion not in free drift,
Hibler (1979) suggested that ice interaction be treated using a constitutive law to
reìate forces within the sea ice cover to strain and/or deformation. In order to
accomplish this, Hibler (1,979) followed by Zhang and Hibler (1,997) used a viscousplastic approach [Figure 2.5.J, considering sea ice a non-linear viscous compressible

fluid.

Sea ice

is treated like a plastic under flow; the nonlinear viscosities

are

adjusted so sea ice acts as a rigid plastic at normal deformation rates and as a linear

viscous fluid under very small deformation rates (Hibler, 1979). For the sake of
comparison, an elastic-plastic material resists compression with a fixed stress once

a certain converging deformation occurs and bears no resistance to
strains, while

in the

viscous-elastic case the stress rate

diverging

is determined by the

6B

magnitude of the strain rate (e ) rather than the strain [Figure 2.5.) (Hibler,1.979).

A major difference between these two laws is the way they treat

motionless

situations; The elastic-plastic law may maintaÍn a high stress situation without any
motion, while the viscous-plastic law approximates high stress situations using

very slow flow [creep) (Hibler,

1979).

a

Finally, the linear viscous approach is

different from both elastic-plastic and viscous-plastic because the stresses are large
even for small strain rates and almost independent of the rate of deformation
(Figure 2.5.) (Hibler,I979). Viscous-plastic sea ice rheology fits the actual behavior

of Arctic pack ice, but the model only used two categories of sea ice thickness to
relate ice strength (Hibler, 197 9).

3. Sea ice morphology and thickness distribution: thermodynamics

and

dynamics
In the previous two sections the physical nature of thermodynamic evolution

and sea ice motion has been described. The sea Íce thickness distribution
represents the degree to which the large-scale physical properties of a sea ice cover

depend on thermodynamic and dynamic forcing [which may be oceanic and/or

atmospheric), the combination

of which yields variable sea ice

morphology

throughout an annual cycle, In turn, a combination of dynamic and thermodynamic
sea ice morphological features

in a region variably affects thermodynamic

and

dynamic forcing. Over an annual cycle, thermodynamic processes attempt to create
a single equilibrium thickness by thinning thick ice and thickening thin sea ice, all
the while dynamic processes attempt to create very thin and very thick sea ice.
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In a changing climate, the ability to determine changes in the Arctic sea ice
cover is very important and areal cover may be assessed on a near-daily basis using

space-borne remote sensing instruments like AMSR-e. However, determining
changes in sea ice volume is vitally important in determining ocean-atmosphere

heat and momentum exchange, regional mass and associated salt and freshwater
fluxes, as well as the strength and mechanical properties of an ice cover which all

play important roles in our climate system. From the perspective of climate
variability and change, it is vital that both thermodynamic and dynamic processes
be accounted

for.

Decreases in sea ice volume may not occur despite reduction of

thickness in some areas, as thinner areas are more easiìy ridged. Haas (2003) goes

so far as to suggest that even ice edge retreat may not necessarily be linked to
decreases

in sea ice volume. It

could also be that extent and thickness are

decreasing. The morphology and resultant thickness distribution in the Arctic is

much different from that of the Antarctic as are thermodynamic and dynamic
forcing which create

it

so again I restrict my discussion to the northern hemisphere

only.

The

probability distribution function of sea ice thickness

In a given area, the characteristics of a sea ice cover may include leads,
ridges, rafted sea ice, any variation in thermodynamically grown sea ice thickness,

and even open water. Thorndike et al. (1,975J defined the sea ice thickness
distribution [g[hJ, m-t) in a finite area IRJ as:
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s(h)dh =

dA(h,h + dh)
12.271

where dA(h,h+dh] represents the area within region (R) covered by sea ice with
thickness between h and h+dh, Sea ice distributions are most often dominated by a

mode representing level sea ice thickness, and a right-skewed tail representing
many classes of dynamically thickened sea ice. The area under the curve to the left

of the mode encompasses thinner sea ice which may exist is leads, and even open
water at h = 0, The sea ice thickness distribution of a region is also always changing

with time, expressed mathematically by:
ôgôt = div(vg)

- ð(f

à I h +7þ (h)

12.2Bl

where f[h) at a time and point equals ðhlôt, the thermodynamic growth rate, v is
the horizontal velocity vector, and r.f is a function that redistributes sea ice from one
thickness class to another (Wadhams, L99B). The effects of these processes on the
sea ice thickness

distribution of a region are diagrammatically represented in Figure

2.6. The first term on the right-hand side fequation 2.28] accounts for divergence
fand therefore advection), reducing the ice-covered area. Divergence generates

open water areas, such as leads and polynyas where sea ice may re-form
thermodynamically. The second term accounts for thermodynamic processes and

the redistribution function tü)

accounts

for lead and ridge formation

by

convergence. The redistribution function is the least well understood of the three
terms, depending on the mechanical characteristics of the sea ice cover, and making
rheology an important consideration regionally (Hibler,1,979; Wadhams,199B).
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Figure 2.6. A probability distribution functíon of sea ice thíckness (top) shown with
the processes which may alter it over the course of an annual cycle (bottom). Modified
from Thorndike et al. (1992).
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Sea Íce thickness seems

like an easy measurement to make, but in practice

meaningful studies of sea ice thickness are difficult; the snow may be measured and
scraped away from the sea ice surface and a hole drilled in sea ice, but due to the
spatial variability of snow thickness and sea ice thickness, that measurement must
be repeated thousands

in order to

if not hundreds of thousands of times on the kilometer

in an area.

Different

to make snow-plus-sea ice 'slab'

thickness

meaningfully represent the sea ice volume

methodologies have been employed

scale

measurements, both from above the sea ice using electromagnetic induction
systems (e.g. Haas et al., 7997) and from below using submarine-borne sonar

equipment [e.g. Wadhams, L992) but these methods are

far from

perfect.

Technology is continually advancing but snow thickness is not differentiated from
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sea ice thickness, a simplification which is less than ideal with respect to areal
energy budgets due to the differences in snow and sea ice thermal properties.

In the Arctic, the sea ice thickness distribution contains a set of distinct
features; open water and leads containing thin sea ice are contained in classes
between 0 and

lm thickness. A second small peak typically

occurs near the 2m

thickness corresponding to un-deformed first-year sea ice. Multi-year sea ice has
been represented by a large peak between 3 and 5m thickness, but there is evidence

showing that this peak may be shÍfting toward thinner classes (Rothrock et al.,
L999). Thickness classes greater than 4-5m represent significantly deformed sea ice
that may be first-year or multi-year.
Ridges are formed when a sea ice sheet is stressed in excess of its failure

threshold by convergence, These failures are typically linear or some variation and
much thicker than the surrounding un-deformed sea ice. Between 30 and B0% of

the sea ice volume in a given area may be contained in pressure ridges, so the
amount and thickness of sea ice ridging dominates sea ice mass balance in the

Arctic, making dynamic processes more important than thermodynamics (Haas,
2003J.
Leads are also typically linear features of an ice cover which occur as a result

of divergent sea Íce motion. Leads open perpendicular to the direction of the tensile
stress that caused the sea ice cover to fail (Mellor,19B6J.

Polynyas are areas of open water in time and space where one would expect

to find sea ice. These areas typically surrounded by sea ice cover andf or coastline
are maintained by one or a combination of the two following processes: sensible
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heat polynyas are kept open by upwelling of warm water from depth, vertical
diffusion of heat or convection which provides enough ocean heat flux to reduce the
thickness of or eliminate the sea ice cover altogether (Smith et al., 1990). Latent
heat polynyas are kept open by advection of the sea ice from the area, where the
heat required to balance heat loss to the atmosphere is provided by the latent heat
of continually forming sea ice (Smith et al., 1,990). Heat exchange at the open water
surface of a lead or polynya is 100 times greater than through the surrounding snow
covered sea ice, so even though polynyas and leads represent a small fraction ofthe

Arctic surface area, they may dominate the energy balance regionally (Maykut,
Le7B).

4. Large-scale processes and changing climate

Circulation

Atmospheric circulation on Earth is driven by differential heat input at its
surface. A great deal more of the sun's energy reaches the surface at the equator

than at the poles due to the relative thin-ness of the earth's atmosphere at the
equator, and due to the relatively oblique angle at which the sun's energy reaches
the poles. Air at the equator is warmed, becoming less dense, and lifts, creating low

pressure at the surface,

Air cools as it rÍses, eventually regaining the density

required to descend back to the surface at subtropical latitudes, setting up what is
known as the Hadley Cellbetween

0o and

30". This same process

sets up the Ferrel

cell between 30o and 60o and the Polar cell above 60", enabled by the earth's

rotation and the resultant coriolis force, At -60oN, air is moved aloft by
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convergence creating the Polar Vortex [cyclonic low) at the top of the troposphere
due to the Coriolis force. The warm air cools as

it converges on the pole, becoming

denser and eventually descending to the surface through the troposphere forcing
divergence to occur at the surface. Due to the Coriolis force, the outward motion of

the air at the surface is pushed to the right in the northern hemisphere causing an
anticyclone [high, clockwise) called the Beaufort High which is typically strongest in

winter. In addition to the Beaufort High, several other semi-permanent pressure
centers occur at Arctic latitudes, including the Icelandic Low, which is typically
situated west of Iceland, the Aleutian Low near the Aleutian Islands [most intense in

winter), and a strong high centered over Greenland.

Figure 2.7. Arctic 0cean círculation showing the average position of the Beaufort Gyre
and the Trønspolar Drift stream. From AMAP (1998: figure 3.29).
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Discussion of circulation in the Arctic atmosphere as

it pertains to sea ice

motion is often centered on the North Atlantic Oscillation [NAO) (Hurrell,1995) and
the Arctic Oscillation (AO) (Thompson and Wallace,199Bl, The NAO is associated

with changes in the difference in normalized

sea level pressure in

wÍnter [division of

the seasonal pressure by the long-term mean from IB94-1,994J between Lisbon,
Portugal and Stykkisholmur, Iceland and is represented by the NAO index between

lL

(Hurrell, L995). The positive phase of the NAO occurs when the gradient

between a high pressure center over Portugal and an area of low pressure over
Iceland increases, The A0 was first defined as the leading empirical orthogonal

function of monthly sea level pressure anomalies in the winter, north of 20"N
(Thompson and Wallace,

1998). They further proposed that the NAO was

encompassed by their new index, a claim later seconded by Kwok and Rothrock
(1-9gg). The argument is that the NAO is a regional pattern in the Atlantic sector of

the AO, and that the AO is a more important and fundamental structure due to its

resemblance

to the dominant mode of

circulation variation

stratosphere, its similarity to the spatial pattern of circulation

in the

lower

in the southern

Hemisphere (i,e. it has an Antarctic analog) and its positive trend in the past several
decades, representing a strengthening of the polar vortex from sea level to the

stratosphere in winter (Deser,2000). However, the fact remains that the A0 and

NAO indices are statistical representations

of pressure differences between

locations.

The long-term average positions of the above-mentioned Arctic pressure
centers and the geometry of the Arctic basin give rise to the dominant ocean and sea
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ice circulation patterns in the Arctic, namely the Beaufort Gyre and the Transpolar

Drift [Figure 2.7.) (Vowinckel and Orvig,

1-970; Colony and Thorndike, 1.984). The

Beaufort Gyre is a large anticyclone that occupies much of the western section of the

Arctic basin, the Canada Basin, The Transpolar Drift stream in the Eurasian Basin
moves sea ice from the Russian coastal seas over the pole and out of the ArctÍc

through Fram Strait between Svalbard and Greenland, in part due to the presence of
the strong high over Greenland which is responsible for winds that drag water and
sea ice down the east coast of Greenland. The residence time of a perennial sea ice

floe in the Arctic Basin was estimated by Colony and ThorndÍke (1985J to be about 5-

7

of

years, but the nature

averaging ice motion over long time scales may

overshadow the nature of large variability on shorter [yearlyJ time scales. Although
average sea ice velocities are -2cm.s-r, the daily standard deviation can be up to
7cm.s-7 (Colony and Thorndike, 1,984). The oldest, thickest sea ice

in the Arctic

is

created by this circulation system, which pushes sea ice up against the coasts of

northern Greenland and the western side of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago,
dynamically thickening

it.

The youngest, thinnest sea ice in the Arctic is found along

the Russian shelves, from where

it is continually exported

over the pole by the

Transpolar Drift stream (Haas, 2003J. The Beaufort Gyre has been shown to
undertake reversals on occasion, from anticyclonic

to cyclonic in

response to

cyclonic atmospheric activity in the spring, summer and fall (Serreze et al., 1,989;
Lukovich and Barber, 2006).
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Sea ice extent and thickness

Historical studies of sea ice concentration, extent and area are numerous, and

vary in their spatial and temporal focus (Parkinson et al., L999; Lynch et a1.,2007;
Rothrock and Zhang,2005; Ngheim et a\.,2006; Parkinson and Cavalien, 2008). Most
recently Parkinson and Cavalierr [2008) analyzedArctic sea ice extent between 1979

and 2006 (28.2 years) using passive microwave sea ice concentration data to
determine sea ice extent [pixels containing concentrations greater than

1,5Vo),

updating previous studies by the author and others. They report a negative trend in

northern hemisphere sea ice extent of -451-00t2000km2.year-1, with the highest
magnitude slope [-53400t7900km2'year'1) occurring in the summer months and
the weakest trend [-3950015600km2.year-lJ occurring in the winter, with all trends

statistically significant above 95% confidence [Figure 2.8.). In comparison to the
same study done

for 1,978-7996 (Parkinson et al., 1,999) the spring trend is

less

negative with the additional 10 years of data, while the summer, fall and winter
trends are much more negative (Parkinson and Cavalierí,2008). On a monthly basis,

September contained the largest negative sea ice extent trend
[56800t9700km2.year-1, equivalentto -7.60/ot1..3%o.decade-1) noting that this trend
is particularly influenced by the extreme loss of sea ice extent in September 2005.
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Figure 2.8. Yearly and seasonal sea ice extents from 1979-2006. The winter [W),
spring (Sp), summer (Su) and autumn (A) values cover JFM, AMJ, JAS, and )ND
respectively. Modified from Parkinson and Cavalieri (2008).
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Regionally, the areas contributing to most to the yearly average decline are the Kara

and Barents Seas and the Arctic Ocean, although the largest decline by percent
occurred

in the Greenland

Sea and Baffin Bay/Labrador Sea (Parkinson and

Cavalieri,2008: see figure Lb). Seasonally, the most substantial contributions to ice
decrease

in the northern

hemisphere occur

in

Baffin Bay/Labrador Sea, the

Greenland Sea and Kara and Barents Seas in winter, the Kara and Barents Seas in

spring, the Arctic Ocean in summer, and the Arctic Ocean in fall lParkinson and
Cavalíeri,2 008),

Recently, much attention has been paid not only to the results of multi-

decadal trend analysis,

but also to recent massive reductions in

northern

hemisphere sea ice extent. Although sea ice cover in the north hemisphere has
been declining on average since l-979, since 2002the multi-year sea ice extent and

area have been low

in

comparison to the previous 22 years of measurements
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available in the process establishing several new record minimums [Figure

2.9.J

(Comiso et aL.,2008).

Figure 2.9. Monthly ice extent (a) and ice area (b) anomalies from November L97B to
September 2007 (green and blue) with 72-month running average (red) and linear
trend lines for thee periods (full record: black; 1978-1996: green; L996-2007: blue).
From Comiso et al. (2008).
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Most recently, passive microwave data revealed that in the summer of 2007, Arctic

sea ice extent reached a record minimum of 4,1-xL06km2, 24o/o lower than the
previous record low from 2005 (Comiso et a1.,2008J. The consensus in the arctic
science community has been for some time that perennial arctic sea ice cover

disappear

in

summer, and studies are numerous

will

in efforts to determine the

BO

mechanism[sJ underlying these continual annual sea Íce extent reductions. I will
begin with the most recent Arctic sea ice minimum recorded in Septemb er 2007

.

Until mid-June 2007, northern hemisphere sea ice cover was similar to ice
cover experienced in 2005 and 2006, after which

it declined quickly to its lowest

measured value ever in September [Figure 2.1,0.) (Comiso et a1.,2008J. Much of the

'new'sea ice cover loss occurred in the East Siberian, Chukchi and Beaufort Seas and
was attributed to anomalously warm air temperatures between February and July of

2007 with respect to the 1,982-2007 monthly temperature averages (Comiso et al.,

2008). The authors go on to note that their findings correspond well with the
findings of Parkinson and Cavalierí [2008J.

It is obvious that Arctic

sea ice extent is decreasing at about 10%0. decade-1,

(Stroeve et a1.,2005; Parkinson and Cavalíeri,2008), but the slope of the decreasing

trend has changed in the nearly three-decade-long time series of passive microwave

data (Figure 2.9.) (Comiso et al., 2008J. Less obvious are the underlying
mechanisms, to what degree they contribute to the trend of net sea ice loss, and how

they are related. The Arctic sea ice cover is influenced by a myriad of physical
factors, thermodynamic and dynamic, Temperature, radiative and turbulent fluxes,
ocean heat storage, winds, associated large scale atmospheric circulation and ocean

currents all contribute to the extent ofArctic sea ice,

B1

The

Figure 2.10. Arctic sea ice concentration and extent on L4 September 2007.
gold contour represents the average sea ice cover edge from 1979-2006 and the
red contour represents the previous record minimum sea ice cover in 2005.
From Comiso et al. (2008).
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Arctic air temperatures have been shown to be on the rise by Rigor et al.
(2000), whose trend analysis indicated that warming dominates during winter [Df FJ

and spring [MAM), and that warming over northern Eurasia extends out over the
eastern Arctic Ocean. Over the eastern Arctic Ocean, the annual trends indicate that

warming north of the Laptev and East Siberian Seas is occurring at the rate of
-loC.decade-1, resulting in as shortening of the sea ice season in the eastern Arctic
and a lengthening in the western Arctic between 1,979-1,997 (Rigor et a1.,2000). Ogi

and Wallace (2007) further noted that summer circulation anomalies and their

B2

associated surface

air temperature

anomalies are largest over marginal seas,

coinciding with large reductions in summer sea ice especially on the Russian side of
the Arctic.
Many studies have also examined the role of atmospheric circulation on the

evolution of Arctic sea ice cover. Studies concur that decreases in Arctic sea ice
cover between the 1960s to the early 1990s were partially driven by trends in

wintertime atmospheric circulation patterns, [e.g. the A0 and NAOJ more often now
referred to as the Northern annular mode (e.9. Proshutinsky and Johnson, !997;
Deser,2000; Zhang et a1.,2000; Rigor et a1.,2002; Stroeve et a1.,2005; Lukovich and

Barber,2006) whereby anomalous low sea level pressure over the Canada Basin of

the Arctic Ocean between the 1960s and 1990s in the winter flushed old, thick
multi-year sea ice through Fram Strait and out of the Arctic, leaving younger thinner
pack ice which would melt more easily in summer.
Since the early 1-990s however, the AO has regained its former positive index

value as the Beaufort Sea High regained its former strength (Deser and Tang,2008).

Therefore, declines in sea ice cover after about 1993 are inconsistent with the
notion that it they are caused by atmospheric forcing (Deser and Tang,200B). Other
studies have brought light to bear on reasons for this disconnect. Lindsay and Zhang
[2005J postulate that thermodynamic changes related to the positive sea ice-albedo

feedback have dominated changes in Arctic sea ice cover since the late 1980s.
Francis et al. (2005) found that about 40o/o of the variability of sea ice edge position

was driven by variations in the downwelling longwave radiative flux in the six
marginal seas between L979-2004, noting that the proposed relationship is two-

B3

way [positive feedbackJ; open water emits more longwave than the sea ice it has
replaced, which is absorbed by clouds and re-emitted toward the surface. But,

results from L979-2004 (Francis et a1.,2005J were contradicted by Kay et al. (2008)

who suggest that in a warmer Arctic with thinner sea ice, cloud and shortwave
radiation anomalies will become increasingly important in modulating summer sea
ice extent. Kay et al. (2008) were expanding on the ideas of Ogi and Wallace (2007)

who argued that southerly winds enhance the northward transport of heat, and
reduced cloud caused by a strong Beaufort High allows for increased downwelling
shortwave to reach the surface. Kay et al. (2008) further note that the sea ice extent

minima of 2005 and 2007 occurred associated with anti-cyclonic surface pressure
and reduced cloudiness.

Although studies of sea ice cover are plentiful, true measurements of a sea ice
mass balance are based on volume and require knowledge of sea ice thickness. A

study conducted by Rothrock et al. (1999) compared sea ice draft data from
submarine transects of the Arctic Ocean during 1958 to 1976with transects in the
same regions between 1993 and 7997 yielding average decreases throughout the

study area [Figure 2.71.). Mean draft had decreased in all regions studied by an
average of 1.3m, from 3.1m to 1.Bm between the two periods (Rothrock et al.,1999)

amounting to a 42o/o reduction in sea ice thickness. The eastern Arctic and Nansen
Basin thinned the most between the two periods, by 1.Bm and L.7m respectively
[Figure 2.11,.) (Rothrock et a\.,1.999).

B4

Figure 2.77. Mean draft changes between L958-L976 and L993-L997 at regions in the
Arctic Ocean derived from submarine surveys. From Rothrock et al. (L999).

Using a coupled thermodynamic-dynamic model, Hilmer and Lemke [2000)

simulated sea ice thickness over the Arctic Ocean from 1958-L998 generating
results which generally agreed with the measurements of Rothrock et al. (1999),
revealing a net reduction in sea ice volume of -4o/o.decade-1. When they divided the
modeled ice volume time series into three LZ-year periods (1964-1975,7976-L986
1987-1998J the decrease within the Iast period was 3-6 times larger than in the

previous two periods (Hilmer and Lemke, 2000).
decreases were only forced

It

should be noted that these

by changes in surface air temperatures and wind

(Hilmer and Lemke, 2000) so the effects of oceanic forcing or radiative forcing and
cloudiness were not accounted

for.

Sea ice

draft data from the periods 1985-1988

and1,992-1,994 from Alaska to the North Pole were similar to those of Hilmer and
Lemke [2000] showing mean sea ice draft decreased by 1.5m between the two
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periods (Tucker et al., 2001). Tucker et al. (2007) attributed their reported rapid
sea ice thinning

to

changes

in the atmospheric circulation which reduced

the

strength of the Beaufort Gyre in the 1980s and early 1990s. As the Beaufort High at

the surface became weaker, the clockwise circulation in the sea ice and

ocean

surface developed as a result also became weaker, Ieading to divergence and the

creation of more thin sea ice in open water areas like leads and polynyas and less
convergent deformation which typically creates thick sea ice (Tucker et a1.,2001).
The same central question arises pertaining to sea ice thickness; why has sea ice in
the Arctic continued to thin since the early 1990s if the Beaufort High has regained

its

strength? Rothrock and Zhang (2005) explained that Arctic sea ice was

extraordinarily thin in the 1990s, caused by strengthened cyclonic circulation in the

atmosphere and sea ice combined

with anomalously warm springtime

air

temperatures, but their study only simulated the years 7948-1999,leaving the most

prominent decade of sea ice decreases out of the analysis. Sea ice loss of late in
terms of extent and volume was dealt with by Maslanik et al. (2007) who argued

that following massive reductions in sea ice volume that occurred in the late l-980s
and early 1990s, changes in sea ice thickness are in part due to changes Ín the age

structure of the Arctic sea

ice.

This is postulated to be due to a ramping up of sea

ice transport from the Bering Strait side of the Arctic to the Fram Strait side,
resulting in net loss from the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas, combined with losses from
the East Siberian Sea (Maslanik et aL,2007). Maslanik et al. (2007) also argue that
since the late 1990s, sea ice that used to circulate for several years in the Beaufort

Gyre all-the-while thickening no longer survives the southern portion

of its
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clockwise journey around the surface of the Canada Basin, This sea ice loss in the

southern Beaufort Sea contributes to a younger, thinner perennial sea ice cover.
Sea ice loss

to melt in the Beaufort

Sea was

further explored by Perovich et

al.

[2008) using autonomous ice mass balance buoys drifting with the ice pack from
1994 to 2007. They found that bottom melt of sea ice at a buoy in the Beaufort Sea

in 2007 was 2.1-0m, more than six times the annual average in the 1990s [0.34m)
and two and half times the bottom melt that occurred in 2006 (Perovich et a1.,2008).

This incredible amount of sea ice volume reduction from the ice bottom required the
presence of a substantial amount of heat in the upper ocean, which Perovich et al.

(2008) attribute to solar radiation absorbed in open water areas due to its low

albedo. When the amount of shortwave radiation input to the upper ocean was
calculated between f anuary and September 2007, it was 400-500% higher than the
1979-2005 average even when energy absorbed through sea ice is neglected, due to
a much larger

than average open water fraction in 2007 (Perovich et a\.,2008). This

is representative of the classic sea ice-albedo feedback mechanism.

5. Conclusions
A great deal is known about sea ice thermodynamics and dynamics and their

interaction with each other, the ocean, and the atmosphere from the extremely
small scale to the hemispheric scale. However, very few measurements of the
physical characteristics of the ocean, atmosphere and snow-covered sea ice have
been made in the last hundred years due to the difficulty that is entailed in making

them. Satellite remote sensing continues to advance as a tool for measuring sea ice
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extent and even some surface physical properties, but a dearth of atmospheric,
oceanic and sea ice volume measurements in the central Arctic Ocean still exists,
reducing the scientific community's ability to accurately parameterize ocean-sea ice-

atmosphere processes through

the annual cycle, especially when

feedback

mechanisms like those caused by clouds and the sea ice cover itself are constantly
evolving the Arctic climate system. We are put at a further disadvantage by the fact

that climate change, anthropogenic or otherwise, is changing the Arctic ocean-sea
ice-atmosphere system continually, leaving the scientific community to try and play

catch-up on two fronts. Ultimately,

it falls on those who choose to

study Arctic

system science to gain as much data and turn it into information as fast as possible,

for then the far-reaching effects of a significantly reduced Arctic sea ice cover or
even an ice-free Arctic
mitigated.

in summer can hopefully be not only understood but

.)c)
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CHAPTER THREE: OBSERVATIONS OF GEOPHYSICAT AND DIELECTRIC
PROPERTIES AND GROUND PENETRATING RADAR SIGNATURES FOR
DISCRIMINATION OF SNOW SEA ICE AND FRESHWATER ICE THICKNESS

Galley, R.J., M. Tractenberg, A. Langlois, D,G, Barber, 2009. Observations of
geophysical and dielectic properties and ground penetrating radar signatures for
discrimination of snow, sea ice, and freshwater ice thickness. Cold Regions Science
and Technology, 57 : 29-38.

Introduction
Co-located snow and sea ice thickness measurements are vital

to

our

understanding of thermodynamic and dynamic processes across the Arctic ocean-

sea ice-atmosphere interface. Snow-covered sea ice variably modifies oceanatmosphere coupling by affecting the transfer of energy, mass and momentum

between

them.

Specifically, the thermal conductivity

of snow is an order of

magnitude lower than that of sea ice due to the large fractional volume of air,
making

it an excellent insulator, Snow

on sea ice smoothes the sea ice surface,

decreasing the ice-air drag coeffÍcient and the bulk transfer coefficients for sensible

and latent heat. Melting snow and sea ice also seasonally changes the freshwater

and salt content of the upper ocean. Sea ice thickness in part determines sea ice
strength, extent and duration, especially in seasonal ice zones, Snow and sea ice
thickness also plays a substantial role in the amount of light reaching the ice bottom,

controlling photosynthetic activity

with ubiquitous

ecological implications.

Accurate snow and ice thickness data are also important to northern residents,
government and corporations, who depend upon ice for the construction of ice
roads, ice airfields, offshore development, and ship and port logistics.
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In the past, spatial snow and ice thickness measurements have been very
difficult to collect due to the time and amount of physical work required to make

them.

Studies

of

sea ice thickness have been undertaken using drill-hole

measurements (e.g, Lange and Eicken, 1,99I), electrical ice thickness gauges [e.g.
Perovich et al., 2003), ship-based camera systems (e.g. Dumas et a1.,2007], inferred

from draft with upward-looking-sonar from moorings (e.g. Melling et a\.,2005) and
submarines (e.g. Wadhams,7987), and from above using surface-based [e,g. Haas et

al., 1997; Haas, 2004) and helicopter-mounted electromagnetic IEMJ induction
equipment (e.g. Kovacs and Holladay, !990; Prinsenberg and Holladay, L993). While
methodologies are numerous, only drill-hole measurements yield separate snow
and sea ice thickness data at a single location, Drill-hole and electrical thickness
gauge measurements are relatively simple and accurate, but spatial information is

difficult to collect. Sonar ice draft data approximate sea ice thickness, however the
overlying snow thickness that dominates the transfer of heat and light between
ocean and atmosphere cannot be determined, Submarine-based sonar data are

prohibitively expensive to collect and mooring-based sonar instruments do not yield
spatial data and are sometimes lost. EM induction is effective in measuring snowplus-sea ice-thickness (referred to herein as 'slab thickness'J in areas where ice

occurs atop seawater, but requÍres a laser altimeter

to

measure the distance

between the instrument and the top of the snow-plus-sea ice slab. Snow thickness
cannot be determined, and EM systems fail to resolve the ice-water interface when
ice resides above freshwater,
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Ground penetrating radar [GPR) has been used in previous studies in cold

environments to investigate the properties of permafrost (Pilon et al., L992) and
glaciers, specifically to measure changes in glacial mass balance both spatially and

temporally (Kohler et al., 1997; Winther et al., L998; Palli et aL.,2002; Harper and
Bradford,2003; Sinisalo et a1.,2003J and to detect internal structure (Deng and Sun,
2004; Travassos and Simoes,2004). Thickness profiles of river ice have been made

using helicopter-borne ground penetrating radar over both dry (Arcone and
Deløney, t9B7; Arcone, 1,991) and wet river ice sheets (Arcone, 1,99L) where in both
cases the

dielectric constant of river ice was assumed to be 3.2. Over sea ice, Kovacs

and Morey (1992) measured snow-plus-sea ice thickness and sea ice thickness using
GPR and

drill-hole measurements on two floes of second year sea ice. However,

they did not make separate snow and sea ice thickness measurements at

each

location, nor did they calculate the dielectric constant of the snow or sea ice using
ice core data (Kovacs and Morey, 1992). Their two-way travel time results were
compared to drill-hole thickness measurements and found to be highly correlated, a

relationship from which they derived

an apparent dielectric constant for

frequencies of B0 and 1,20MHz (Kovacs and Morey,1992). The Iiterature contains no
coincident physical, dielectric and GPR return studies in spite of the fact that using
GPR

to make thickness measurements depends on the radar velocity in the medium,

which depends principally on the medium's dielectric constant at frequency used.
In this worlç the physical and dielectric properties of snow, river ice and sea ice in

the Churchill River estuary [a freshwater site) and Button Bay [a marine siteJ are
presented and compared to coincident GPR return data at 250MHz and l-GHz to

1_0

1

determine the physical factors contributing to radar velocity, return signal timing
and amplitude. Using these data, we were able to make separate snow and ice
thickness measurements at the same location.

Methods
Data were collected over snow-covered ice in Button Bay and near the mouth

of the Churchill River estuary, southwestern Hudson Bay in March 2006 [Figure

3.1). The physÍcal properties of the snow and sea ice in Button Bay are quite
different from the Churchill River estuary. Button Bay is saline (31.5psu) (Kuzyk et
a1.,2007), growing sea ice in winter and resulting in salinity within the snow lying
atop it (Barber et al,, L995),
Fígure 3.L. (Top) Map of Canada showing the Churchill River estuary and Button Bay
(black box) and (bottom) Radarsat-L scanSAR image of Button Bay and the Churchill
River estuary in southwestern Hudson Bay, Cønada.
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Snow and ice physical properties
Shaded snow pits were excavated over the Churchill River estuary and

Button Bay. Beginning at the air-snow interface, snow samples were extracted
using a 66.Bcm3 snow density cutter at Zcm intervals, bagged and weighed to
calculate snow density. Snow samples were melted at room temperature and the

conductivity of the melt water was measured using a conductivity meter [Hoskin
Scientific Cond 330i) and converted to practical salinity units [psu) (Fofonoff and

Millard,19B3). Snow wetness was calculated from capacitance plate measurements
at the middle of the Zcm depth intervals [after Denoth, 1989). Snow thickness is
conventionally positive upward from the snow-ice interface [z' = 0mJ.
Two ice cores [9cm diameterJ were extracted at each location. One was used

to measure ice temperatures starting 5cm from the surface and proceeding at

1-0cm

intervals to the ice bottom by drilling a small hole to the middle of the core and

inserting a digital thermometer [Traceable

-

model 4000). Ice salinity was

determined by cutting the second core into l-Ocm sections and melting the pieces at

room temperature in sealed plastic containers, then measuring the conductivity of
the melt water using a conductivity meter. Conductivity was converted to psu, and

brine volume was calculated for each snow and ice sample using the equations of
Cox and Weeks [1983J after Frankenstein and Garner

(L967).

Sea ice thickness at the

coring location was measured with an ice thickness gauge. Ice thickness

is

conventionally measured from the snow-ice interface (zi = 0) downward to the icewater interface.

1-03

Snow and ice dielectric properties
Snow and ice physical data were used to compute the real [permittiviff, E')
and imaginary (loss,

e

") components of the complex dielectric constant [e) of snow

and sea ice at two frequencies:
e=Ê

-

JE

13.11

which obey the Debye equations and depends upon frequency and temperature.
Permittivity represents the ability of a medium to transmit Íncident energy and loss
refers to the extinction of the incident energy within the medium.

Dry snow (<Io/o water by volume) may contain brÍne which is treated as the
inclusion dielectric within a dry snow host dielectric (Langlois and Barber, 2007,
after Mätzler,1-987 and Drínkwater and Crocker,l9BB). The permittivity and loss in

dry snow samples were calculated using a dielectric mixture model of the form
proposed by Polder-Van Santen and later modified by De Loor (Ulaby et a1.,1990)
assuming that spherical brine inclusions were the only scatterers within a uniform
ice background medium. The dielectric constant of a dry saline snow mixture over

first-year sea ice is expressed as:

L€*.,.:x.v,{ml
where

s*as

13.21

and t*b are complex terms representing the dielectric constant of dry

snow and brine, a is the fraction of brine accounted for, Ao is a depolarization factor
and Vt is the brine volume within the snow layer.

L04

In wet snow (>1%o water-by-volume), the permittivity (e''"r) and loss (e"*")
are independent of snow temperature and salinity. The dielectric constant of wet
snow [e*,") was calculated using the permittivity and loss of both dry snow and
pure water (Tiuri et al., 1984J. The Polder-Van Santen approach was used to treat
the dry snow as the 'host dielectric' and the pure water as the 'inclusion dielectric'
such that:
€' r,"

:

€'

o"+et,r'(0'

I' Wv + 0'8' W"

)

t",u, = 6","'(0'l'Wv +0-8'ltr/v2),

where

[Ø" is

[3.3]
[3.4]

the snow wetness [%J, and e'a, is the permittivity of dry snow as needed

in Âr*r* and given by:
e

'r" = (l + 0.51 ' p,)t

n,,"u'-

13.sl

,

034.P'.o.oo1
0.916

[3,6]

¡-6^rt.-...'u'
o.src))

\ \

Both wet and dry snow dielectric constant calculations are dependent upon snow
density and the frequency used,
The dielectric properties of brine in sea ice were calculated from salinity:

Êt6=t,u-*]ffi,
e,, u

where tw*, Eb¡,f,

= (2rrr

Tb, ob and E0 are

u,

{*U#y}.

13.71

h,

13.Bl

the high frequency limit of the dielectric constant

of brine, the static dielectric of brine, the frequency, the relaxation time of brine, the
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ionic conductivity of the brine solution and the permittivity of free

space

respectively (Stogryn, L971,; Stogryn and Desargeant, 1,985). Further details are
available in Barber et al. (L998).

Ground penetrating radar
The velocity of radio wave propagation and attenuation within a medÍum is

mostly a function of the composition of the medium and water content.

It

is

dependent upon the speed of light in free space (c = 0.3m/ns), the relative dielectric

constant [e.) of the medium and the relative magnetic permeability [p" unity for
non-magnetic materials). GPR measurements depend on the media's ability to

transmit radio waves and the contrast in relative dielectric constant between
adjacent layers which reflect a fraction of the incident energy. By measuring the

time it takes for these reflections to return to a receiving antenna, we can estimate

the depth of the dielectric interface which caused them as long as we know the
velocity, which is dependent on the medium's physical and dielectric properties.

We employed bi-static GPR systems operating at centre frequencies of
250MHz and lGHz manufactured by Sensors and Software Ltd. Typically the actual
free-space center frequencies decrease as a result of antenna loading associated

with coupling the antennas to the surface and variation in snow and ice properties
creates variation in the center frequency of the wavelet spectra, but the amount of

variation was not determined

here. We therefore

used the manufacturers

designated antenna frequency in our work [after Kovacs and Morey, 7992). The
system consisted of a dÍgital data-logger connected to a transmitting antenna and a
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receiving antenna for each center frequency by serial cables and was easily operated
despìte the relatively cold temperatures encountered. The transmitter and receiver

for each frequency were shielded and mounted in skid plates at fixed separation
distances [0.15m for 1,GHz and 0.38m lor 250MHz). A perpendicular broad-side

arrangement was chosen for the antennas at each frequency as

it

has a broader

footprint and tends to give a radar section that is more representative of a twodimensional slice through the subsurface compared to an end-fire arrangement
(Annan and Cosway,7992). Temporal sampling intervals of

0.1- ns

were used at both

frequencies over a time window of 2Sns enabling simultaneous data collection. At

lGHz [250MHz) a 25ns time window corresponds to 3.75m [3.75mJ in free space,
and 2.16m [2.15m) in a medium of €' = 3 with antenna separation of 0.15m [0,38m).

Four traces were stacked at each location with the average of those traces recorded.
GPR

return data were collected at points without moving the antenna array and/or

in profile mode as the antennas were dragged along the surface.
The velocily of radio waves in a material [Vn'J is calculated by:
v,,, =

13,el

{(+)tt'."').'l}
Where c, r¡,

ârd Fr ârê the speed of light in free

space (0.3m/nsJ, the real

permittivity of the medium, and the relative magnetic permeability of the medium
[=1J, The loss factor [P) in equation 3.9 is calculated by:

D,

o
2nafe

[3.10]
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where o is the conductivity of the medium,/is the frequency and e is e' multiplied by
the permittivity of free space [B.BB54 x
low-loss materials [P

..

1,0-12

F/mJ. Assuming snow and sea ice are

1), the velocity of a radar wave in a medium
V,,,

:

cf

[V')

lq

is:

[3,11]

Practically, accurate two-way travel times (t) derived from GPR return data require

that the antenna separation distance be accounted for:

V,,J=(x2*4r')o't

13.tzl

where x is the antenna separation, and z is snow or ice thickness. In each case, two-

way travel time (tJ was determÍned using the first positive amplitude point in time

within the return signal fmarked on the trace plots with

a

horizontal dashed line),

For each GPR measurement discussed below, the mean e'calculated from the
physical samples of snow and/or ice

radar velocity

nsJ and

[Vm_aierectric)

Vm_dielectric

[Zi_ai"l".t.i.)

thickness

[r'_aierectric)

was used to calculate the dielectric

in the medium. Using the GPR two-way travel time [t, in

the medium's dielectrically-derived thickness was

calculated

and compared to the observed thickness. Using the measured or ice
[zi_ou,) and

the two-way travel time, the GPR derived radar velocity in the

medium was calculated [V-_cpn) from which the apparent permittiviV [e'_cpn) was
calculated.
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Results and Discussion

Churchill River estuary ice and snow - physical and dielectric properties
Cores from the Churchill River estuary on

6 March 2006 were used to

determine the ice temperature and salinity [Figure 3.2). The two ice cores were
1,.37m and 1.32m thick at nominally the same location.

Figure 3.2. SaliniLy and temperature profiles of river ice in the Churchill River estuary
(lefQ, permittiviQt (eJ profiles of ríver ice (middle) and dielectric loss (eJ profiles of
river ice tfght) on 6 march 2006 (zi = 735cm).
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The salinity profile indicates ice in the Churchill River estuary was formed from
freshwater fFigure 3.2). Ice temperatures increased slowly from about -7oC near
the ice surface to about -5oC at 0.75m, then more rapidly to less than -2'C near the
ice bottom [Figure 3.2:

left). Permittivity profiles atl,GHz and 25OMHzwere nearly

identical, varying little around a mean of 3.17 [Figure 3,2: middle), yielding a
calculated dielectric radar velocity

of 0.169m/ns, Permittivity was

relatively

greater in the top of the ice core due to small amounts of salinity, Increased
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temperature at between 40 and 5Ocm coincided with an increase in permittivity,

as

did temperature increases in the bottom 5Ocm of the core. Loss at both frequencies
was extremely small (Figure 3.2: right) due to negligible salinity within the ice,
On 6 March 2006, a snow

pit

(zs = 0.44m) was excavated

nearthe middle of

the Churchill River estuary. The two-meter air temperature was

-B.goC, and the

snow surface temperature was -8.4'C. The snow temperature profile ranged from 7.9oC near

the air-snow interface to -5.8"C near the snow-ice interface with

a

minimum temperature of -8.1"C at z, = 29cm [Figure 3.3: Ieft). The temperature
gradient was inversely related to density through much of the snow pack due to the
increasing fractional volume of air, decreasing heat transfer [e,9. Sturm et a1.,2002)
[Figure 3,3:left).

Figure 3.3. Snow temperature and densíty ]en, permittivity þ') at LGHz (middle)
and dielectric loss (e") at 1-GHz (right) profiles on the Churchill River estuar! (z' =
44cm).
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Snow density decreased substantially around

Zs

= 5cm which signified the presence

of depth hoar near the base of the snow pack, but increased in the bottom most two
centimeters of the snow pack [Figure 3.3: left). The density profile here was within

the typical range, which can vary for dry snow from 100kg'm s [newly fallen snow)

to 500kg.m-3 (refrozen snow)

(e.9. Hallikainen and Winebrenner, L992, Langlois et

a1.,2007). Snow over ice in the Churchill River estuary was not detectably saline at
any depth.

The LGHz snow permittivity [e'J profile followed the snow density profile as
expected [Figure 3: middle) in the absence of salinity and varied between 1.43 in the

low density snow layer around

Zs

= Scm to 1.81- where the snow was most dense.

Nearest the snow-ice interface the real permittivity was

permittivity in this profile was

1-.68,

yielding a theoretical

L66. The

1,GHz

mean

radar velocity of

0.237m/ns. The snow volume had extremely small dielectric loss [e"J at all depths
fFigure 3,3: right) due to lack of brine [mean loss was 0.0009). Loss was 0,0061 at
0.05m where the only detectable wetness in the snow pack [0.006%) occurred.

Churchill River estuary GPR returns
Two events are clear in the trace plots at both frequencies in reflection data

over bare ice [no snow) in the Churchill River estuary; the top event at each
frequency is the direct wavelet and a reflection occurred due
interface between the river ice (e'"ug = 3.I7) and the water below

to the dielectric

(e

'

:

B0) at a two-

way travel time of 16.3ns at250MHz and LGHz [Figure 3.4) (zi = 1.38m). This two-

way travel time yielded an observed radar velocity of 0.17Lm/ns at 250MHz and

1,1,1,

0.1-70m/ns

at

LGHz, slightly faster

than the permittivity-derived velocity of

0.1,69m/ns [Table 3.1). Over bare ice at both frequencies, the ice-water interface

reflection event is opposite in polarity from the direct wavelet (Figure 3.4). These

reflection data also indicate the basic shape of the direct wavelet which becomes

important when distinguishing

it from reflections caused a potential snow-ice

dielectric interface.

Figure 3.4. Trace plot returns over bare ice at 250MHz and LGHz on 6 March 2006 in
the Churchill River estuary (zi= 1.38m).
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Accurate resolution of snow thickness requires that the direct wavelet be
separable in time from the reflection caused by the snow-ice interface [s'"ue = 1,68

for snow and 3.I7 for ice), but due to the relative snow thin-ness and frequencydependent range resolution this is not always possible. Snow thicknesses of 0.65m,
0.44m and 0.15m were investigated using 250MHz and lGHz GPR systems. Over
0,65m snow on L.'J,2m ice, a reflection event is clear at250MHz at 6.0ns due to the

snow-ice dielectric interface fFigure 3.5a; left) corresponding to a 250MHz radar
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velocily of 0.23m/ns in snow, almost equal the 0.23Lm/ns predicted by dielectric
information which in combination with a 6.0ns two-way travel time would have
yielded 0.69m snow [a 0.04m or

6.1,0/o

difference). A clear reflection at 250MHz also

occurred at 19.Ons due to the ice-water interface (Figure 3,5a:

left],

A two-way

travel time of l-3ns and an ice thickness of 1.12m equal an observed 250MHz radar

velocityof0.ú\m/ns. Usingthe25OMHzradarvelocitydeterminedintheprevious
section over bare ice [0.171m/ns) and a ]-3ns two-way travel time, the predicted ice
thickness was 1.Ll-m, 0.01-m (0.9o/o) less than the physically measured ice thickness.
However, the 250MHz system is of limited utility over typical snow depths on ice
due to their relative thinness. At ]-GHz the snow-ice reflection occurred at 6.Lns

(Figure 3.5a: rightJ yielding an observed 1,GHz radar velocity of 0.22m/ns in snow,
compared to 0.231m/ns from permittivity, which overestimated the snow thickness

by 0.05m (7.7o/o) [Table 3.1J. A two-way travel time of 12.Bns and an ice thickness

of L.72m give an observed l-GHz radar velocity of 0.1,75m/ns and a GPR-derived
apparent permittivity of 2.94 [Table

3.1). Using the permittivity-derived

lGHz

radar velocity (0.769m/ns) and a 12.Bns two-way travel time, the ice thickness
derived from dielectric radar velocity was l-.08m, 0.04m (3.6%) less than the
measured ice thickness [Table 3.1). This underestimation of ice thickness may be

attributed to a substantial decrease in ice density due to the skeletal structure that
may occur in the bottom five-to-ten centimeters of ice (e.g. Ehn et a1.,2008). It may

also be reasonable to assume that the ice measured by the GPR system was not

exactly the same thickness as the point where ice thickness was physically
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measured as we have showed two cores may be up to 6cm different at nominally the
same Iocation.

Reflection measurements over 0.44m snow atop 'J,.L7m ice in the Churchill

River estuary indicate that the direct wavelet and snow-ice interface reflection
event cannot be separately resolved at 250MHz, as only one of the two peaks of the
snow-Íce reflection event are present below the direct wavelet [Figure 3.5b: Ieft).

The direct wavelet and snow-ice reflection event overlap creating three positive
amplitude nodes at the top of the trace plot, where the second hump of the direct
wavelet is enlarged in time due to the superimposition of the first positive node of

the reflection event [Figure 3.5b: top) enabling the inference that there is snow
between the antennas and the top of the

ice. Following the direct wavelet

and

superimposed snow-ice interface reflection between 0 and 9ns at 250MHz [Figure
3.5b: IeftJ, a distinct reflection event at l-B,3ns at the ice-water dielectric interface

occurred [Figure 3.5b: leftJ, but the ice thickness cannot be determined because
accurate snow thickness cannot be resolve d at250MHz.

L1,4

Figure 3.5. Trace plot returns on 6 March 2006 over snow-covered river ice in the
Churchill river estuary at 250 MHz Qeft column) and TGHz (right column) where (a) z'
= 0.65m and z¡ = 7.72m, (b) z' = 0.44m and z¡ = L.L2m and (c) zs = 0.L5m and z¡ = 7.20m.
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At lGHz both snow and ice thicknesses were determÍned at this location [Figure
3.5b: rightJ. Within the lGHz trace plot two distinct reflection events are visible
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below the direct wavelet (Figure 3.5b: rightJ. At 4.3ns the snow-ice interface
resulted in an observed lGHz radar velocity of 0.27m/ns in snow, slower than the
dielectric radar velocity in snow atl,GHz (0.231m/ns) (Table 3.1). The second [icewater) reflection at 17.7ns yielded a l-3.4ns two-way travel time between the snow-

ice and ice-water interface and an observed radar velocity in ice of 0.1-75m/ns
[Table 3.1). Using the previously calculated ].GHz radar velocity in ice [0.170m/ns)
and the time difference between the two reflection events [13.4ns) the predicted ice

thickness at this location was L.14m, 0.03m (2.60/o) less than measured physically
[Table 3.1).

Two different frequencies are used to solve the problem of increasing
penetration depth versus decreasing range resolution that may inhibit studies
employing a single frequency. As snow thickness decreases, range resolution at
each frequency becomes more important, as does the shape of the direct wavelet.

Over 0.15m snow atop 1,.20m ice, it is obvious both from theoretical calculations of
range resolution and from the trace plot [Figure 3.5c: left) that the 250MHz system
cannot separate the snow-ice interface return from the direct wavelet, but readily
detects the ice-water dielectric interface at l-S.Bns [Figure 3.5c: Ieft and Table 3.1).
Using Vi = 0.171m/ns [from the bare ice case) the 250MHz system predicted a slab

thickness of 1-,35m, exactly the snow-plus-ice thickness measure, but it is important

thermodynamically to accurately separate snow thickness from ice thickness, The

lGHz trace plot shows a large positive amplitude peak at 1-.4ns after the direct
wavelet [Figure 3.5c: right) at the snow-ice interface resulting in a radar velocity in
snow of 0.24m/ns and an apparent snow permittivity of L.6 [Table 3.1). The snow-

1,L6

ice reflection is realized almost immediately after the direct wavelet meaning 1-.4ns

is nearing the minimum two-way travel time

distinguishable from the direct

wavelet. The lGHz return also elucidates the ice-water interface at l-5.2ns (Figure
3.5c: right) resulting

in a two-way travel time of

corresponding to an observed 1,GHz radar velocity

l,3.Bns through 1.20m ice,

in ice of

0.1,74m/ns and an

apparent ice permittivity of 2.97 (Table 3.1). At 1,GHz the radar velocity in ice

derived from dielectric data [0.169m/nsJ over a two-way travel time of 13.Bns
would have yielded 1-,16m ice, 0.04m

13.3o/o) Iess

than measured physically [Table

3.1).

Table 3.1. Summary snow and ice thickness and observed radar velocities calculated
from GPR returns compared against those calculated using dielectric information for
the Churchill River estuary (fresh ice).
6

March - River lce

Z¡ o* hvt Vi cpn
"f
(MHz) (m) (ns) (m/ns)

1000
1000
1000
1000
250

1.38
1.12
t.l1
t.20
r.38

16.3
12.8
13.4
13.8
16.3

March - River Snow
Zs ott" trvt
Í
lMHd
lml
lnsl

€'

cprì

ef

,li.r".r.i" Vi

d¡crcctric Zi

(m/ns)

0.170 3.1
0.175 2.94 r''
111t
0.175 2.94
0.t74 2.97
0.171 3.08 3.17

¿icr"ct.i" (Zi

(m)

1.38

1

0.169
0.169

1.08

(Zi ¿¡"1."t ¡")
(%)

otJ -

0

3.6

1.13

3.4

r.t6

3.J

1.36

1.4

6

Vs GPR €t cl,R tt di.t".rri" Vs dtctcct¡ic Zs <ticlcctric (2. o¡r) - (Zs
(o/"\
lmlnsl
lmlnsl
lml

1000 0.65 6.1 0.22
1000 0.44 4.3 0.21
1000 0.15 1.4 0.24

2.0
2.1
1.6

Results from snow depths

L68

0.231

0.70

dietcctr¡c)

7.7

0.49

1I

0.14

6.7

in the estuary ranging from 0.15m to

0.65m

indicate that the average observed lGHz radar velocity in snow was 0.22mf ns,4.30/o

slower than 0.231m/ns predicted using dielectric information. Both 250MHz and

1L7

lGHz radar returns clearly determine the two-way travel time to the sea iceseawater interface, and when combÍned

with lGHz returns from the snow-ice

interface determine separate snow and ice thickness values at the same location on
snow-covered river ice.
GPR

return data at ice core locations in the Churchill River estuary revealed

that e' derived from two-way travel time and actual Íce thickness measurements
were slightly lower than the average e' derived from ice core samples. This leads to

slightly faster GPR derived radar velocities

in fresh ice than radar velocities

calculated from dielectric information, which tended to slightly under-estimate the
ice thickness [Table 3.1J. On the contrary, dielectrically-derived radar velocity in
snow was slightly faster than those calculated from two-way travel time and actual

snow thickness. In snow, e' and radar velocity derived from dielectrics overestimate snow thickness [Table 3.1). Although there occurred a low-density layer of

snow near the snow-ice interface, it appears that this layer does not lower the real

permittivity of the snow enough to produce

a GPR

reflection so close to the snow-ice

dielectric interface, which produces large amplitude reflections in the GPR data.

Button Bay ice and snow - physical and dielectric properties on 4 March 2006
Snow physical properties were sampled over sea ice in Button Bay on 4

March near the location marked (white square] on Figure

3.1.

The 2m air

temperature was -12.5"C and the snow surface temperature was -1,2.2"C over 0.12m

snow. The snow temperature profile decreased near-linearly from -10.8"C near the
snow surface to -9.4oC at the snow-ice interface [Figure 3.6aJ. The snow salinity
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was mostly near zero, but increasedto L2.9 psu nearest the snow-sea ice interface

[Figure 3.6a). The snow density was greatest at the snow surface but decreased by
almost half around

Zs

= 3cm, before increasing again nearest the snow-ice interface

[Figure 3.6aJ indicating the presence of a hoar layer near the snow-sea ice interface.
The snow permittivity at LGHz was density-driven in the top half of the snow

pack and driven by salinity and wetness in the bottom half [Figure 3.6aJ. The

permittivity was !.79 near the snow surface, and decreased to

1,.69 due

to decreased

density in a lower density layer around z, = Scm where no salinity or wetness
occurred, before increasing sharply

to 2.47 around

zs

=

1-cm

due to increased

salinity and wetness in the snow and in spite of decreased density [Figure

3.6aJ.

The mean snow permittivity was 1-.94, which corresponded to a l-GHz dielectric
radar velocity of 0.217m/ns [Table 3.2J. The loss at TGHz increased nearest the
bottom half of the snow due to the presence of salinity and wetness [Figure 3.6a);
the mean loss at lGHz was 0.037.
The sea ice salinity (zi = 1,055m) profile in Button Bay increased slightly with

depth, while the location of the salinity minimum (3.B5psuJ indicated that this sea
ice may have formed initially by rafting of thin floes [Figure 3.6bJ. Temperature in

the sea ice [zi = 1,05m) increased with depth from -B,39oC near the snow-sea ice
interface fo -2"C near the sea ice bottom [Figure 3.6b). The sea ice brine volume
profile generally followed the salinity profile, ranging from about

2o/o

near the top of

the sea ice to almost 15% at the sea ice-seawater interface [Figure 3.6b: left).
Sea

ice permittivity profiles at 250MHz and

1-GHz

were similar, varying

between 3.41 and 5.28 [Figure 3.6bJ. The permittivity at both frequencies varied

1.1,9

around 3.5-4 through much of the volume with small fluctuations in brine volume,

but increased substantially in bottom fifteen centimeters coincident with a similar
increase in brine volume [Figure 3.6b). The mean permittivity was 3.8 (lGHz) and

3.86 [2SOMHzJ corresponding to dielectric radar ve]ocities of 0.15Sm/ns [LGHz)
and 0.154m/ns [250MHz) (Tab\e

at

1,GHz

3.2).

The loss was slightly lower at 25OMHz than

[Figure 3.6b), and was especially high in the bottom fifteen centimeters of

the sea ice due to increased temperature and salinity [Figure 3.6bJ. The mean
dielectric loss was 0.063 at lGHz and 0.038 at250MHz.

720
Figure 3.6. (a) Snow temperature, saliniQt, densiQ4 and water-by-volume (Wv) (left),
permittiviLy (e') at lGHz (middle) and dielectric loss (e") at 1-GHz tfghQ profiles on 4
March 2006 ín Button Bay (2, = 0,1-2m), (b) Salíniry, tumperature and brine volume
profiles of sea ice (left) and calculated permittivilt (e') profiles (middle) and dielectric
loss (e") profiles (right) within Button Bay 4 March 2006 (zi = 7.05m), (c) Trace plots
over snow-covered ice at 250 MHz (left) and 7 GHz (righQ on 04 March 2006 ín Button
Bay, z' = 0.72m and z¡ = 7.05m.
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Button Bay GPR returns - 4 March 2006
GPR reflection returns were recorded over snow-covered sea ice

in Button

Bay near the physical sampling site over 0.1,2m snow and 1,.07m sea ice, where

salinity andf or wetness in the sea ice and snow in Button Bay [Figure 3,6a, bJ in
comparison to the estuary was readily apparent fFigure 3.6J. The average loss in
sea ice was larger than in

river ice, so the snow and sea ice in Button Bay attenuated

frequencies much more than snow and ice on the Churchill

River.

reflection results clearly show the sea ice-seawater interface

at

250MHz

14.Bns, but

attenuation of the wavelet within sea ice is demonstrated by the relatively low
amplitude of that reflection event (Figure 3.6c: left). Using the dÍelectrically-derived
radar velocity in sea ice and a two-way travel time of 14.Bns at 250MHz, the slab
thickness predicted was I.'J,2m,0.07m (5.9%o) less than the observed snow-plus-sea
ice thickness [1.19mJ [Table 3,2).

After applying a DC shift to the lGHz return, the direct wavelet and

a

reflection event at the snow-sea ice interfac€ (2, = 0.12mJ was returned at 1.3ns
[Figure 3,6c: right), yielding an operational radar velocity in snow of 0.22mf ns at
1,GHz,

slightly faster than predicted by the permittivity [Table 3.2). Separation

between the direct wavelet and snow-sea ice reflection was near the operational

limit for minimum snow thickness in this case. A second reflection event at the

sea

ice-seawater interface occurred at 14.4ns (Figure 3.6c: right) giving a two-way
travel time in the sea ice of l-3.1-ns and yielding an operational radar velocity in sea
ice of 0.764m/ns and an apparent permittivity of 3.35 [Table

3.2). If the dielectric

radar velocity atIGHz is used to calculate an apparent sea ice thickness

(zi_ai"1".,.i.)

1.22

for a two-way travel time of L3,1ns,

Zi_dielectric

= l-.01m [Table 3.2). The sea ice

thickness difference between the observed thickness [1.07m) and the apparent
thickness [1.01-m) is 5.60/o,likely due to the reflection event occurring slightly above

the physical bottom of the ice as a result of incorporated brine and seawater which

may have penetrated the skeletal layer at the sea ice bottom elevating the
permittivity above the sea ice-seawater interface.

Table 3.2. Summary snow and ice thickness and observed radar velocities calculated
from GPR returns compared against those calculated using dielectric information over
snow-covered sea ice in Button Bay on 4 March 2006.
4 March - Sea Ice

f

Zi o¡,

twt

Vri cpn

tt cpR t' dictccrric Vi dielccrric Z¡ dictectric (Z¡

lMHz) (m) lns) (m/ns)
1000 r.07 13.1 0.t64 3.35

3.8

lmlns)
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(m)
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o¡r)

- (Z¡

¿¡"1""t.¡.)

('/"\
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4 March - Snow

f

Z, olts tlvt

Vt cpn
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1000 0.r2 1.3 0.22

€t cpR t' dtclectric Vs dictectric Zs dictcctrÌc (2, our) - (Zs ¿¡"l".tr¡")
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lmlns)
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lm)
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In the past, GPR reflection surveys of snow and ice have typically been conducted
using a single frequency and without in situ physical sampling (i.e. Arcone and
Delaney,1,987; Arcone, L997; Kovacs and Morey,7992), so post-processing the data

to elucidate weak reflection events while quantifiably determining their origin could

not always be reproduced methodologically over snow and ice surfaces with
different physical and dielectric properties. In this case, multiple frequency

GPR
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returns and ¡n slfu physical sampling eliminate subjective methodology and return
separate snow and ice thickness measurements at the same time and place,

Button Bay ice and snow - physical and dielectric properties on 7 March20O6
Physical samples were taken on 7 March in 0.1-2m snow in Button Bay. The

2m air temperature was -5.9'C and the snow surface temperature was
Compared

-5.7"C.

to 4 March, the snow temperature decreased slightly throughout the

volume [Figure 3.7a: Ieft). The salinity and wetness of the snow were near-zero
through much of the volume, but increased around

zs

= 1-cm [Figure 3.7a: Ieft). The

snow was most dense near the surface and decreased with depth to minimum
density near the snow-sea ice interface [Figure 3.7a: left).

The snow real permittivity on 7 March at l-GHz was driven by density in
much of the profile due to low salinity and low wetness, while a density-driven
decrease

in permittivity was inhibited in the bottom two centimeters of snow by

increases

in salinity and wetness despite decreased density [Figure

3.7a: left,

middle). The permittivity was highest near the snow surface owing to high density
and decreased slightly toward the snow-sea ice interface despite snow wetness of
L090/o and Z.Bpsu salinity [Figure 3.7a:

leftJ. The average permittivity of snow at

lGHz was 1.67 corresponding to a radar velocity of 0.233m/ns and an apparent

permittivity of 1.89 [Table 3.3). The dielectric loss at

1,GHz

was very low

throughout the snow and averaged 0,003 [Figure 3.7a: right). The snow contained
much less salinity and water-by-volume than on 4 March which resulted in lower

dielectric loss on 7 March, despite

a

warmer, near-isothermaltemperature profile,
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0n fresh ice in the Churchill River estuary [Figure 3,3: IeftJ and on sea ice in
Button Bay on both March 4tl [figure 3.6a: left) and 7th (Figure 3.7a: IeftJ, there
occurred a low-density layer of snow near the snow-ice interface, which was most

likely depth hoar. In each case this low-density layer coincided with changes in the
e'profile [Figures 3.3: middle,3.6a: middle and3.7a: middle) but the magnitude and
sign of the change in the e' profile differs in each case. In the Churchill River estuary

on March 6tl', a pronounced decrease in density lead to an intimately related
decrease

in e' from slightly above

1,.7

to about

1-.4,

however the magnitude of this

change is much less than the change in e'from the snow pack average of 1.68 [lGHz)

to the ice below where e' = 3.17 at tGHz (Table 3.1J. The magnitude of the
interfacial dielectric difference determines the amplitude of the reflection; therefore
the snow-ice dielectric interface should dominate the return. In the two snow cases

over sea ice on March 4th and 7tl, the snow density decreased in a layer near the
snow-sea ice interface, but contrary to the river [freshJ ice case, e' in these two

Iocations increased substantially in the bottom 4cm of the snow pack due to the
influence of increased salinity and wetness [Figures 3.6a: Ieft and 3.7a:

left).

So,

despite the fact that a lower density depth hoar layer occurred over sea ice in the
snow sampled, it was not the predominant driver changing e'in those lower layers.
This highlights again the need for physical snow and ice samples when GPR is used

to measure snow and [seal ice thickness due to the number of variables which may
differentially dominate

e'.

Sea ice sampled on 7 March

in Button Bay was 1.01m thick.

Sea ice

salinity

was 3.B7psu nearest the snow-sea ice interface, but in contrast to measurements
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made on 4 March in the same area, a layer of increased salinity around 0.35m
[Figure 3.7b: Ieft) which again probably resulted from rafting of thin floes during
early stages of ice formation. The sea ice temperature on 7 March increased with
thickness [Figure 3.7b: leftJ and the shape of the temperature profile on 7 March
was sÍmilar to 4 March, but the sea ice had warmed by about 2oC throughout much
of the thickness in response to increased air temperatures. The sea ice brine volume

profile [Figure 3.7b: IeftJ roughly followed the shape of the salinity profile and
ranged between about 2.5o/oin the top of the profile to near I40/onear the sea iceseawater interface.
The sea ice permittivity at lGHz and 250MHz were similar, ranging between

3.45 and 4.05 for much of the sea ice thickness, then increasing sharply in the
bottom ten centimeters to 5.02 (1.GHz) and 5.31 [250MHz) due to increased salinity
and temperature [Figure 3.7b: middle) in a shape similar to that of 4 March. Mean

permittivity was 3.8 at TGHz and 3.85 at 250MHz, yielding radar velocities of
0.155m/ns and 0.154m/ns respectively.

It

appears that the shape

of

the

permittivity [Figure 3.7b: middleJ and loss [Figure 3.7b: right) profiles closely
follow the shape of the brine volume profile [Figure 3.7b: left) as they did on

4

March. The loss at both frequencies was similar, but greater at LGHz through the
volume [Figure 3.7b: right), Mean dielectric loss was 0.061 at 1,GHz and 0.039 at
250MHz. Mean permittivity and loss in the sea ice on 7 March remained almost the
same as on 4 March at both frequencies.
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Figure 3.7. (a) Snow tempereture, saliníQ and densiQ (efQ, permittivity (e') at LGHz
(middle) and dielectric loss (t") at lGHz (right) profiles on 7 March 2006 in Button
Bay (2, = 0.12m), (b) SaliniQ, temperature and brine volume profiles of sea ice (lef)
and calculated permittiviQ þ') profiles (middle) and dielectric Ioss (e") profiles (righQ
within Button Bay 7 March 2006, z¡ = 7.07m, (c) Trace plots over snow-covered ice at
250MHz (lefQ and LGHz (right) on 7 March 2006 in Button Bay z, = 0.72m Qnd z¡=
1.01m.
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Button Bay GPR returns - 7 March 2006
Sea ice reflection surveys were conducted

in Button Bay on 7

March

coincident to ice coring. The 250MHz GPR yielded a reflection at the sea iceseawater interface at L4.9ns [Figure 3.7c: leftJ yielding an observed radar velocity of

0.154m/ns through a 1.13m slab of snow [0.12mJ and sea ice (1.01m), the same

as

using a radar velocity of 0.1,54m/ns in sea ice calculated from permittivity (Table
3.3J.

After applying a DC shift to the lGHz radar return data over the snow and sea
ice, a reflection event at the snow-sea ice interface occurred at 1.3ns (Figure 3.7c:

right) corresponding to a 1-GHz radar velocity in snow of 0.22m/ns through 0.72m

snow. In this instance however, the sea-ice seawater interface could not

be

discerned using the lGHz return data, The 250MHz radar velocity derived from

permittivity yielded a snow-plus-sea ice slab thickness of

1-.1-3m,

and the LGHz radar

velocity calculated using dielectric information yielded a snow thickness of 0,13m
and therefore the sea ice thickness calculated using dielectric radar velocities on 7
March was 1.00m, 0.01-m or 0.9o/o less than physically measured [Table 3.3).

Table 3.3. Summary snow and ice thickness and observed radar velocities calculated
from GPR returns compared against those calculated using dielectric ínformation over
snow-covered sea ice in Button Bay on 7 March 2006.
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Conclusion
The dielectric permittivity of river ice was driven by the ice temperature and

salinity profiles and was similar at250MHz and lGHz and dielectric loss was very
low in river ice at both frequencies. Both the 250MHz and LGHz GPR systems easily
resolved the ice-water interface under freshwater ice in the Churchill River estuary

within

3.60/o

of the measured ice thickness, with the 1-GHz system being the more

accurate center frequency (Table

3,L). In snow over fresh ice, the 1-GHz system

resolved snow thicknesses of 15cm, 44cm and 65cm [Table 3.L).

Over snow-covered sea ice, separate snow and sea ice thickness
measurements were made using the combination of 250MHz and lGHz GPR systems

yielding snow thickness results less than 8.3% different than those observed and
sea ice thickness that were very nearly identical to those physically measured
[Tables 3.2,3.3). The minimum snow thickness detected at 1,GHz was 12cm which
is very near the operational minimum thickness at that frequency [-Bcm]. In some
sea ice locations the lGHz system can detect both the snow-sea ice interface and the

sea ice-seawater interface, however using the lGHz system

to

elucidate snow

thÍckness while using a 250MHz GPR system to resolve snow-plus-sea ice thickness

reliably yielded separate snow and ice thicknesses at the same location.
The GPR system employed here proved operationally robust for snow, river

ice and first year sea ice thickness measurements at a time of the year where
thicknesses are typically at or near maximum and prior to the spring melt season.
One must only make 'calibration' return measurements over known snow and/or
ice thicknesses

to determine the velocity of the incident wavelet at each frequency
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before proceeding with profiling. A variety of snow thicknesses were measured
using a bi-static GPR operating at 7GHz, although snow thicknesses less than 12cm

may not be resolved due to range resolution at that frequency. Profiles of snow
thickness over ice that has not been dynamically roughened produced an abundance

of spatial snow thickness measurements especially when the antennas are pulled
beside a snow-machine.

River ice thickness greater than l-m can be easily measured even below very

thick snow using a GPR system operating atIGHz due to the very low attenuation of
the incident signal within the media and did not require the use of a second, lower
frequency system. Snow and river ice thicknesses were made using unprocessed
return data from both the lGHz and 250MHz

GPR systems.

Snow thickness on sea ice was measurable

at

7GHz, although range

resolution at that frequency limited operationally snow thickness measurements to
greater than about LZcm. Due to the range resolution of the 250MHz system, it

cannot accurately resolve typical [10-30cmJ snow thickness on sea ice, but
regardless of snow thickness the 250MHz system easily resolves the snow-plus-sea
ice thickness. When the snow thickness measurement made using the lGHz system

are subtracted from the slab thickness measured using the 250MHz at the same
location to yield sea ice thickness, the results match physical measurements quite
well.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ON THE LINK BETWEEN SAR-DERIVED SEA ICE MEIT AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUMMER UPPER OCEAN MIXED LAYER IN THE NORTH
OPEN WATER POLYNYA

Galley, R.J., D.G. Barber and J.J. Yackel, 2007. On the link between SAR-derived sea
ice melt and the development of the summer ocean mixed layer in the North Open

Water Polynya. I nternational J ournal of Remote Sensing,

1.

2B [1 B) : 397 9 -399 4.

Introduction and Background
Ocean-sea-ice-atmosphere interaction processes play

a vital role in

the

assessment of climate variability and change on local to global scales. In particular,

temporal and spatial variation

in

sea ice physical properties modulate energy

exchange between the ocean and atmosphere, affecting the physical (Perovich and

Elder, 2002) and biological nature of the Arctic marine ecosystem (Smith et al.,

1990). Polynyas are defined (World Meteorological0rganization,l,g70) as areas of
open water or partially ice covered ocean in polar regions where under the region's

climatic conditions a complete ice cover is expected (Smith et al., L990J. Polynyas
are of particular importance because they occur at latitudes postulated to be the
earliest and most affected by climate variability and change, responding quickly to
changes

in atmospheric and oceanic forcing (Barber et al., 2001; ACIA,2004). In

turn, polynyas are physically important to polar ecosystems and affect a wide range

of physical

oceanographic properties due

to their mechanisms of

formation,

persistence and dissolution. These areas of open water or significantly reduced ice
concentration permit ocean-to-atmosphere energy exchange which can be orders of

magnitude larger than over surrounding sea ice. Polynyas are almost completely
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responsible for the regional heat budget, exerting influence on the ocean below and
the atmosphere above (Wadhams, 2000).

The North Water Polynya occurs annually, spanning north Baffin Bay and
south Smith Sound between Ellesmere Island and Greenland, from approximately
76'N to 80"N, where an ice bridge spanning Nares Strait forms in winter preventing
sea ice

in the Lincoln

Sea and Kane Basin

from being advected south into northern

Baffin Bay [Steffen, 1985; Barber et al., 2001J. Once the ice bridge forms, sea ice

within the polynya is blown southward opening the polynya. While removal of sea

ice by drift within the region dominates the formation of the

polynya,

thermodynamic processes between the atmosphere and ocean dominate the
landfast first-year sea ice [FYI) properties surrounding the polynya. The polynya
remains small throughout winter until April, producing sea ice that is exported from
the polynya southwards (Wilson et a1.,2001J. In spring the polynya enlarges rapidly
due to atmospheric forcing as warm air is advected northwards along its eastern

edge creates a southeast

to northwest gradient in melt onset and pond

onset

(Barber et a1.,2001; lngram et a1.,2002). Recently, Marsden et al. (20041 argued
that the polynya may also be 'self sustaining' after its Ínitial formation reaches some
threshold size. They propose that buoyancy forcing supplied by the polynya to the
atmosphere may induce a low pressure cell over the polynya whose rotation
maintains the polynya by disallowing cold ambient air of terrestrial origÍn from
entering and refreezing the surface ofthe ocean.
The onset of melt and surface ponding Ín landfast FYI surrounding the North

Water Polynya is atmospherically forced and variable in space and time, and can be
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remotely estimated using a time series of microwave scattering (Yackel et a\.,2001).

We use this technique to link melt water flux from the sea ice to the reestablishment of the shallow, summer upper ocean mixed layer that was deepened

in winter by buoyancy mixing due to salt rejection from growing landfast ice and
mobile pack ice within the polynya.

Figure 4.1. The seasonal evolution of o" from the ERS-L SAR for thick first-year and
multi-year sea ice over the annual sea ice cycle (after Barber et al., 1998).

i.;,

.

''

A time series of

microwave backscatter coefficient

synthetic aperture radar [SAR)

[o"] derived from

is related to the temporal evolution

of

thermodynamic properties within a sea ice volume (Barber et a1.,1,995). A seasonal
temperature increase at the snow/ice interface causes a proportional brine volume
increase within the sea ice, increasing its complex dielectric constant [ex) which is

detected as an increase in oo from the stable winter period by SAR [Figure 4,1)
(Barber et a1.,1995). Thick first year ice in winter primarily has a smooth, specular

reflecting surface, causing oo to remain low and stable [Figure 4.1) with small
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atmospherically induced changes

in surface dielectric properties (Barber

and

Thomas,199BJ. SAR-derived melt onset over landfast thick FYI is determined by an
increase in depth hoar grain size, increased brine volume and water in liquid phase
occurring through the diurnal cycle (Barber and Yackel, L999). The funicular regime
(Colbeck,1-982) is important as it occurs very briefly before liquid water begins to

drain out of the snow pack (Barber and Yackel, 1,999). DraÍnage allows progression

to an advanced melt state on the sea ice surface when the snow becomes saturated

and slush forms at the snow-ice interface rapidly decreasing surface albedo,
accelerating absorption of incident solar radiation and related snow melt, drainage
and pond formation. A second, Iarger peak in the temporal evolution of o" [FÍgure
4.1) following the initial melt onset increase indÍcates pond onset over smooth, thick

first-year sea ice (Yackel et a1.,200L).
Beneath the sea ice, physical oceanographic processes along with ice cover
buoyancy fluxes contribute to the structure of the water column within the North

Water Polynya. Northern Assembly water flows south through Smith and

Jones

Sounds from the Arctic Ocean, with a 70-100m mixed layer and salinity greater than

33.6 psu which overlies warm halocline of Arctic origin typically colder than

OoC

(Bacle et a\.,2002). This surface mixed layer is generated by buoyancy mixing due to

salt rejection by growing pack ice and by turbulent current mixing in the narrow

strait of the Archipelago. Southern Assembly water is conveyed north by the West
Greenland Current from the North Atlantic [Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay) with a

mixed layer depth of -100m (Bacle et al., 2002). The depth of the upper ocean
mixed layer determines the ocean's ability to transfer heat, mass and momentum
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from the atmosphere and ice cover to depth and the strength of the stratification
determines the influence the mixed layer has on fluxes at its base (Schneider and
Muller,1990J. The upper ocean mixed layer has been widely studied in mid-latitude
oceans due to its importance in air-sea interaction processes (lkeda,7986; Schneider
and Muller,1990; Alexander et a1.,2000; Kara et a1.,2000; Kara et a1.,2003J and is

ultimately important in the Arctic where the flux of energy, mass and momentum
between the ocean and atmosphere is constrained by sea ice, in both time and space.

2. Obiective

The objective of this paper is to determine the ability of SAR-derived melt
onset and pond onset over landfast FYI to predict the timing of the thinning and
stable stratification of the summer ocean mixed layer in the North Water Polynya.

We first examine the 'local scale' where in situ data allows examination of the
connection between melting sea ice and mixed layer evolution in the northwestern
section of the polynya. The local scale analysis is then applied to the entire polynya,

illustrating how the regional scale summer ocean mixed layer stratification
responds to the timing of landfast sea ice melt within the entire North Water
Polynya.

3. Methods
67 Radarsat-1 ScanSAR images in time series from year-day [YD) 21 to YD

183

in 1998 were

used to derive melt onset and pond onset dates for sample

locations [Table 4.1J on landfast FYI surrounding the North Water following Yackel

1,39

et al. (200! J. ScanSAR combines Radarsat-1 SAR Wide A and B beams, transmitting
and receiving horizontally polarized [HH) electromagnetic radiation at 5.3 GHz over

a 460 km wide swath with a near incidence angle of 20" and a far incidence angle of
49.4". The theory for using the time series SAR data to derive melt and pond onset

dates is well developed in the literature (Barber and Yackel, 1999, Yackel et al.

2007). A series of sites fFigure 4.2) were selected over landfast FYI in the North
Water Polynya region and o" was sampled throughout the time series.

Table 4.1-. Melt onset and pond onset dates
Yackel et al., 2001).
Site

Name
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Figttre 4.2. Radarsat-l scanSAR sample site locations over landfastfirst-year sea ice
surrounding the North Water Polynya (after Yaclcel et al., 2001).
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Over the course of the International North Water Program in 1998, 44L CTD profiles

were collected [Figure 4.3) over a 1-04-day cruise of the

C.C.G.S

Pierre Radisson

between YD 98 [08 April) and YD 202 (21, JulyJ, Salinity was calculated and output

automatically with temperature by the instruments and potential density (o,0) was
calculated using the UNESCO [1983J algorithm. Mixed layer depth was calculated

following the approach of Schneider and Muller [1990J, who proposed that MLD be
calculated based on potential density [o,0) difference from the surface.

L41,
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4. Results and Discussion - Local

Scale

CTD profiles collected at station

2 (78.36160'N, -74.71095"E) which

lies

between ScanSAR sample sites Rosse Bay and Goding Bay [Figure 4.4). CTD station

2 was chosen as the site for our local scale analysis because it was sampled most
often [6 times) and at least once each month. These data illustrate that low salinity
melt water resulting from the melt of landfast sea ice is connected to the formation
of the shallow summer ocean mixed layer in the North Water polynya.
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Figure 4.4. Local scale study area on the west side of Smith Sound, including CTD
station 2, Rosse Bay and Goding Bay Radarsat-7 scanSAR sifes.

Melt onset occurred at the Rosse Bay [RB) ScanSAR sample site on YD 151
and pond onset occurred 10 days later on YD 161 (Table 4.1J. At the Goding Bay
[GB) ScanSAR test site, Melt onset occurred on YD 14L and

1-3

days later pond onset

occurred on YD 164 [see table 4.1J.
Figure 4,5 depicts the temporal evolution of temperature, salinity, potential

density and associated mixed layer depths using six profiles in time from YD 98 to
YD

199.

Near-surface temperatures warm with each successive profile in time.

Surface salinity decreases substantially through time,

with a small

inversion

occurring between YD L29 and YD LSB. Potential density derived from salinity and

temperature profiles behaved in a near-identical way to salinity near CTD station

2,

L43

signifying that density stratification of the water column is driven almost solely by
surface salinity reduction, The first CTD profile collected

Polynya at station

in the North

Water

2 occurred on YD 98 [April 0B). The water column was

isothermal and isohaline to a depth of

1,1,4

dbars where a very steep thermocline

and halocline occurred [see figures 4.5a and 4.5bJ. At this time the potential density

profile of the water column (see figure 4.5c) and associated deep winter mixed layer
[see figure 4.5d) is a result of buoyancy mixing due to salt rejection from the
growing landfast and mobile Íce cover and turbulent mixing.
When CTD station 2 was revisited on YD I29 (May 09), a warming shift in the

temperature profile [see figure 4.5a) had occurred. The surface layer of the ocean

was isothermal around -1.70"C except for a near surface increase. A smaller
thermocline developed beginning at 84 dbars, below which the water column
gradually warmed to a depth of 200 dbars. On YD I29, the sea surface salinity [see

figure 4.5b) was isohaline about 32.5 psu to 27 dbars, decreasing from the previous
profile in time.
On YD 158 [June 07), the

warm surface layer created by increased absorption

of solar energy was more pronounced to B dbars where a more marked thermocline

occurred. The surface salinity had increased with respect to the previous profile in
time, but was still less than the winter surface salinity as seen in the first profile on
YD 98.

On YD 193 [July 12J sea surface temperature [see figure 4.5) had risen to

0.558'C and surface salinity at CTD station 2 had decreased to 31.3 psu.

-
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2was sampled for the fifth time [see figure 4.5).

On YD 196 [July 15) station

In three days the sea surface temperature (at2 dbars) had risen to 0.502"C. The sea
surface salinity was 30.941 psu, isohaline to 10 dbars where a near surface halocline

occurred, increasing the salinity of the water column to 32.998 psu at 40 dbars.

0n YD 199 [July 18) the sea surface temperature had increased to L.L47"C.
The sea surface salinity reached a sampled minimum of 30.743 psu, the start of a

surface halocline that reached 32.21.9 psu at 1-2 dbars. Below l-2 dbars, water
column salinity decreased with depth gradually to 33.627 psu at 200 dbars'

Figure

.5.

(a) Temperature (b) saliníQt, and (c) potential density profiles at
station 2, (d) mixed layer depth at CTD station 2.
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Potential density profiles calculated from the above T and

S

profiles [see figure 4.5cJ

follow their corresponding salinity profiles [see figure 4.5b) showing that decreases

in salinity driven down through the water column from the surface completely
dominate potential density stratification in the North Water Polynya, We therefore

focus our discussion around several interesting features of the temperature and
salinity profiles. At the time of the first profile, the surface layer of the water column

was isohaline and relatively saline. The second salinity profile shows a surface
reduction in salinity between YD 98 and YD 129 which is almost certainly due to
mobile sea ice within the polynya proper, melting laterally and from the bottom as it

is driven southward by the wind. The salinity profile of YD 158 [see figure 4.5cJ is

the most significant from our perspective for two reasons;

it

occurs temporally

between SAR-derived melt and pond onset dates for Goding Bay and Rosse Bay
ScanSAR sample sites fTable 4.1-J, and

salinity and potential density in the ocean

surface layer increase relative to the cast of YD 129,but are still less than the winter

base-line indicated by the profile of YD 98 [see figure

4.5b). This profile captures

the increase in surface salinity as the melting landfast ice surrounding the polynya
reaches the point in its thermodynamic evolution where the ice is sufficiently warm

to allow for brine channel drainage. The profiles of YD I93, 796 and 199 at

CTD

station 2 [see figure 4,5bJ follow the thermodynamic evolution and freshwater
fluxes from the landfast ice surrounding the polynya, clearly depicting a substantial

reduction of salinity as the landfast ice melts contributing low-salinity [-3psu) melt
water to the upper ocean mixed layer.

1,46

Algorithms designed to detect the depth of the ocean mixed layer from CTD

profiles are typically created using data from mid-latitude studies (Schneider and
Muller, 1.990; Kara et a1.,2003). The Schneider and Muller [1990) algorithm is no
exception, designed

to discern the

difference between the pycnocline and the

thermocline because mid-latitude mixed layer depths are typically much shallower
than the top of the thermocline. The Schneider and Muller (1990J MLD algorithm
successfully delineates the seasonal structure of the upper ocean mixed layer in the

North Water Polynya, where changes in potential density are driven by changes in
salinity rather than changes in temperature.
The MLD at CTD station 2 [see figure 4.5d) in the North Water Polynya is

relatively deep in winter, derived from the deep isothermal and isohaline surface
layer of YD 9B [figures 4.5a and 4.sbJ. As previously stated, the mixed layer atthe
end of winter is a result of buoyancy-driven mixing due to salt rejection from the

growing pack ice and strong current mixing in the narrow straits of the Arctic
Archipelago. Due to freshwater flux from sea ice resulting in decreased surface
salinity on YD 1.29, the MLD at station 2 was much shallower. Coincident in time,
ScanSAR data captured melt onset and pond onset

in the landfast sea ice at the

Rosse Bay and Goding Bay sample sites [Table 4.1), the MLD at station 2 became

very shallow and remained stable for the duration of the sampling period.
Melt onset and pond onset dates are derived from microwave backscatter in

the microwave regÍon, but of ultimate importance is how properties of a sea ice
surface lend valuable insight into the volume is affected by environmental forcing.
Seasonal progression from polar

winter dictates a gradual increase in solar angle
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combined with gradual increases in total daily incoming shortwave radiation. Snow

covered sea ice begins

to melt when the

atmospheric boundary layer, having

absorbed sufficient incoming shortwave radiation

to experience an increase in

temperature, increases the temperature of the snow and sea ice volume (Yackel et
al., 2007). The temperature in both the snow and sea ice volumes increase as

a

function of the thermal diffusivity of the material. The snow cover gains heat energy

from the air and warms first, followed by the sea ice below as heat is conducted
downward by the resulting temperature gradient between the cold ice and warmer

air above. As the snow-covered sea ice surface enters the pendular and then
funÍcular regime, the temperature of the sea ice volume increases in a linearly with
depth, and due to the lower thermal diffusivity of sea ice this occurs more gradually

than in the snow cover. Increased temperature within the sea ice volume causes
changes in the size, shape and connectedness of the brine inclusions within the sea

ice (Eicken,2003). As the ice volume warms, the brine channels within it gradually
become connected, eventually allowing gravity to drive melt water from above the
ice through the brine channels, flushing highly saline liquid brine content (Eicken,

2003J. Once the brine is flushed from the sea ice, low salinity surface melt water is
free to percolate through the ice volume (Eicken,2003). Concurrent to changes in
the brine inclusions within the sea ice, the sea ice thickness is reduced by a positive
feedback mechanism caused by decreased surface albedo on top of the ice, with

thermal and mechanical erosion from beneath playing a small

part.

thickness reduction creates a large freshwater flux to the ocean surface.

Sea ice
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5. Results and Discussion
Sea ice

- Regional Scale

within the North Water Polynya follows a reasonably well know

pattern, displayed by Canadian Ice Service [C.l.S.) ice charts (Figure 4.6) (Barber et
a1.,2007; Wilson et al., 200L). The C,l.S. digital ice charts provide a useful summary

of the evolution of the North Water Polynya during the L998 study period, The
dynamic nature of mobile ice within the North Water region is different than the
thermodynamically-driven evolution of the landfast Íce which bounds it on the west

and east

sides.

We recall that Yackel et al. (2001) showed thermodynamic

processes dominate the seasonal evolution of the landfast sea ice surrounding the

North Water Polynya while Wilson et al., [2001) showed that dynamic processes
dominate the mobile ice zone of the North Water.
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Figure 4.6. Canadian lce Service digital charts showíng ice concentration and relative
extent. Top:YD L2L(L May), middle:YD 135 (L5 May) and bottom: YD 152 (L June).

.-{

150
On YD 72L, the polynya is almost completely covered
4.6aJ

with

CTD station 2 under

in sea ice [see figure

9+/10 sea ice concentration [SIC). The rest of the

North Water is covered by landfast sea ice surrounding the polynya proper, or by

9/10

sea ice concentration

within the polynya. The next digital ice chart [see figure

4.6b) in the time series occurred for YD 135 [May 15), by which time the sea ice

within the polynya proper had almost been completely removed by wind, resulting
in 2/1.0

SIC

to dominate the polynya, bounded by landfast sea ice. On YD 135

CTD

station 2 was very near the landfast ice edge in 2/1,0 SIC. By YD 152 [June 01), the
polynya including CTD station 2,was Íce-free bounded by landfast sea ice [see figure

4.6c). Regardless of the dynamic evolution of the sea ice within the polynya, the
general extent of the landfast sea ice bounding the polynya on the Ellesmere and
Greenland sides did not change.

Mixed layer depths were calculated for each of the 441, CTD profiles made

during the program, CTD profiles from station 2 provide an example of how
reduced salinity decreases potential density in spring, thinning and more stably

stratifying the surface mixed layer. Here, we illustrate variability in the regional
fpolynya-wideJ seasonal evolution

of salinity [see figure 4.7a) duplicated

by

potential density (see figure 4.7b) at 5 dbars. The S-dbar depth was employed
because

it was the closest meaningful value to the ocean surface contained in each

profile.
On YD 151, [see figure 4.7a) freshwater input from snow and sea ice melt
begins to decrease surface salinity values over the time series. This figure relates

the overall seasonal decrease in saliniff at the surface, which drives the potential

151

density values at depth [see figure 4.7b) and results in the thinning and more stable

stratification of the summer ocean mixed layer [see figure 4.7c). Figures 4.7a and

4.7b also shows variation in surface salinity and potential density at l4-day
intervals coinciding with the period the tidal current takes to reach its maximum.
Upon closer inspection of the predicted tidal current for this region a strong
relationship between observed MLD maxima and tidal current maxima occurs,

Figure 4.7. Time series evolution of: near surface salinity (top), near surface potential
density (middle), and mixed layer depth (bottom in the North Water Polynya.
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The MLD within the North Water Polynya undergoes a very similar evolution

with time as near surface salinity. Prior to YD

the North Water Polynya was in most

l-51-,

the summer ocean mixed layer in

cases undefined before YD

151 [see figure

4.7c) as the MLD algorithm is actually calculating the depth of the deep, permanent

halocline discussed by Bacle et al. (2002). This deep winter mixed layer is more
dependent upon the bathymetric depth of each station sampled than on changes in

the properties at the surface of the water column (Bacle et al., 2002J. The average
MLD [n = 259) prior to YD 151 was 47.02 m, with a standard deviation of 30.52.
However, after YD L51 [no profiles were collected between YD 151 and L55) the
MLDs were shallow, and the values, despite locatÍon [Figure 4.3b) and therefore

bathymetry were stable. The average MLD (n = 782) conducted after YD 151 was
l-0.95 m, with a standard deviation of 5.43.

Figure 4.8. Sar-derived pond onset date interpolated over the polynya, overlaid by all
CTD profiles conducted in 1998. ScanSAR sample sites are denoted by grey triangles.
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In order to further illustrate the coincident nature of thermodynamically-driven
evolution of landfast sea ice surrounding the polynya and the freshening of the
surface mixed layer, pond onset date for the whole polynya was interpolated [see

figure 4.8) over a 2km2 cell grid, capturing the SE to NW progression of sea Íce
thermodynamic evolution. The pond onset date of each grid cell where a MLD value
also occurred was referenced against the date of the CTD profile used to derive it.
For example, if a MLD was calculated using a profile on YD 140 and the pond onset

value at that point in the grid was YD 150, then that MLD would have a time
reference in days (T*Ð of -1-0, as it occurred 10 days prior to the interpolated pond
onset at that point, When T."r is calculated for each of the MLDs, [see figure 4.9) it
becomes shallow and stable coincident with the interpolated pond onset date for
each location. We have therefore shown the ability to determine the timing of a
shallow spring MLD in the North Water from SAR remote sensing.
Figure 4.9. Mixed layer depth time-reþrenced against pond onset date at the same
Iocation within the North Water Polynya.
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The underlying theme to three different processes, [1J the dynamic sea ice

retreat that occurs within the polynya proper, [2) the thermodynamically-driven
evolution of landfast ice properties surrounding the polynya described by melt and
pond onset dates calculated from time series ScanSAR images, and (3) the seasonal
evolution of salinity and resulting surface mixed layer of the North Water Polynya

that drive summer MLD stabilization, is that they are temporally concurrent. The
digital ice charts show that between YD 135 and YD 152 the sea ice within the
polynya is completely removed during which time the landfast ice surrounding the
polynya undergoes melt onset and pond onset, signiffing thermodynamic changes

within the sea ice volume. The case study discussed above showed that the

CTD

profile data in the North Water Polynya capture changes in the physical properties

of the water column caused by the thermodynamically-driven evolution of the
adjacent landfast sea ice volume, which occur at the same time.

6. Conclusions
We conclude that the spring melt occurring within the landfast sea

ice

nearest CTD station 2 is coincident to the evolution of surface salinity and resultant
mixed layer depth at that location within the North Water Polynya. SAR-derived sea
ice melt onset and pond onset can be used to determine the timing of this ice-ocean

connected process at the local scale as melt within the sea ice volume occurs and is

reflected by changes captured at the surface by RADARSAT-1 ScanSAR imagery,

while CTD profiles at station 2 capture the evolution of the upper ocean. At the
regional scale, we conclude that polynya-wide decreases in surface salinity and
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associated thinning and more stable stratification of the upper ocean caused

bythe

introduction of low salinity sea ice melt water can be predicted using SAR-derived
pond onset date. The timing of pond onset in landfast sea ice coincides in time with
a shallow, stably stratified summer mixed layer

within the polynya, illustrating the

utility of SAR data for monitoring the spatial and temporal variability in MLD using
time series o".

This work

is an important first step in

oceanographic system

revealing how the physical

of a polynya responds to

thermodynamically-driven

evolution of surrounding landfast sea ice. It is hypothesized that the stratification of

the upper ocean mixed layer in the North Water Polynya controls in part primary
production within the polynya in summe r (Odate et a1.,2002J, forming the basis of

a

highly productive arctic food web. Changing sea ice concentration and extent within

the Arctic could alter the seasonal physical oceanographic evolution of the ocean
column entering the North Water Polynya in the future. The ice bridge in Nares
Strait may become less stable thereby allowing more sea ice into the NOW polynya
region, altering the existing temporal and spatial patterns of sea ice in the region
and thereby affecting the relationship between sea ice melt and stabilization of the
upper ocean mixed Iayer and related ecosystem productivity.
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l.Introduction
Recent variability in Arctic sea ice thickness and extent has been attributed

to seasonal changes in dynamic and thermodynamic forcing (Zhang et a1.,2000). A

shift in the sea level pressure pattern over the central Arctic Ocean during the
1990's led to a weakening of the Beaufort Gyre (Lukovich and Barber,2006) and
increased observations

of southerly and easterly winds in the western Arctic

(Rothrock et al., 1,999) that advect ice north and west away from the continental

coast. Rothrock et al. (1999) also note that southerly winds were accompanied by

positive anomalies in surface air temperatures which increased melt, leading to

thinner perennial ice and more open water. Increased open water and thinner
perennial sea ice contributes to increases in heat content in the upper water column

further reducing ice thickness and extent (Rigor and Wallace,2004). Polyakov and
Johnson (2000J also note that a 60 to B0 year pressure oscillation came in phase

with the decadal decrease in

sea level pressure during

the 1990's, accounting for the

persistence and amplitude of the negative pressure anomaly, and enhanced warm

air advection. These factors contributed to sea ice extent reduction in the l-990's,
and the record negative sea ice extent anomalies in the Beaufort Sea during 2002
(Serreze et a\.,2003),2003, and2004 (Stroeve et a1.,2005).
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Regional and inter-annual sea ice motion, such as the circulation of ice in the

Beaufort Gyre and convergence and divergence of sea ice along the Beaufort

Sea

coast have occurred since the beginning of the satellite record (Thorndike, 7986;
Serreze

et al., 1989). Sub-decadal cycles in sea ice thickness have also

been

observed (Mysak and Manak,19B9), Thinning of perennial sea ice in the Arctic has
been related to transpolar sea ice drift exporting sea ice out of the Arctic through
Fram Strait at approximately seven year intervals (Mysak and Manak,19B9J.

The longer-term in situ record suggests a continuing trend towards polar-

amplified warming of surface air temperatures (Polyakov et al., 2002), increased
cyclone activity (Zhang et al., 2004), and earlier melt onset and later re-freeze
(Belchansky et al., 2004). Models however, vary widely in their predictions of Arctic

sea ice extent and stage of development. Forecasting scenarios range from

a

stabilization of current conditions to the possibility of a seasonally ice-free Arctic
(Meehl et a1.,2007), Results from the Community Climate System Model also show

wide variation of predicted future decreases in perennial sea ice volume (Holland et

al., 2006), which has been shown by Rothrock et al. 17999) to have been in
significant decline since the 1-960's. Despite broad disagreement on the rate and

extent of the sea ice decay, the spatial pattern of summer melt favors retreat

towards the west coast of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, exposing a larger
seasonally ice-free area (Flato et a\.,2000).
Sea ice thickness and extent determines

the exchange of heat between the

ocean and atmosphere (Maykut,1,982), is an important variable in determining the

strength of sea ice in a region (Andreas et al., L993), and has an obvious influence on
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the Íce mass flux (Aagard and Carmack, 7989) and therefore the freshwater storage

in a region (Wadhams,2000J. Polynyas and flaw leads may be open months before

the annual melt begins, allowing for enhanced ocean-atmosphere heat exchange
year-round and albedo feedbacks which contribute to the instability or mobility of

the surrounding ice pack. These areas of reduced sea ice concentration and/or
thickness are important to biological and physical oceanography. Sea ice provides

a

substrate for significant primary production within and below the ice, as well as

affording mammals an opportunity

to

forage and rear young (Dunbar,

1-981J.

Consequently, Inuit people have hunted in and around these areas for at least the past
three thousand years (Smith et a1.,1990)

Monitoring long-term variation of sea ice extent is very important in both the
estimation of current climate trends and the prediction of future change. Satelliteborne passive microwave IPMVU) sensors are typically relied upon to monitor sea
ice temporal and spatial variation of sea ice at the hemispheric scale. PMW sea ice

extent data have shown significant decreases in northern hemisphere, the amount
of which is dependent upon the time period and area[s) studied (i.e. (Stroeve et al.,
2005; Serreze et a1.,2003, Zhang et al., 2000, Gloersen et al., 1,999, Parkinson et al.,
Leee)).

At the regional scale, Drobot and Maslanik [2003) explored the inter-annual
variability of Beaufort

Sea ice conditions, noting

Alaska were related

to

that summer ice conditions north of

dynamic mechanisms

in the

preceding winter and

thermodynamic processes during summer. Sea ice retreat and formation play an

integral role

in

creating

a

physically favorable environment

for

biological
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production in western Amundsen Gulf (Arrigo and Van Dijken,2004). Barber and
Hanesiak (2004) note the scale-dependence of sea ice anomalies in the southern
Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf, associating local sea ice anomalies with local-scale
advection and regional-scale sea level pressure and surface temperatures. Timing of
sea ice formation and breakup in Amundsen Gulf for the years 1,964-1,974 were

examined by Hammill (1987), using Íce summaries and analysis reports for the
Canadian Arctic prepared by the Canadian Department of Transport (1,964-1,972)
and The Sea Ice Atlas of Arctic Canada (1,973,1,974). For the purpose of classifying

ice retreat and formation into early, medium and late years, Amundsen Gulf was
considered ice free when B0o/o of the gulf was open, and freeze up was considered
complete when B0o/o of the gulf was covered in sea ice (Hammill, L987). The eleven
years studi ed by Hammill (7987) were almost evenly distributed into early break-up

(!968,'J.970,1.971., L973), medium break-up (L965,1.969,1.972) and late break-up
(1,964,1,966, L967,

f974). Early ice formation occurred in L964, 1,967, and 1,974

while medium ice formation years were 1965, 1-966, 7970, and L972 while

ice

formation occurred late in 7968,1969,1,97I and 1973 (Hammill, 7987). Hammill
(1,987) also describes the location of a polynya in Amundsen Gulf, although in 1964,
'1,968, and L973

it did not form at all, and for only two of the other 9 years did it

form in the same position.
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Fígure 5.1. The southern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gu$ western Canadian
Arctic.
Black lines delineate the study area used ín Section 5. The area normaily occupied
by
the flaw lead system is shown in grey.

In this study, 25 years (1'980-2004J of Canadian Ice Service (CISJ digital ice

chart data over Amundsen Gulf and the southeastern Beaufort Sea are used to
determine the extent and change of interactions between a seasonal sea ice zone
and the perennial Arctic pack. This dataset is unique in that

it contains

sea ice stage

of development information, including classifications of total, old superset of
[a
second-year and multi-year sea ice), first-year
[a superset of thin, medium and thick

first year], young and new sea ice. The CIS dataset delineates stages of development
by thickness, including new ice [hi<10cm), young ice
[hr = 10-30cm) and first-year
ice [hi >30cm). Subsets of first year ice include thick first year
[hi >12gcmJ, medium

first year [70cmchi<120cm) and thin first year [30cm< hi<7Ocm) sea ice (Fequet,

2002)' old

sea ice is defined as sea ice which has survived a summer's melt,

including second-year and multi-year sea ice and is not defined by thickness.
Total
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sea ice concentration

is the sum of old, first year, young and new sea ice

concentrations [expressed in tenths). A focus is placed on the conditions of sea ice
development in Amundsen Gulf and southeastern Beaufort Sea where the seasonal

sea ice zone and perennial Arctic pack interact, This thermodynamically and
dynamically active area has been the focus of recent attention, including the
Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study ICASES), ArcticNet, and the International
Polar Year flPYl Circumpolar Flaw Lead ICFLJ Study. This area of the continental
shelf is the only North American analog to the vast Russian continental shelves. The

interaction of annual and old sea ice in these regions gives rise

to flaw lead

formation, which has implications on ecology, shipping, and oil exploration.
Amount, position, and seasonal to inter-annual cycles of these ice types allow

for: 11] characterization of mean winter and mean summer sea ice concentration
a function of sea ice type in the region;

as

[2] calculating the trend in concentration of

each sea ice type during winter and summer over the time series,

[3] quantifying

patterns in the timing and duration of break-up and freeze-up in the region and [4]
discussion of the variability of break-up and freeze-up in Amundsen Gulf in terms of
regional dynamics and the evolving seasonal ice cover in this area. We consider this

regional sea ice climatology an important component of the ocean-sea iceatmosphere system in the southern Beaufort Sea and in particular a key element in

how changes in sea ice conditions may affect physical-biological coupling in the
region.
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2. Study Area, Data and Methods
2.1. Amundsen Gulf and the southern Beaufort Sea

Amundsen Gulf is connected to the Beaufort Sea through an outlet bounded

to the north by Banks Island and to the south by

Cape Bathurst [Figure 5.1).

Landfast ice along the perimeter of the basin extends generally to the continental

shelf break, where the water depth is 50 to 100m, West of Banks Island lies the
perennial Beaufort Sea ice pack, Its position is correlated with large-scale pressure
patterns, and motion within the pack is largely determined by the local geostrophic

wínd (Thorndike and Colony,7982). Annually recurrent leads make up the extensive

flaw lead system in the southeastern Beaufort Sea which persists from the
completion of freeze up to break up in spring (Carmack and MacDonald, 2001,;
Barber and Hanesiak, 2004). The regional flaw lead system forms in three main
areas: (1) parallel to the continental coastline and north of the landfast ice edge
along the coast ofthe Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, Cape Bathurst, Franklin Bay and Cape

Parry, [2) west of the landfast ice edge along the west and southwest coast of Banks

Island and, [3) along the west coast of Victoria Island Ín eastern Amundsen Gulf
fFigure 5.1).

In some years between late April and mid-May, a lead also forms at the
interface between the mobile ice pack and high concentration sea ice in eastern
Amundsen Gulf, running north-south between the south
Cape

tip of Banks Island

and

Bathurst. This dynamic area is further characterized by a constricted airflow

that lends to accelerations of air velocities downwind (Torneby, 2006), relatively
strong tidal mixing (Kleim and Greenberg, 2003), and upwelling along shallow
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shelves (Carmack and Macdonald, 2002). Using this area of open water, ice
sometimes enters Amundsen Gulf blocking ice advection out of the gulf and stalling
the open water season.

2.2.Sea ice concentration data

CIS digital ice charts are available from an on-line archive at
http:r/,/ir:e-:.ec.gi:.ca.

This sea ice dataset integrates a number of data sources

including aerial and marine surveys, satellite remote sensing data including
Radarsat-1, NOAA AVHRR and Envisat ASAR as well as in situ observations.

digital ice charts are created manually by expert ice analysts at the

CIS

CIS

who derive

total and partial concentrations for each sea ice stage of development. Agnew and

Howell (2003) used CIS ice chart data as

a

baseline

to

evaluate PMW ice

concentration data. Their results showed a considerable discrepancy between

and PMW data; tie points used

in calibrating the NASA

CIS

Team sea ice extent

algorithm perform better at the hemispheric scale rather than for specific areas,
performing poorly in seasonal ice zone areas throughout the annual cycle, and
during melt and freeze-up conditions, where they consistently underestimate total
sea ice extent. They also showed the usefulness of the CIS dataset in long-term

regional monitoring of sea ice, particularly because the CIS data has comparatively
high spatial resolution and are composed using multiple datasets to categorize sea
ice cover. Conversely, ice concentration and extent data produced using PMW data

contain only total ice concentration and no thickness information. The stability of
the CIS digital dataset through time may be affected by advances in remote sensing
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platforms and changing shipping routes which subject the dataset to shifts in bias

and variance, but the Canadian lce Service Archive Documentation Series quality
index indicates statistical analysis is appropriate in the region (Canadian lce Service
Archive Documentation Series,2006). We used 802 sea ice charts available for the

western Arctic between January 1, 1980 and December 31,
CIS data were only available

2004.

Prior to 1980,

for year weeks 24-48, which coincided with the

majority of ice retreat and advance in the Beaufort Sea region but did not contain
any winter sea ice data. Starting in 1980, winter chart data were produced monthly,

while between year-weeks 23

(-

10 June) and year-week 48

[-

01 December),

weekly charts of totaland partialconcentrations of sea ice and type are available.
Each CIS data file was converted from its native .e00 GIS format to a grid in a

Lambert conformal conic projection where each grid cell was four kmz [n = 99977

grid cellsJ. Four square kilometers was chosen because it is small enough to
adequately capture coastlines and polygon edges without losing valid near-shore ice

data but still allowed for manageable data volumes. Sea ice concentration [in
tenths) for each stage of development was extracted.
Mean summer sea ice concentration for each grid cell was calculated by
averaging all digital ice chart data for July, August and September [JAS) in each year.
Mean winter sea ice concentration for each grid cell was calculated by averaging all
CIS

chart data for each grid cell in fanuary, February and March [JFM) in each year.

It is possible for the monthly winter
presence

CIS dataset

to have misrepresented

of dynamic features within the study area such as leads.

the

However,

independent analysis using daily PMW data indicates that lead areas in the region
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are persistent both within the winter season and inter-annually (Barber

and

Hanesiak, 2004), making us confident that the monthly charts represent average

winter conditions in the region. The mean statistic was used because the CIS
dataset contains sea ice concentration in decimal-tenths (i.e. 0.3 tenths, 0.6 tenths,

which convey trace concentrations and 9.7 tenths, which describes very high
concentration sea ice which is typically not landfastJ.
To determine the trend in sea ice concentration for each ice type in summer
and winter, a least squares linear regression was calculated for the concentration at

eachgridcelloverthe25-yearperiod (Parkinsonetal.,7999),wheretheslopeof the
regression indicates the trend (0/o/year) for each ice type. Although we explored
various non-linear models Ín the regression analysis, an examination of the residual
plots from the linear model appeared to be uniformly distributed through the range
of the models. Therefore the linear model was judged most statistically appropriate

for the trend analysis performed. For each trend at each grid cell, an F-test (df = 23)
was used to test the null hypothesis of slope = 0. We rejected the null hypothesis for

all those grid cells containing trends with statistical significance greater than

90%0,

mapping only those trends which are significant at the 90, 95 and 990/olevel
Temporal variability in the onset of break-up and freeze-up was examined by

identifying the year-week [YW] for each grid cell when total ice concentration
reached thresholds used by Hammill (1987). The start of break-up was defined as
the YW when sea ice concentration decreased to < B0% and continued until the cell
contained < 20o/o sea ice. Freeze-up began when the grid cell contained2 20o/o sea
ice and was completed when the cell contained > B0o/o sea ice. Advection of large
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floes from the Beaufort Sea into the Amundsen Gulf during summer can introduce

short-term increases in total ice concentration above 200/o during summer,

so

freeze-up onset was further constrained temporally, occurring no earlier than YW
33 [third week in AugustJ.

Finally, Amundsen Gulf was defined by a north-south line between Cape
Bathurst and Cape Kellett (after Kwok, 2006) and all grid cells were averaged to
produce one value of sea ice concentration for the gulf (Figure 5.1). This was done

so direct comparisons of inter-annual variability and trends in the timing and
duration of break-up and freeze-up could be made with data from Hammill 0,987).

3. Sea ice climatology and

trends

3.1. Sea ice in the southern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf

3.L.L. Winter sea ice climatology: L9B0-20O4
During the winter months (lFM), the mean total sea ice coverage over the
study region is 3.9 x 10s kmz (-9BVo). The average winter area not covered by sea
ice is 8900 kmz (-20/o). The region contains near-complete winter sea ice cover in
each of the 25 years studied

here. On average, three sea ice regimes are observed

fFigure 5.2a); [1) A landfast [10/10ths) sea ice fringe

in dark red, (2) a high

concentration mobile ice area in eastern Amundsen Gulf shown in yellow, and (3J a

lower concentration mobile sea ice zone in the southern Beaufort
Amundsen Gulf shown in light blue.

Sea and western
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Fígure 5.2. Average wínter sea ice concentration by Qpe between 7980 and 200a þ)
total sea ice, (b) old sea ice, (c) firstyear, (d) thickfirstyear, (e) young and new sea i.ce.
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The average winter old ice coverage in the study region is 1.4
(-360/o) within its average winter position [Figure

5.2b).

x

l-0s kmz

Old sea ice is located

offshore west of Banks Island and north of Cape Kellett, Old sea ice concentration
increases from 2/1,0ths moving northwest as the central Arctic perennial pack is
approached and the old ice concentration becomes B-9/10ths [Figure 5.2b). Interannually, old ice concentration in the region is variable. The presence of old ice in
Amundsen Gulf during winter has occurred 5 times (1,986,1987,1,992,1,993,1,997)
[Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3. Average winter old sea ice concentration

by

year from 1980 to 2004
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Four of these occurrences (L986, 1987, 1-993, 1997) are associated with a reduction
of winter old ice concentration within the Arctic pack, while in1,992 an area of 1,/1,0

old ice occurred in Thesiger Bay while the old Íce concentration in the Beaufort

Sea

remained high (9/10ths).

The study area is -620/o (2.5 x 10s kmz) covered by seasonal sea ice ffirst
year, young and new ice) in winter on average [Figures 5.2c, d,

e). First year

sea ice

occurs within the near shore regions of the southern Beaufort Sea, and within
Amundsen Gulf [Figure 5.2c,5.4J where old ice concentrations are very ìow.

Figure 5.4. Average winter firstyear sea ice concentration

by

year from 1980 to 2004
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The average annual sea ice exchange between Amundsen Gulf and the Beaufort Sea
was 85000 km2 to the Beaufort Sea, predominantly in fall and winter (Kwok,2006).
The sea ice motion responsible for this export in fall and winter creates variability in
sea ice stage of development

within the seasonal sea ice zone as leads continually

open and re-freeze. In winter, substantial amounts of thin first year, young and new
sea ice are present on average during

winter (Figures 5.2e, 5.5,5,6), between the

landfast ice edge and areas of thick first year ice within Amundsen Gulf [Figures
s.2d).

First year sea ice concentration and extent is inter-annually variable along
the west coast of Banks Island and in Amundsen Gulf [Figure 5.4). The position of

the flaw lead system is denoted by new and young ice [Figure 5.2e, 5.6). The
relative degree to which the flaw lead forms changes inter-annually, along with the
relative concentrations of thin first year, young and new sea ice that reside within it.
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Figure 5.5. Average winter thin firstyear sea ice concentratíon
from 1980 to 2004

by

year

d.

,í

Inter-annual variation of thin first year (Figure 5.5) and young and new sea ice

[Figure 5.6) show the extent to which the flaw lead system forms inter-annually.
The flaw lead may form off the west coast of Banks Island and the north coast of the

Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula to Cape Bathurst. This occurred in 1982,7983,1984, L987,
1,991,, 1,992,2002, and

2003. The flaw lead system occurred within Amundsen Gulf

along the southeast coast of Banks Island, the west coast of Victoria Island andf or
across the mouths of Franklin and Darnley Bays. This occurred in 1980, 198L,1986,

1988, 7989, 1994, 1995, 7997, 'J.998, 1999 and 2000 and 2004. The study region
did not contain any thin first year, young or new sea ice in 1993 or 7996 in winter
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[Figures 5.5, 5.6). Ten of the twenty-five years contain evidence of reduced ice
thickness or concentration between Cape Lambton and Cape Parry. Seven of those
ten years occurred in the 1980's [1980, 1981,, L983, L985,7986,1,987,1988) while

only 1995, 1998 and 2004 contain this feature since l-988. This suggests that the
nature of the flaw lead system in the region may have changed since the late BO's.

Figure 5.6. Average winter young and new sea ice concentration by year
from 1980 to 2004
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In winter, new, young and thin firstyear sea ice types account for 2-9/1,0ths of the

total sea ice concentration in the near-shore regions of Amundsen Gull along the
west coast of Banks Island and the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. Western Amundsen Gulf
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between Thesiger Bay and Franklin Bay also contains substantial new and young
sea ice on average fFÍgure 5.2eJ. The flaw lead areas may not necessarily be an area

of reduced ice concentration [Figure 5.2a) but may be an area of reduced

ice

thickness, containing a substantial amount of thin first year and young sea ice
[Figure 5.6).

3.L.2. Summer sea ice climatology:1980-2004
The mean summer sea ice area in the study region is 1.8 x L0s km2 (-460/o);
the average summer open water area is 2.2 x 70s kmz (-540/o).

Figure 5.7. Average summer sea ice concentration by Qpe between L980 and 200a
total sea ice, (b) old sea ice, and (c) first-year sea ice

þ)
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In summer, total sea ice concentration increases from

1,

6

to 2/10ths at the mouth of

Amundsen Gulf moving northwest toward the perennial Arctic pack. Much of
eastern Amundsen Gulf ice-free [Figures 5.7a,5.8), but a tongue of L to 2/1Oths sea
ice reaches from the diffuse edge of the summer pack into Amundsen Gulf and south

into Franklin Bay on average [Figure

5,7aJ. The continental sheìf

north of the

Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and across the mouth of Liverpool Bay are also ice-free on
average fFigure 5.7a).

Almost all of the summer sea ice in the region is composed of old (780/o) and
thick first year (20o/o) sea ice on average [FÍgures 5.7b,5.7c). Where the total sea ice
concentration is < 2/1.0ths (Figure 5.7a), abouthalf is old ice (Figure 5.7b) and half
is thick first year (Figure 5.7c). Northwest of the 2/70ths total sea ice concentration

contour fFigure 5.7a) the total concentration becomes heavily dependent upon old
ice [Figure 5.7b). Medium first year, thin first year, young and new ice are present

only in negligible amounts [<1/1Oth) spatially coincident with B/10ths total sea ice.
This may occur because the Arctic pack contains some open water areas allowing
space

for new ice production, while the ocean below is kept near freezing by the

relatively high sea ice concentration and therefore high albedo. Any energy
absorbed by the surface would first be used for bottom and lateral ablation of the
sea ice present (Wadhams,2000),
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Figure 5.8. Average summer total sea ice concentration

by

year from 1980 to 2004
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Summer sea ice concentration in the region is variable between years. In
799L, the entire area remained almost completely ice covered in summer, save for a

smalì ice-free area along the south coast of Banks Island and north of the
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula [Figure 5.8: 1991). Other heavy sea ice years include L986,
1,989, 1994, 1996, 2000, 200L, 2002, 2003, and 2004 [Figure

5.8). The last four

heavy summer ice years (2001-2004J, coincide with record hemispheric scale
reductions in the area occupied by the perennial Arctic pack (serreze et a\.,2003;
Stroeve et o1.,2005). The northwest quadrant of the study area is normally occupied
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bya large area of B-9/10ths

sea

ice. ln7998, the portion of the studyarea covered

was very small and contained only < 7 /1,0ths sea ice concentration. Other years in

which the regional ice concentration was comparatively light also occur, including
1982,l-988, 1993,7995,1998 and 1999 (Figure 5.8J. These years are characterized

by a retreat of the old ice pack to the north and northwest, Ieaving western
Amundsen Gulf ice-free and even creating large ice-free areas along the west coast

of Banks Island. Since l-998, summer sea ice in the southern Beaufort Sea and
Amundsen Gulf has recovered to a degree [Figure S.BJ; by 2000 the summer sea ice

concentration and extent was similar to pre-1998 conditions. However, 2002,2003
and 2004 suggest that the extent of high concentration perennial sea ice in the
southern Beaufort Sea has been reduced and has shifted east toward Banks Island,
leaving decreased old sea ice concentration farther west [Figures 5.8, 5.9). The total
sea ice concentration in the area depends almost completely on old sea ice in each

year [Figures 5.8, 5.9).
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Figure 5.9. Average summer old sea íce concentration by year from L980 to 2004
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Summer first year sea ice concentration is low, and its extent is inter-annually
variable [Figure 5.10). Prior to 1997 (except 19BB and L995), first year sea ice was
generally included in the old ice pack (Figures 5.9 and 5.10). However, in 7997

almost no summer first year sea ice occurred, and similar conditions prevailed
during the summers of 1998 and 1999 [Figure 5.10J.
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Figure 5.10. Average summer first year sea í.ce concentratíon
from 1980 to 2004

by

year
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In 2000, summer first year sea ice recovered somewhat but was not spatially
coincident with the old ice pack; rather it occurred to the east and south of the old

ice [Figure 5,9,5.10J. The same conditions prevailed in 200]-,2002,2003, before
the summer first year sea ice was again collocated with the old ice pack in2004. It
appears that low summer sea ice concentration and extent in 1997, 1,998 and 1999

created

a situation where the old ice and first year sea ice became spatially

disconnected for several years. Reductions in the summer old sea ice extent (Figure

5.9:1998,1-999,2000) forced increased first year sea ice extent in winter (Figure
5.4: 7998, L999,2000,2002,2003) in order to completely cover the region in ice.
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The remnants of high winter first year ice concentrations can be seen in the summer

data [Figure 5.].0: 2000,2007,2002 2003). By 2004, summer old and first year sea
ice had become spatially coincident similar to pre-1-997 conditions but first year sea
ice replaced old ice in the west [Figures 5.9, 5.10J while lower concentrations of first

year sea ice were present in the edge of the perennial pack [Figure 5.10).

This shift in the location of seasonal and perennial sea ice gives us insight

into how the ice regime will potentially operate in times of reduced or eliminated
summer old ice [i.e. Holland et al., 2006). It appears that under current climatic
conditions, seasonal sea ice extent and concentration will increase to make up for
the perennial ice loss. This has already been shown to impact the formation of the
annually recurrent flaw lead system. In years when the perennial ice pack retreats
to the northwest, seasonal sea ice is allowed to grow thicker in a greater portion of

the region. This is due to reduction in dynamic processes within the ice field,
normally caused by the Arctic pack moving against the landfast ice fringe. The
seasonal sea ice is larger, thicker and less affect by any connection to the Arctic ice
pack, devolving the flaw lead system.

3.2. Sea ice concentration trends

3.2,I. Winter trends in sea ice concentration: tgB0-20O4
Winter total sea ice concentration shows no trend because the region is nearcompletely ice covered each year. Statistically significant trends in winter first year,

thick firstyear and young ice have occurred [Figure 5.11).

1,82

Figure 5.LL. Winter sea ice concentration trend (%/year) in the left column and
statistical significance in the right column for (a, b) old sea ice, (c, d) firstyear, (e, fl
thick first year, (9, h) young sea ice. Black areas in the right column indicate statistical
significance at the 99%o level, dark grey areas indicate statistical significance at the
95% level and light grey areas indicate statistical significance at the 90% level

1

0

-1

Winter first year sea ice showed an increasing trend of l- to 2.ío/ofyear west of
Banks Island, within western Amundsen Gulf, across the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and

alongthe west coast of Victoria Island (Figure 5.11a). The statistical significance of
these trends is shown at three levels (900/o,95o/o, and99o/o) in Figure 5.11b. The

most dramatic increasing trend (>2o/ofyear) in first year ice occurred immediately
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west of Banks Island is statistically significant at the ggVolevel (Figure 5.11b). This
area is part of the flaw lead system on average, containing 5 to 6/10ths new and
young sea ice in winter [Figure 5,2eJ. A similar positive trend also occurred north of

the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula that contains 4-5/10ths new and young sea ice on
average [Figure 5.2e) significant at the 95% level [Figure 5,11b).

In much of

western Amundsen Gulf, increasing trends in winter first year sea ice occur [Figure
5,11a) where on average 1 to 3/10ths new and young sea ice occur in winter [Figure

5.2e). Positive trends Ín first year sea ice concentration in western Amundsen Gulf

are statistically significant at the

95o/o

level [Figure 5.11bJ. The west coast of

Victoria Island also contains a positive trend in first year sea ice concentration
(Figure 5.1-1aJ significant at the 95% Ievel [Figure 5.11b). First year sea ice
concentration has been increasing in the flaw lead system between 1-980 and 2004.

It

follows that trends in thick first year sea ice concentration have also

occurred [Figure 5.11c). The largest changes (2.50/o/yearJ occurred in the flaw lead

area west of Banks Island, north of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and within the
southern Beaufort Sea across the mouth of Amundsen Gulf [Figure 5.11c). There is

a

trend toward more first year ice in the flaw lead system, with much of it growing
quite thick over the winter. There is also a trend toward more thick first year sea
ice in the western part of the study area, making up for losses in perennial sea ice in

the same area.

In the flaw lead system, thicker sea ice showed increasing trends and young
sea ice concentrations have decreased. The area immediately west of Banks Island

which on average contains 5-6/10ths new and young sea ice [Figure

5,2eJ

784

experienced young ice loss at the rate of >L\o/ofyear [Figure 5.11e) which is
significant at the 99Vo level [Figure 5.11Ð. Smaller negative trends in young sea ice
(0'5-1.5o/o/year) occurred parallel to the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, within western

Amundsen Gulf, and extending west from the mouth of Amundsen Gulf [Figure

5.11e). The trends in most of these areas are significant at the 950/olevel [Figure
s.11Ð.

3.2.2. Summer trend in sea ice concentrations: I9BO-20O4

A positive trend in summer old sea ice concentration (1 to Zo/o/year) is
observed west of Banks Island reaching into the mouth of Amundsen Gulf
[Figure

5.L2a). This area is composed of 2 to 5/10ths total summer sea ice on

average,

where the total summer sea ice is comprised of equal parts old ice and thick first
year sea ice [Figure 5.7a-c). The trends are significant at the 95o/o level
[Figure

5'72b)' A statistically significant (95%) positive old ice trend in the flaw lead area
west of Banks Island also occurred.
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Figure 5.12. Summer sea ice concentration trend [%/year) in the left column and
statistical significance in the right column for (a, b) old sea ice and (c, d) first year sea
ice. Black areas in the right column indicate statistical significance at the 99%o level,
dark grey areas índicate statistical significance at the 95% Ievel and light grey areas
indicate statistical significance at the 90% level.
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Significant trends in first year summer sea ice were exclusively negative fFigure
5.1,2c), occurring

within an area occupied by 6 to B/1Oths total summer

ice

concentration fFigure 5.7). Small areas of signifÍcant firstyear sea ice reduction also
occurred in eastern Amundsen Gulf.

3.3. Discussion

-

Sea ice

concentration trends

3.3.1. Winter trends in sea ice concentration: LgB}-ZOO4
Recently, the Beaufort sea perennial pack has undergone a change in the
types of ice which make it up; perennial ice has replaced by seasonal ice in winter

(Figure 5.4: 2002, 2003, 2004). The extent of perennial sea ice cover in the Arctic
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has been decreasing annually while the sea ice that remains is getting younger and

thinner (Maslanik et al.2007). ThÍs transition from thick old sea ice to thinner old
ice or seasonal ice has been attributed to [1J atmospheric-forced sea ice divergence
andf or [2) thermodynamic loss.

Atmospheric-forced divergence reduces sea

ice concentration in

the

periphery of the old ice pack enhancing melt through the ice-albedo feedback
mechanism. Yu et al. (2004) showed increased fractional open-water and first-year

ice areas in the central Arctic Basin between the l-960's and the middle 1990's,
balanced by an l-l-%o reduction in level-multiyear and ridged ice thicker than 2.0m.
They attributed these changes in ice mass balance to increased export through Fram

Strait in the late 1980's and early 1-990's driven by variability in the North Atlantic
Oscillation [NAO) and Arctic Oscillation [AO), and to changes in thermal forcÍng [)/u

et a1.,2004J. As the AO index becomes increasingly positive the resulting surface
level pressure pattern leads to divergent ice motion within the southern Beaufort
Sea as

well as positive surface air temperature anomalies, resulting in thinner than

normal spring sea ice conditions (Rigor et a1.,2002). Rothrock et al., (1,999) note

that the mean draft of perennial sea ice in the Arctic Ocean decreased by 1.3m

(a\Vo)

between the 1990s and data acquired between 1958 and 1976, with mean

draft decreases of about 1m in the Beaufort Sea. This resulted from thinning of
perennial sea ice in the Arctic Ocean as a whole and not advection of thinner stages
of development from one region to another (Rothrock et a\., L999).

The transition from thinner [new, young and thin first year) to thicker first

year ice was observed within the seasonal ice zone, especially in the flaw lead

1,87

system. In the absence of a decreasing trend in winter air temperatures (Howell et

al., 2007) the increasing trend of thick first year ice west of Banks Island may be

attributed to the reduction in old ice concentration allowing seasonal sea ice in
these areas to grow thicker. First sea ice has been replacing young ice in winter in
the flaw lead system [Figure 5.11a, c, eJ.

3.3.2. Summer trends in sea ice concentrations: 1980-2004
The increasing trend in old sea ice

[-1 to 2.50/o/year)

west of Banks Island

[Figure 5.1,2a) is likely due to increased cyclonÍc motion and therefore divergence.
Very high old ice concentration (>9/1-0thsJ areas in the northwest may be losing ice

to the 7 and B/l0ths old ice areas, increasing their concentration. These trends in

summer old ice concentration can be attributed

to

differential reduction in

perennial sea ice between the eastern to western Arctic [divided by

0' and

180"

longitude) (Nghiem et a1.,2006). Ngheim et al. [2006J showed the east Arctic Ocean

lost

480/o

of its perennial sea ice between consecutive Decembers (2004 and 2005),

while the west Arctic Ocean gained 0.95 x 100 kmz perennial sea ice over the same
period, replacing seasonal ice. Further, recent research has shown that summer
cyclonic motion in the pack creating divergence is occurring with greater frequency

(Lukovich and Barber, 2006), resulting in more old ice being dynamically driven

toward Amundsen Gulf in the summer, causing an increase

in the old ice

concentration near the mouth of Amundsen Gulf. Decreasing summer first year ice
trends in the region [Figure 5.12c) maybe attributed to enhanced melt in summer
due to divergence in the pack allowing the ice-albedo feedback to take affect.

1BB

The yearly minimum extent of perennial sea ice in the Arctic has been
declining since the start of the passive microwave record at a rate of between 3 and
70/o

per decade, depending on the years studi ed (Parkinson et ql. 1999, Comiso, 2002,

Serreze et a1.,2003, Stroeve et

al, 2005J. Our work demonstrates that statistically

significant (>95o/o) trends in summer old ice in the southern Beaufort Sea have
increased despite hemispheric losses. first year sea ice occurred between 1980 and
2004, and further that summer losses of first year ice have also occurred.

4. Break-up and freeze-up within the southern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen
Gulf
4.L. Averaee break up
As a result of the high old ice concentration in some areas, break up does not

always occur in all grid cells [Figure 5.13b,d). In this discussion, we consider only
those grid cells which break up each year (1,00o/o occurrence) [Figure 5.13b, d). On
average, the flaw lead area north of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and west of Banks
Island, joined across the mouth of Amundsen Gulf begin to break up first around YW

21 [Figure 5.].3a: shown in dark blue). Western Amundsen Gulf begins to break up
between YW 22 and YW 24 [Figure 5.13a). Eastern Amundsen Gulf begins breaking

up after YW 25 (Figure 5.13a: shown in light
the region begins to break up around YW 30.

blue).

Finally, the landfast sea ice in

tB9
Figure 5.13. Mean break-up (a) startyear-week (b) startoccurrence (%), (c) start
mean standard deviation fweeks), (d) end year-week (e) end occurrence (%) and A
end mean standard deviation (weeks) for each gríd cell between 1980 and 2004.
)ccurrence is defined as the amount of times each gríd cell began to break up or
finished breaking up in 25 years, expressed as a percent.
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Break-up within the flaw lead system and across the mouth of Amundsen
Gulf takes 1-2 weeks [Figure 5,13a,

d). Eastern Amundsen Gulf finishes breaking up

around YW 2B on average and finally the landfast ice in the region finishes breaking

up after YW 30. This substantial reduction in concentration in the region over L-2
weeks is due to the relative thinness of sea ice in the flaw lead area in winter
allowing thermodynamic weakening to occur more easily than in the surrounding

thick sea ice. This thin, weak sea ice is then advected away from the area in as little
as a few days. Our results are similar to those of Hammíll (1,987), who concluded

that the ice retreat pattern in the region was related to the locations of atmospheric
pressure patterns in the area.
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While a broad expanse of open water [the "Cape Bathurst Polynya") occurred

between Thesiger Bay and Franklin Bay occurred

in 15 of 25 years, several

occurrences of what Hammill (L987) termed an "eastern polynya" were found in our

time series. Like the formation of the Cape Bathurst Polynya, the location of the
eastern polynya was always determined by where the mobile pack edge met
landfast ice. In 1987, 1,994, L996, and L999, the mobile pack edge reached deep into
the gulf, so that a large open water area formed near Victoria Island. In other years,

the primary open water area was a shore lead extending eastward from Cape Parry.
These instances were noted

in l-988, 1-989,1993, and 1-998. WÍth the exception of

7998, when above-average surface air temperatures melted a thin ice cover, all
other occurrences ofa southern flaw lead in the gulftended to be later in the season,

forming in late May [YW20) and early-to-mid fune [YW's 22-24). The remaining
two years in which the first open water area did not occur in Amundsen Gulf were
7992 and2000, when the Mackenzie River shelf was the primary source of break-up
and open

water. In both

cases, these were late melt-onset years,

occurring in mid-

fune IYW 25J.

4.2. Average freeze up
In the seasonal ice zone, the mean freeze up start year-week varies from YW 37
off-shore of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and in Franklin Bay to YW 41 nearby Victoria
Island (Figure 5.14a). Our analysis shows that the first areas to freeze are those with
some sea ice (about half old ice and half thick first year) in summer (Figure

5.7). Areas

covered by less sea ice in summer develop an ice cover later. Eastern Amundsen Gulf

1,91,

contains only trace concentrations of sea ice in summer, and are the last to begin to freeze

up.

it

Sea ice present at the end of summer can cause the ocean below to be cooler because

increases the albedo

absorb.

If

sea ice

of the surface, decreasing the amount of energy the ocean can

is already present even in very low

concentrations,

it

acts as a

congelation agent for sea ice growth. Both factors lessen the oceanic heat available to
reduce sea ice growth, causing the near-surface ocean column to approach its freezing
point more quickly than

if

sea ice was not present (Wadhams, 2000).

Figure 5.14. Mean freeze-up (a) startyear-week (b) start occurrence (%), (c) start
mean standard deviation (weeks), (d) end year-week (e) end occurrence (%) and (f)
end mean standard deviation (weeks) for each grid cell between 1980 and 2004.
Occurrence is defined as the amount of times each grid cell began to freeze up or
finished freezing up in 25 years, expressed as a percent.
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The region freezes up very quickly [Figure 5.1,4a,d). The average duration of freeze-

up within the seasonal ice zone is 7-2 weeks. The atmosphere, ocean and sea ice

1.92

regime seem to meet a threshold time in the year, between YW 38 and 41

[-23

Sep

to -1,4 Oct), where the atmospheric temperature is sufficiently low, the near-surface
ocean column reaches its freezing point and there is some small concentration of sea
ice in the region to kick-start ice growth.

5.

Break-up and freeze-up timing and duration in Amundsen Gulf

Figure 5.15. Sea ice concentration in Amundsen Gulf averaged over all grid cells for
each year studied by year-week, Total (black), old (blue), firstyear (green), new &
young (red).
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5.1. Break-up

variability

Duration of break-up

in the

seasonal ice zone showed

a much greater

variability than that of freeze-up [Figure 5.15). Hammill (1,987) indicates that
between 1,964-1974, sea ice break-up was almost evenly divided between early,
medium, and late years;

if

open water occurred in fuly,

it was an early break

up

year; if in August, a medium, and in September, a late break up year. The sea ice
concentration curves for 1,980-2004 [Figure 5.15) show that there has been

a

substantial shift towards earlier break-up since 1964-1974. The average break-up
start week between 1980 and 2004 wasYW22, seven weeks earlier than the earliest
break-up start found by Hammill (1987). The range of break up start between 1980
and 2004 was broad, with the earliest occurring at week LB in 1991, 1"993, L994,

and 1998. The latest break up start was recorded in 2000, at week 29, which
corresponds to the week of early break up for L964-197 4 (Hammíll, 1,987).
Each break-up over the 2S-year time series is summarized

in Table

1. When

the whole of Amundsen Gulf is examined, the average break-up lasted more than

B

weeks, which is almost 2 weeks longer than between L964-L974 (Hammill, 1987).
The longest break-up duration [22 weeksJ occurred

in L991' 1991 was particularly

anomalous as the open water duration was only one week as a result of old ice influx

into Amundsen Gulf in summer. The year in which break-up occurred most rapidly
was 2000, taking only 3 weeks. However, this was also the latest year for break-up

start, allowing thermodynamic melt to thin and weaken the sea ice in Amundsen

Gulf. It was also a low
which created

a

sea ice extent

in the Beaufort Gyre (serreze et al., 2003),

larger than average seasonal ice zone [Figure 5.9J.
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The slope of the total sea ice concentration curve through time in spring is

indicative of break-up processes [Table 5.1J. Smaller negative slopes indicate
gradual, melt and/or restriction of clearing the Amundsen Gulf due to exchanges of

old ice with the Beaufort Gyre, Floes from the gyre may enter the gulf, effectively
blocking the exit of sea ice through the mouth of Amundsen Gulf. Larger negative
slopes characterize years where ice is advected out of Amundsen Gulf quickly. The
year with the largest negative slope was 2000, when ice was removed from the gulf

within 3 weeks. Other years with large negative slopes include the El Nino years
7982, 1987-I9BB, L993, and !996, as well as L998, when anomalous warming
characterized the entire Canadian Archipelago. The smallest negative slope was in
1.991,,

when open water duration was briel and in 1985 and 1994 (Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1-. Year week in each year where the average total sea ice concentration in
Amundsen GuIf reaches spring break-up, the open water [0W) season and fall freezeup. The slopes of the total concentration curves (Figure 15) are shown for break-up
and freeze-up.
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Break up timing is highly variable between years, controlled in part by the

position of the Beaufort Sea ice pack in winter and spring, In order for break up to
occur in Amundsen Gulf the sea ice has to be thermodynamically weak enough to be
moved, and

it must have an area to move to. Break up is sometimes retarded by

increased concentrations of old ice and/or first year sea ice occurring at year-weeks

within the break up period [Figure 5.15).
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5.2. Open water

Open water was defined as the amount

of time where the sea ice

concentration fell below 20o/o. The average week in which open water occurred in
Amundsen Gulf was around YW 29.6

t

3.3 weeks between 1980 and 2004. This is 2

to 5 weeks earlier than medium ice retreat in Hammill (1,987). The
occurrences of open water occurred

in

earliest

19BB [YW25), 1,993 (YW25J, and 1998

(YWz3) [mid-June). In two of the three cases [1988, 1998), the preceding re-freeze
occurred relatively late [YW45), and warming associated with El Nino (in 19BBJ or

a

hemispheric anomaly [in 1998) may have contributed to the rapid ice retreat. The
latest appearances of open water were observed in 1991 and 2002, at week 39

Oct) and 36

[-09

Sep), respectively [Figure 5.15J. The delay

[-01

in open water

formation during both 1991 and 2002 was due to anomalously large influxes of old
ice to Amundsen Gulf beginning on around YW?B and ending around YW3B delaying

the open water season.

The duration of open water averaged 70.4 x 4.4 weeks during 1,980-2004.
Using the Hammin 0987) medium ice breakup and medium freeze up dates

as

indicators of the open water duration during 7964-1974, the average length of open

water for the Hammill (1,987) dataset was about B weeks. Those years with the
earliest break-up and latest freeze-up, corresponding to the longest open water
seasons, were L9BB [16 weeksJ

,1998 [20

weeksJ , and'J-999 [L5 weeksJ. Those

with

the shortest ice-free duration were l-991 [1 week), 1996 (3 weeksJ, and 2002 (3
weeksJ when old Íce influx to Amundsen Gulf occurred (Figure 5.15J.

797
5.3. Freeze-up

Variability

Freeze-up in Amundsen Gulf between 1980 and 2004 was fairly consistent

with the results of Hammill (1,987), occurring over

a

period of about 3 weeks [Table

5.1) while medium ice advance took 2 weeks to complete between 1964

-

Lg74

(Hammill, 1987). This rapid freeze-up started on average, around yw40 and was
completed by YW43 for the years 1980

- 2004. This agrees with the timing of

medium ice growth conditions in Hammill (1,987)

(-yw

40 to 42). compared to

break-up there was little variability in the start of freeze-up in either the 1964-197 4

(Hammíll, 7987) or our Zí-year dataset. The earliest instance of freeze-up onset
occurred in 7996 on week 33, which also recorded the longest freeze-up duration [B

weeksJ. In all 25 years, freeze-up was complete between weeks

4r-4s.

During

L998, 2002, and 2004, complete freeze up occurred within 1 week. These were
anomalous years in terms of ice conditions in the archipelago

[in 1998 due to

anomalously warm surface air temperatures) or the southern Beaufort Sea (in 2002,
2004 (Stroeve et aL.,2005J).
Focusing on the average conditions, in which freeze-up occurred at YW 40
and was completed by YW 43, a survey of the available radiation was made. Using a

mid-point within the Amundsen Gulf [704N, 11Be\ry] as a geographical reference, the
geometry and envelope of daily radiation incident at the top of the atmosphere was

calculated, During YW 38, the maximum amount of shortwave radiation at the top
of the atmosphere decreases to half its summertime maximum, from 91.0 W /m2 to
455

W

/m2. It is also at this time that the number of daylight hours where the sun

is

above the horizon, corresponding to a solar zenith angle > 90e, decreases below 12

t9B

hours. While further radiative transfer modelÍng is necessary to determine the
actual amount of radiation reaching the surface and its role in ice re-freeze onset,
these basic characteristics suggest that a radiative threshold is reached by YW 39 at

this latitude and longitude.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we examined the spatial and temporal variability of various sea
ice types in the Southern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf region over 1980-2004,

using CIS digital ice chart data. In winter, high concentrations of mobile sea ice
dominated the southern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf on average. Winter sea

ice in Amundsen Gulf is almost entirely composed of seasonal ice types, which

interact with the perennial sea ice in the southern Beaufort Sea to create and
maintain a flaw lead system, composed of predominantly new, young, and thin first

year sea ice, surrounded by mostly thick first year sea ice. The results showed
significant shifts in sea ice type and therefore mass balance within the flaw lead
system between perennial and annual sea ice in winter over the Z1-year time series.

Linear regression analysis indicated an increasing trend in thick first year sea ice in

the flaw lead system. In the flaw lead system in winter, thick first year sea ice also

showed

a significant

increasing trend, balanced

by decreasing young sea ice

concentrations. These shifts in sea ice type have serious implications for the
presence of the flaw lead network in the region. Reduction in the persistence or

extent of the flaw lead system could lead to substantial changes in the way
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Amundsen Gulf breaks up in spring, reducing the biological productivity of the
region and affecting the lives of the area's inhabitants.

In summer the sea ice present in the region was mainly old ice, with some

thick first year sea ice; much of the southern Beaufort

Sea was ice covered each

year. Heavy sea ice years occurred in the 1990's and 2000's when summer

sea ice

extended from the southern Beaufort Sea perennial pack into Amundsen Gulf. Sea
ice was present in eastern Amundsen Gulf in summer through the l-980's, and then
again in 2002 and 2004. Following a massive reduction in summer sea ice extent in
'1,998,

the region rebounded, regaining much of the summer sea ice extent which

occurred prior

to 1998, We found a eastward shift in the high concentration

perennial pack ice within the southern Beaufort

Sea

toward the west coast of Banks

Island, We found a trend toward increasing old ice concentration west of Banks
Island, and a trend toward decreasing first year ice concentrations in the 5-B/10ths

total sea ice contours. Old sea ice has reduced the amount of open water in the
southern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf in summer over the 25 years studied, and

the summer transition zone between open water and high concentration sea ice in
the southern Beaufort Sea gained first year sea ice. This has important implications

particularly for navigation of the Northwest

Passage, as

old sea ice may continue to

block the western waterway to ship navigation.

Rapid sea ice break-up in the study area occurs dynamically; presumably
after the sea ice reaches a thermodynamic threshold which weakens the ice, making

it

susceptible to motion. Break up begins within near shore areas of reduced ice

thickness along the coast of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and the west coast of Banks
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Island respectively, followed by sections of Amundsen Gulf from west to east. The
area covered by thin first year, young and new ice is in decline, which may reduce

the ability of sea ice in the region to break up normally. Thicker sea ice is more
difficult to remove dynamically and thermodynamicalìy. Freeze-up in the seasonal
ice zone is complete within L to 2 weeks occurring first within the seasonal to

perennial ice transition zone off-shore, then in western and finally

in

eastern

Amundsen Gulf Additional sea ice in the region in summer may enable freeze up to
happen sooner each year by keeping the ocean cooler and seeding new ice growth

with ice already in the region.

The timing and duration of break-up within Amundsen Gulf ìs widely
variable in comparison with freeze-up. The duration of break-up, open water and
freeze-up depend to some degree on the presence of old sea ice within the region.
Old ice influx can delay the end of break-up [and therefore the beginning of the open

water season), and can also influence the timing of freeze-up in Amundsen Gulf.
Break-up occurred much earlier on average during 7980-2004 than during 1.964L974.

Generally, melt began earlier, leading to a slightly longer open water season

after which a rapid re-freeze covered the basin at or about the same time as in the

Hammill (L987) dataset. Re-freeze was generally consistent between the two
datasets, occurring the week following

a

500/o

reduction in available shortwave

energy at the top of the atmosphere and a reduction in daylight hours to l-2 or less.
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CHAPTER SIX: A PHYSICAL EXPLANATION OF THE FORMATION OF THE CAPE
BATHURST POLYNYA, NWT, CANADA

Galley, R.J,, D.G. Barber, E. Key and S. Prinsenberg,2009. A physical explanation of
the formation of the cape Bathurst Polynya, NWT, canada. Journal of Geophysical
Research - Submitted paper number 20091C005572.

1. Introduction
There are at least 61 different northern hemisphere polynyas, most of which

are poorly understood (Barber and Massom, 2007) despite the fact that polynyas

and flaw leads are integral components of the Arctic climate system and highly
biologically productive regions. For much of the annual cycle Arctic sea ice extent
and thickness is highly variable in polynya and lead areas, which determines the
exchange of surface turbulent and radiative heat fluxes between the ocean and

atmosphere (Maykut, 1982; Ruffieux et al., 1995; Persson et al., 2002; perovich,

2005). The

absence

of a sea ice cover increases the turbulent fluxes to the

atmosphere, which in turn feedback to the ocean surface positively enabling cloud

formation, resulting in larger longwave fluxes to the surface thereby reducing sea
ice cover (Minnett and Key,2007). Leads and polynyas also reduce the albedo of the

surface substantially, allowing the ocean to absorb much more shortwave radiation

than in the presence ofa sea ice cover. The positive sea ice-albedo feedback reduces
or eliminates sea ice cover because it warms the ocean surface layer, making it more

difficult to freeze.

It

also allows greater amounts of longwave radiation to be

emitted to the atmosphere, which are trapped by clouds and re-emitted to the
surface. Sea ice extent and thickness are also important variables in determining
regional ice strength (Andreas et al., 1993; Timco, 2008J. sea ice extent and
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thickness variability have an obvious influence on ice mass flux (Aagaard and

carmack, 1989J which combines the influence of ice presence thickness and
strength.
Polynyas and leads are thought to be among the most biologically productive
areas of the Arctic ocean (Dunbar, 1987; smith, 7995; Tremblay et al., zo02; Arrigo
qnd van Diiken,2004) due to the availability of light to the upper ocean as a result of

reduced sea ice extent andfor thickness, due
concentrations

advection

to

comparatively high nutrient

in the upper ocean resulting from wind-mixing, andfor due to

of nutrients from less productive areas near the polynya or

from

upwelling of nutrients from below the pycnocline (Arrigo,2007).
The Cape Bathurst polynya occurs each spring in the transition zone between

the perennial sea ice pack of the southern Beaufort Sea and the seasonal sea ice of
western Amundsen Gulf (Smlúh et al. 1,990; Galley et al., Z00B) [Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1. The southern Beaufort sea and Amundsen Gulf study area, (lnset)
Amundsen Gulfs Iocation in the Canadian Arctic
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It is attended to by flaw leads radiating outward from the mouth of Amundsen Gulf
northward along the west coast of Banks Island and westward along the continental
coast which are maintained for much of the fall,

winter and spring. The combination

of a spring polynya and the flaw lead system which occurs in fall, winter and spring
has been termed the Cape Bathurst polynya complex (e.g. Smith et a1., 1990; Barber

and Hanesiak, 2000). Previous work in this region includes an overview the
pertinent processes toward the understanding of the interaction of the physical
environment with marine biota on the Canadian Shelf in the southeastern Beaufort
Sea (Carmack and

Macdonald,2002). Drobot and Maslanik [2003J used the Barnett

severity index to examine summer sea ice conditions in the Beaufort Sea north of

Barrow, Alaska between 1953 and 2000 with respect

to summer and winter

atmospheric and surface variability. They found that light sea ice summers in the
Beauforl Sea were preceded by winters when high pressure develops over Siberia,

which leads to increased ice export across the transpolar drift stream while the
Beaufort Gyre becomes less effective at moving old ice into the Beaufort Sea [Drobot

and Maslanik, 2003). During light ice summers, the regional air temperature is
higher than normal, and the Beaufort High over the Canadian Arctic Archipelago
remains strong, effectively forcing sea ice out of the Beaufort Sea. Drobot and
Maslanik [2003) go on to link these local/regional scale processes that create light

ice summers with the positive phases of the Arctic Oscillation [AO) and North
Atlantic oscillation [NAO) in winter and the negative phases of the AO and NAO in
summer, giving first credit to the notion of winter pre-conditioning of summer sea

ice conditions in the area. Barber and Hanesiak [2004J then explored the
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meteorological forcing of sea ice concentration anomalies in the southern Beaufort
Sea

perennial packbetween 1,979 and2000. A study of the annual cycles of sea ice

concentration and phytoplankton abundance was conducted by Arrigo and Van
Diiken (2004), using 5 years (1998-2002) of SSM/I and SeaWiFS data to relate the

timing and intensity of phytoplankton blooms in the Cape Bathurst Polynya within
the open water area. As part of the Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study, 25 years

of sea ice concentration data [1980-2004) in the southern Beaufort

Sea and

Amundsen Gulf was analyzed to determine the average summer and winter sea ice
concentrations-by-type in the polynya region in each year and for the entire period.
Each summer, a tongue of multÍyear sea ice penetrates the mouth of Amundsen Gulf

seeding new and young sea ice production each fall and creating a connection
between the seasonal sea ice zone in Amundsen Gulf and the Beaufort Sea perennial
pack (Galley et a1.,2008). Freeze-up began on average on the week of October 10th

and was complete by the week of October 28th and varied lÍttle through the time
series (Galley et al., 2008), which compared well with earlier results from 19641'974 by Hammill

(7987). Flaw leads occurred on average throughout the winter

west of Banks Island, north of the Tuktoyaktuk peninsula and within Amundsen Guìf
along the coast of Banks Island, across the mouth of Franklin Bay and between Cape

Lambton and cape Parry (Galley et al., z00BJ, In spring, break-up in western
Amundsen Gulf began on average in mid-June and ended on average near the end of
July, but was occasionally more variable than the duration of freeze-up;

in 1991 and

2002 break-up in western Amundsen Gulf was not complete until the beginning of
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October. Summer is characterized by periodic influxes of old ice to western
Amundsen Gulf from the Beaufort Sea pack.

It was hypothesized in previous work that the connection made between the
perennial pack and the seasonal sea ice zone of western Amundsen Gulf in the fall
enables sea ice motion within western Amundsen Gulf throughout the winter, in

part creating and maintaining flaw leads along the west coast of Banks Island, the
north coast of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and within western Amundsen Gulf. It is
also hypothesized that the winter flaw leads in part allow the spring clearing of sea
ice from western Amundsen Gulf to occur earlier than if the ice melted in place and

that sea ice is cleared from western Amundsen Gulf in spring by south-easterly
winds.

The Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study ICASESJ was conducted over an
annual cycle in the Cape Bathurst polynya complex yielding a unique combination of
oceanographic, sea ice and atmospheric data with which we explore the polynya
complex's annual evolution and specifically the hypotheses noted above. This work

will use elements of the CASES dataset in combination with remotely

sensed data

over the full annual cycle to explain the physical mechanisms which act in concert to
operate the Cape Bathurst flaw lead polynya complex. Understanding how the Cape

Bathurst polynya complex is physically forced now is vital should we hope to
understand how the polynya would operate in a future Arctic icescape responding
to the observed change from perennial to seasonal sea ice.
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The objective this work is to elucidate and describe in detail the contribution
and timing of the important thermodynamic and dynamic processes over an annual
sea ice cycle in the Cape Bathurst Polynya region

that form the polynya.

2.Data and Methods

2.I. Canadian Ice Service digital archive and Radarsat-l
The Canadian Ice Service (CIS) digital ice chart archive data are used to
describe the regional temporal sea ice evolution in the southern Beaufort Sea and

Amundsen Gulf between September 2003 and August. 2A04. CIS digital data are
based on manual interpretation of RADARSAT-1- [which has been the primary data

source for the CIS digital archive since 1996J, NOAA-AVHRR and Envisat ASAR, ¡n

situ observations, aerial and marine surveys (Fequet, 2002). The clS

dataset

includes sea ice concentration by ice type, including new ice [hr<10cm), young ice [hi

= L0-30cm) and first-year ice (hi >30cm). Subsets of first year ice include thick [hr
>1'20cm), medium [7Ocmchi<120cm) and

thin [30cm< hi<7Ocm). old sea

ice

[including second year and multi-year) has survived a summer's melt. Total sea ice
is the sum of all sea ice concentrations by type. The Canadian lce Service Archive
Documentation Series contains

a

substantial treatise on the observational and

mapping accuracy of the CIS digital dataset including quality indices for each region

through time (canadian Ice service Archive Documentation series, z006).
Sea

ice concentration-by-type in the southern Beaufort Sea and western

Amundsen Gulf [WAG) maps [Figure 6.2) were made by converting CIS digital charts

to a four kmz grid so that monthly medians could be calculated using weekly data.

21,1.

CIS

digital data in shapefile format were used to display the evolution of landfast

and mobile sea ice extent from 1 December 2003 to 15 May 2004 [Figure 6.3). To

illustrate spring break-up, four RADARSAT-1 ScanSAR images over Amundsen Gulf

(24 May, 27 May, 3 June and 6 fune 2004) were processed to normalized radar
cross-section [o'J where lighter tones indicate areas of high backscatter (Figure

6.rr).

2.2.The sea ice thickness distribution of western Amundsen Gulf
Sea ice thickness measurements

a helicopter-mounted

in western Amundsen Gulf were made using

electromagnetic (EMJ induction system called lcePic to

determine the thickness distribution within western Amundsen Gulf and the
relative contribution of leads, ridges and level sea ice. The EM induction method for
measurements of sea ice thickness over seawater is well established, as are its

limitations (e.g. Kovacs and Holladay,1,990; Prinsenberg and Holladay,1,993; Kovacs
et a1.,7996; Haas et al.,'J.997; Haas,199BJ. The lcePic system was hard-mounted on

the nose of a BO105 helicopter flown from the

C.C.G.S.

Amundsen icebreaker. This

system is an improvement upon helicopter-towed EM induction measurements, as

the sensor is kept level near the ice surface throughout the flight, allowing its
footprint to be smaller and more accurately accounted

for.

The near-circular

footprint of the IcePic system is roughìy 2,5 times the altitude (-2-am) at which it is

flown. Further details regarding technical information for the EM-induction system
can be found in Holladay (2006).

21,2

0n B May 2004, a flight from

C.C.G.S.

Amundsen at her Franklin Bay over-

wintering station [70.05'N, 1,26.31"w) north to sachs Harbour [71.83"N, r25.32"w)

on Banks Island, then southwest to 1.28"W, and finally south-southeast back to
C.C.G.S.

Amundsen (Figure 6.7) was conducted, representing a sample of the sea ice

thickness distribution in western Amundsen Gulf at near-maximum thickness. The

northward flight from the Amundsen to Sachs Harbour contained six sections
[numbered 1 to 6 from south to north), and the return flight contains six sections
[numbered 7 to L2 from north to south) (Figure 6.7). Each point of thickness data
was geo-located using a GPS. Leads were identified as continuous stretches of sea
ice at least 5m long, where the thickness was less than 1m (after Wadhams, L9B7) as

sea ice less than 1m thick controls regional heat fluxes between the ocean and
atmosphere (Maykut,7978). Level sea ice was identified using a five point moving
average and standard deviation [corresponding to a horizontal distance of about

25mJ

to select data points where the ice thickness was within 0.2 standard

deviations of the mean for those five points fexcluding leads). Finally, all remaining
sea ice not already classified as a lead or level ice was classified as

ridged/rubble sea

ice. This methodology is not without its shortcomings, as ice less than 1m thick is
classified as a lead regardless of whether

it is composed of a thermodynamically

grown slab of thin sea ice or two rafted slabs of relatively thin sea ice. Also, level sea
ice could still consist of rafted slabs of sea ice thicker that 1m in total. However,
visual inspection of the IcePic sea ice thickness data in cross-section found that it
corresponded closely with the criteria used above,
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2.3. Modeled thermodynamic sea ice growth in western Amundsen Gulf
The evolution of thermodynamic sea ice thickness was modeled between
freeze-up in 2003 and break-up

in 2004. This exercise was performed for two

reasons: [1) to compare the evolution of the sea ice cover in the study area

as

observed by the CIS digÍtal data to ice conditions as they would have occurred in the

absence

of dynamic processes and, (2) to compare the EM induction sea ice

thickness measurements representing sea ice as

it

occurred on B May to what Ít

would have looked like in the absence of dynamic processes. Our intention here is
to tease apart the relative contributions of dynamic and thermodynamic growth to
the overall sea ice environment of the polynya, while recognizing that these two
processes are concomitant in reality.

The model (Flato and Brown, t996) was forced using daily-averaged cloud
amount, air temperature, wind speed, relative humidity and snowfall at sixty grid

points of North American Regional Reanalysis (NARRJ climate data in the region.
Output included end-of-day snow and sea ice thickness, end-of-day eleven-layer
snow and sea ice temperature profile (one snow layer and ten sea ice layersJ, and
break-up and freeze-up dates for each location. NARR data (Mesinger et a1.,2004)
were used as they improve on the accuracy of temperature, winds and precipitation
compared to the NCEP-DOE Global Reanalysis 2 products using the high resolution
NCEP North American Model

[which inc]udes 45 layers and topographyJ together

with the Regional Data Assimilation System which assimilates precipitation

and

other variables (Mesinger et a1.,2005). When compared to Environment Canada
station data at Cape Parry, the NARR data at the nearest ocean grid point were quite
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similar over the period; the NARR air temperature was only 1.29'C warmer on
average for the whole period, reasonable considering the Cape Parry station is on
land, potentially leading to slightly cooler temperatures than at the nearest NARR

ocean

grid point. When compared to meteorological observations of

temperature on the

CCGS

Amundsenbetween L December 2003 and

l

air

june 2004 at

her over-wintering site in Franklin Bay (70.05'N, 126.31'W], NARR air temperature
data from the nearest ocean grid cell (70.2"N, 12596"W were slightly cooler than

air temperature data from the Amundsen until the end of December 2003, then
slightly warmer from then beginning of fanuary onward. This could be due to the
assimilation of air temperature data from land-based stations and radiosondes in
snow and ice covered land areas which would be colder than the ocean in the fall
and winter and warm up more quickly than ice-covered ocean in spring. Overall we

are confident that these data are suitable as inputs to our thermodynamic modeling
exercise.

2.4.Sea ice motion in the Southern Beaufort Sea and western Amundsen Gulf
A time serÍes of sea ice motion data across Amundsen Gulf and the southern
Beaufort Sea between 3 November 2003 and break-up

(f

une 6) in 2004 were used

to determine the timing, magnitude and direction of ice motion in the southern
Beaufort Sea and western Amundsen Gulf. Eulerian data were produced on a 22km

grid [see map in figure 6.$ by the fet Propulsion Laboratory at the California
Institute of Technology using the RADARSAT Geophysical Processor System IRGPS)
employing 60 successive RADARSAT-1 ScanSAR images between 3 November 2003

21.5

and 6 lune 2004 at an average interval of 3 days. The magnitude and orientation of
each Eulerian ice motion vector for each image pair were averaged for all the grid

points in the southern Beaufort Sea and in Amundsen Gulf in order to compare the
sea ice motion in Amundsen Gulf

with

sea ice motion

in the southern Beaufort

Sea

[Figure 6.4). The processed scanSAR data provide high temporal and spatial
resolution, allowing the identification of specific floes and the calculation of their
speed and direction. Further details on the RGPS can be found in Kwok [1990].

Finally, daily NARR wind data averages for 60 points over the study region were
made

to compare with ice motion in the area to determine Íf and when it controls

ice motion in the area [Figure 6.4).

3. Results
3.1. Evolution of the Cape Bathurst flaw lead polynya complex20O3-2OO4

In September 2003, sea ice concentrations were high in the Beaufort

Sea

west of Banks Island, consisting almost entirely of old sea ice making up the
perennial Arctic pack [Figure 6.2). A tongue of sea ice consisting of about six tenths

old ice and two-tenths thick first-year sea ice extending out from the Beaufort

Sea

perennial pack occurred in the mouth of western Amundsen Gulf [Figures 6.2a and
bl.
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Figure 6.2. Sea ice concentration (tenths) over the study area:
(a) median total sea ice concentration for September 2003, (b) median old sea ice
concentration for September 2003 and (c) median new-and-young sea íce (<30cm
thick) concentration for 0 ctob er 2 0 0 3
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On average (7980-2004), a tongue

ofold and thick firstyear sea ice reached into the

mouth of Amundsen Gulf from the southern Beaufort sea perennial ice pack prior to
new and young ice formation, acting as an anchor point from which new and young
ice growth radiates outward in fall (Galley et a\.,2009J. Fall ice growth associated

with this tongue of perennial ice is likely due to the reduction of the surface wind
stress limiting mixing of warm surface mixed layer water to the surface, and to an

enthalpy effect which reduces the local air temperature due to the presence of the
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ice tongue. New and young sea ice formation in fall 2003 occurred

first in the last

week of September associated with an area of high old and thick first year ice
concentrations. Freeze-up [when sea ice concentration increases from 200/o to 800/o)

in the polynya region in 2003 occurred quickly, beginning at the end of September
and ending mid-October, covering Amundsen Gulf in new and young sea ice within
1-2 weeks, consistent with the long-term average (Galley et a\.,2008), Median new-

and-young sea ice formation in October 2003 was associated with the periphery of

thick first year and old sea ice in fall [Figure 6.2a-c). The formation of the winter
flaw lead system and spring polynya is dependent upon this process; instead of sea
ice formation occurring first in the shallower, more easily mixed shelf areas and
growing outward form the coast as it does later in this area [and in other areas of
the archipelago), sea ice formation begins in the middle of western Amundsen Gulf
'seeded' by the tongue of multi-year ice, This process makes a connection between

the seasonal sea ice of western Amundsen Gulf and the perennial pack of the
southern Beaufort Sea which we will show enables winter flaw lead and spring
polynya formation.

The monthly evolution of sea ice concentration Ín the study area from

CIS

digital chart data shows that sea ice in western Amundsen Gulf maintains mobility
throughout the winter and spring of 2003-2004 [Figure 6.3). Over the winter the
spatial extent of landfast sea ice in Amundsen Gulf east of the southern tip of Banks
Island becomes progressively larger until L February 2004 when the mobile sea ice

area in western Amundsen Gulf reaches its typical winter shape [Figure 6.3c).
February l- shows that during fanuary, the eastern half of Amundsen Gulf fcovered

21,8

almost entirely by seasonal sea Íce) became landfast. However, sea ice in western
Amundsen Gulf composed of a mix of perennial and seasonal sea ice which began in

the fall (Figure 6.2) was still mobile in spite of its high concentration [Figure 6.3c].

At this point the mobile sea ice area in western Amundsen Gulf remained spatially
the same until flaw leads began to form between it and the landfast ice of eastern
Amundsen Gulf in May [Figure 6.3f,9J,

Figure 6.3. The monthly evolution of the interface between mobile very close pack ice
in the southern Beaufort Sea and western Amundsen Gulf and the landfast sea ice of
Amundsen Gulf. Note the consist shape of the mobile sea ice tongue inwestern
Amundsen Gulf beginning in February.
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3.2. Sea ice motion in the Southern Beaufort Sea and western Amundsen Gulf

It

should now be obvious from the prevÍous section that sea ice in the

southern Beaufort sea is mobile for the entire annual cycle, as is much of the sea ice

in western Amundsen Gulf. Thus we examine sea ice motion data derived from
successive Radarsat-1- scanSAR image pairs by the RGPS to determine

if

sea ice

motion in western Amundsen Gulf [a transition zone between multi-year sea ice and
seasonal sea iceJ, and the perennial pack ice of the southern Beaufort Sea occur in

concert. The formation of the winter flaw lead system and spring polynya require
that three conditions be met: [1J The sea ice in motion must have areas surrounding

it that are physically weak [either thin or warmJ

enabling the ice cover to move

despite high concentrations [2) the sea ice in motion must have somewhere to move

to, [3J an external force [wÍnd and/or ocean currents] must act on the sea ice cover
to move it.
The connection made in fall by a tongue of old ice entering the mouth of
Amundsen Gulf between the southern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf is vitally

important to both the formation of the winter flaw lead system and the spring

polynya. Without western Amundsen Gulfs connection to the Southern Beaufort
Sea perennial pack, much of the mobile sea ice

in the gulf would become landfast,

disabling dynamic processes in winter and eliminating the ability of the wind in
spring to clear western Amundsen Gulf forming the polynya. Instead the external
force would only move the mobile sea ice toward the west away outside the mouth
of Amundsen Gulf.
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Sea ice speed [km/day) averaged over each RGPS time interval from 3

November 2003

to 6 June 2004 in the southern

Beaufort Sea and western

Amundsen Gulf followed each other quite closely throughout the observational
period [Figure 6.4). The U- and V- components of average ice velocity vectors in the
two regions were well correlated [rz = 0.76 and 0.75 respectively).
Figure 6.4. (Left) Study area map with RGPS grid position (black dots) bisected into
the southern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf by black line. (RighQ Mean sea ice
speed and direction the ice is moving in the SBS and AG (black, dotted línes) overlaid
with mean wind speed and direction the wind is going towards (blue lines)
in the study area
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In November and December 2003, sea ice speed and direction in western
Amundsen Gulf was very similar to that in the southern Beaufort Sea (Figure 6.4).

In November, predomÍnantly thin (<30cmJ sea ice in western Amundsen Gulf in
combination with small concentrations of old sea ice [Figure 2) oscillated northwest

and southeast along with sea ice in the southern Beaufort sea [Figure

6.4).

In
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December, sea ice

in the southern

Beaufort Sea moved west-southwest and

southwest fFigure 6,4), consistent with the anti-cyclonic rotation of the Beaufort

gyre. At the same time, sea ice motion in Amundsen Gulf was most frequently
towards the northwest and southeast, moving ice in and out of western Amundsen
Gulf [Figure

6.4).

Daily-averaged NARR winds for the area during November and

December illustrate that during the fall, the direction of sea ice motion in Amundsen

Gulf was similar to the direction the wind was blowing (Figure 6.4) [where wind

direction plotted in Figure 6.4 shows the direction the wind is moving toward

so

they may be compared to ice motion direction data).
In fanuary and February sea ice speed in Amundsen Gulf was much lower on

average than

in November and December, but

sea ice speed

in the

southern

Beaufort Sea continued similarly to November and December, alternating between

west-southwest and southeast directions. The south-eastern edge of the Beaufort

gyre typically moves south along the coast of Banks Island until

it

meets the

continental coast near Cape Bathurst where it continues westerly (clockwise) along
shelf towards Alaska. Sea ice motion results show that in January and February, ice

motion in the southern Beaufort Sea outside the mouth of Amundsen Gulf compared

well to ice motion in western Amundsen Gulf, which alternately moves toward the
west and southwest or east-southeast [Figure 6.4). Sea ice speeds during this
period are larger when sea ice is moving toward the west than when ice moves
toward the southeast [Figure 6.4) for two reasons, First, sea ice in the southern
Beaufort Sea moves most freely toward the west-southwest on its average anticyclonic rotation, and second because Amundsen Gulf is constrained by Victoria
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Island, the continental coast and Banks Island

to the

east, south and north

respectively. The dÍrection that sea ice in Amundsen Gulf and the southern Beaufort
Sea is moving during fanuary and February

still appears to be linked to the direction

the wind is blowing toward (Figure 6.4: bottom panel at rightJ. Interestingly, sea ice

motion in January and February seemed to occur in three events (Figure 6.4: top
panel at rightJ, which coincided with periods of high wind speed. During fanuary
and February, much of Amundsen Gulf contained medium first year sea ice (0.71.2m thickJ and was almost completely consolidated [nine-tenths concentration)
fFigure 6.2) constraining sea ice motion but not eliminating it,

In March 2004 there was very little sea ice motion in both the southern
Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf. Near the end of March, sea ice motion in the

southern Beaufort Sea began towards the east, coincident with ice motion in
Amundsen Gulf and sustained high wind speeds [Figure 6.4: bottom panel at right).

At the beginning of April, ice motion toward the south in the southern
Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf occurred followed by a six day period of ice motion

toward the northwest around 5 April 2004, which coincided with 6 days of strong
winds toward the northwest which began on 3 April [Figure 6,4: bottom panel at

right).

Sea ice in western Amundsen Gulf moved southwest along

with sea ice in the

southern Beaufort Sea. As the wind switched towards the southeast on 10 April ice
motion in Amundsen Gulf switched to the southeast starting on 72 April [Figure 6.4:

bottom panel at right). Beginning on 23 April, sea ice in both western Amundsen
Gulf and the southern Beaufort Sea moved northwest at comparatively high speed
coincident with high wind speeds in that direction.
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The sea ice in both western Amundsen Gulf and the southern Beaufort sea
move in concert both in north-south and east-west directions throughout the winter

maintaining the reverse-C shaped mobile sea ice zone in western Amundsen Gulf all

winter and spring prior to the formation of the polynya.

3.3. Thermodynamic sea ice growth in western Amundsen Gulf

The annual evolution of sea ice thickness

in

WAG formed solely by

thermodynamic processes between fall in 2003 and break-up in 2004 was modeled

to determine Íf the thermodynamic

sea ice growth alone over the annual cycle

contributes in part to the formation and/or maintenance of the winter flaw lead
system and therefore the sprÍng polynya,

Modelled thermodynamic freeze-up occurred first in the southern Beaufort
Sea outside the mouth of Amundsen Gulf in the fall around 01- November, followed

by much of the middle of Amundsen Gulf about two weeks later [Figure 6,5J which
was much later than observed in the CIS data above [Figure 6.2J. Franklin Bay was
the last area to freeze-up around the third week in November [Figure 6.5J.
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Figure 6.5. Modeled year-day of freeze-up ín fall 2003 (YD306 = 2 Nov,
YD326 = 22 Nov)
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At the beginning of

I

December, thermodynamically formed sea ice was

thickest [0.60m) in the southern Beaufort Sea to the north and west of Amundsen
Gulf, and relatively thick ice [0,5SmJ extended into the middle of western Amundsen

Gulf [Figure 6.6), corresponding to the observed formation of new and young sea ice

in that area in the fall [Figure 6.2c).
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Figure 6.6. Modeled monthly sea ice thickness in the study area in winter 2004
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Sea ice grew

thinner moving north toward the coast of Banks Island in the north,

and moving south into Franklin Bay. On

1-

fanuary 2004, sea ice in the middle of

western Amundsen Gulf was still the thickest (>0.90m), while ice along the coast of
Banks Island had grown considerably less thick [0.65m) (Figure 6.6). The ice in

Franklin Bay was slightly thinner [0.85m thick) than the middle of Amundsen Gulf.
As the winter progressed through February, March and April, the sea ice in the
middle of the gulf grew thickest in the southern Beaufort Sea and in the middle of
Amundsen Gulf [1.60mJ, with only slightly thinner [1.55m) sea ice in and around

Franklin Bay. Sea ice in the north near the coast of Banks Island grew less thick
[1.05 m) over the winter [Figure 6.6J. We conclude (perhaps obviouslyJ that
thermodynamic sea ice growth probably does not contribute meaningfully to winter

lead formation in the region as all the ice in the Gulf is greater than 1.0m in
thickness by April.

3.4. Spring sea ice thickness

distribution in western Amundsen Gulf

Fine scale thickness information from a helicopter-mounted EM induction
system (lcePic) revealed that much the sea ice

in WAG had been dynamically

affected since its formation [Figures 6.7 and 6,BJ which makes sense in light of the
sea ice motion information presented above [Figure 6.4). The sea ice thickness data

are presented in Figure 6.9 referenced against the sea ice thickness surface created

by the thermodynamic model for the same day [B May 2004). The proportion of

level sea ice, leads, and ridged/rubble sea ice at the end of winter

changed

substantially dependent upon ìatitude and to a lesser extent longitude in our case
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study (Figures 6.7 and 6.8), Summary statistics of each section in the map in Figure
6.7 are provided in Table 6.1. Moving from Franklin Bay to Sachs Harbour, semÍlogarithmic probability distribution functions [PDF's) for each section are shown in
Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7. Map of western Amundsen Gulf (center panel) showing sea ice thickness
flown by the IcePic system on May B 2004 surrounded by semi-log probability
distribution functions for sea ice thickness of each each section in the map
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Figure 6.8. Percentage oflevel sea ice, leads and ridged/rubbled sea ice in each ice
thickness section mapped in Figure 6.7
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Section one occurred

l.ctr.l

E tiogrd

I

Lcaits

in Franklin Bay over landfast sea ice [Figure

6.7).

Section two was the first mobile sea ice section and was substantially thicker and

more affected by dynamic forcing than section one due mostly to shear ridging
between the landfast ice edge and the mobile sea ice zone in WAG. Section three in
the middle of WAG was also substantially dynamically affected, showing evidence of

both convergence and divergence, Section four was generally thinner and the
previous three sections (Table 6.1) and contained sea ice about 0,50m thick which
was a result of sea ice growth in recently formed leads. Level sea ice in this section
was interspersed wÍth ridges. Sea ice in the fifth section was generally thinner again
and had a smaller thickness range than the previous four sections. The PDF was bi-

modal with the peak at 025m [Figure 6.7] due to recent lead formation.
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Table 6.1. Summary statistics for sea ice thickness (Z) sections L to 12 (for positions
see the map in Figure 6.7)
Latitude at mid-

Section

Number

section
70.1
70.45
70.85
71.25

Mean Zi

m

1

1,7.4

2
3

4

20.0
L9.1
20.1

5

.TJ.J

71,.6

1.35

6
7

71.8

0.36

71,.8

77.6

7.61
1.56

9
10
LL

4.9
L3.7
20.6
20.9
23.9
22.8

71,.3

t2

1,1,.2

70.95
70.5
70.1

B

Mode
m

Z¡

Mean Level Zi

m

2.29

2.21

2.55
1.88

2.01.

2.06

1,.27

2.26

2.70
0.25
L.52
0.25
1.52
2.03

L.79
L.66
7.42
NA
1.59
L.52
L.92

2.05

1_.7

0

1_.69

2.34

L.7 6

2.76

2.00

1.93
2.05

.J.,82

Ridges and rubbled areas in this section were not as thick as in sections l--4 due to

the relative thinness of un-deformed sea ice in this area [Table 6,1). At the north
end of section five, a wide re-frozen lead occurred which was 0.30m thick visible in

the rightmost panel in Figure 6.9. The southern portion of this section was
dominated by convergent motion while the northern portion was affected by
divergence, Sea ice thickness at the south end of section six varied widely around

2m for half a kilometer then became thin (0.20m) and level over the rest of the
section (Figure 6,9J. Nearly all the ice in this near-shore area is relatively newly

grown as a result of recent divergence from the south coast of Banks Island.
Sections six and seven indicate the southwest coast of Banks Island was highly
dynamic throughout the winter; ridging and new ice formation played a substantial

role Ín the coastal sea ice thickness [Figures 6.7,6.8,6.9J. The first four kilometers
of section seven moving southwest were thin [0,30m thick) similar to the north end

of section six, but were interrupted by a region of severe rÍdging with a maximum
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thickness of 6.7m and followed by a second wide lead about 0.30m thick [Figure
6.e).

Figure 6.9. (Center) Modeled sea ice thickness on B May 2004 overlaid by the position
of sea ice thickness sections on the same day. (Left and right panets) Ice thickness
sections corresponding to the section positíons at center (in blue)
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The second lead zone was followed southward by ridging and then level sea ice
about 1.65m thick interspersed with thick ridged sections. The north end of section
eight began with a re-frozen lead approximately 0.22m thick within which dynamic
processes had created ridged/rubble areas, followed by 1.60m thick level sea ice

with a very thick ridge section exceeding 8.00m within it [Figure 6.9). The rest of
section eight and nine indicated that dynamic processes dominated the volume,
creating narrow leads and ridges throughout [Figures 6.8, 6.9). Sea iÒe less than
0'B0m did not occur in section nine indicating this area was affected predominantly
by convergence as ridge formation is clearly evident as more than 90o/o of the sea ice

in this section fell into thickness classes larger than 1.50m fFigure 6.7J. Section ten

north of Cape Bathurst was dominated by dynamic processes, containing mostly
ridge and rubble areas in combination with re-frozen leads. Three lead areas
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occurred, one on the north end of the section approximately 0.80m thick, and two

leads near the south end of the section slightly thinner than the north lead,
approximately 0,50m thick (Figure 6.9J, Section eleven east of Cape Bathurst
covered two different sea ice zones separated by a lead. The sea ice at the north end

was predominantly thermodynamically grown, about 2.05m thick and contained

two ridge areas. The lead which divided section eleven latitudinally near

70.5"N

was 0'20m thick, and the south end began with seven kilometers of thickly
ridged/rubbled sea ice [6 to BmJ followed by ridges 3 and 4m thick. Section twelve
ended near

C.C.G.S.

Amundsen where she over-wintered within landfast first-year

sea ice in Franklin Bay [Figure

to

a

6.7). Landfast sea ice within Franklin Bay had grown

thickness slightly greater than 2.00m, interspersed with some rÍdged areas. The

magnitude of these ridges was comparatively small [Figure 6.9). The vast majority

of sea ice

(>70o/o)

in the twelfth section was thermodynamically grown sea ice

initiated during the fall freeze-up period, consisting of 1.90m, 2.00m and 2.10m
thickness classes [Figure 6.7).
On B May 2004 modeled thermodynamic sea ice growth [coincident with EM
sea ice thickness measurements], showed that the southern Beaufort Sea and the

middle of the mouth of Amundsen Gulf would have grown thickest [>1.6OmJ
[Figure
6'9: middle panelJ. Sea ice would have been steadily thinner moving east and north

in western Amundsen Gulf toward Banks Island [Figure 6.9: middle panelJ.

so,

although the sea ice closest to Banks Island in western Amundsen Gulf would have

grown to only 1.15m (Figure 6.9: middle panelJ, the ice thickness section data from

the EM induction system [Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9: left and right panels) show that
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dynamic forcing of sea ice thickness is ubiquitous in western Amundsen Gulf.
Comparison of areas of relatively level sea ice such as section one [Figure

6.BJ

where the mean level sea ice thickness was 2.21,m [Table 6.1) with modeled sea ice
thickness on the same day [1.5m) indicate that even level sea ice areas have been
dynamically thickened most likely early in their growth by rafting processes. Of

note also is the area immediately south of Sachs Harbour off the coast of Banks
Island, where sea ice thickness section six was observed to contain more than

900/o

lead ice with a mean thickness of 0,36m (Table 6.1, Figure 6.9: right panel). when
compared to the modeled sea ice thickness in that area for the same day [1.15m)

it

is obvious that recent winter sea ice motion in western Amundsen Gulf is almost
completely responsible for the sea ice thickness in that area prior to spring polynya

formation. It is also apparent that

a substantial shear zone denoted by huge

ridging

(near 10m thick in some casesJ in sea ice thickness sections two and eleven [Figure
6.9: left and right panels), evidence of substantial sea ice motion throughout the

winter are not accounted for by the modeled thermodynamic sea ice thickness for
the same area (L.50m) [Figure 6.9: middle panel). Thermodynamics alone could
never create/maintain the winter flaw lead system which in part enables the spring

polynya to form; sea ice motion is almost completely responsible for the

Cape

Bathurst Polynya complex.

3.5. Spring formation of the Cape Bathurst Polynya

In May, mobile new and young sea ice as well as mobÍle thin first year sea ice
were present at the interface between the mobile sea ice of WAG and the landfast

n-LJJ

sea ice of eastern Amundsen Gulf [Figures 6.3f and gJ; evidence that the spring

polynya had begun to form. On 3 May, sea ice in Amundsen Gulf and the southern
Beaufort Sea moved southeast coincident with winds blowing in the same direction
at the beginning of May [Figure 6.4: bottom panel at rightJ, on 16 May, sea ice speed

Ín the southern Beaufort Sea and then in Amundsen Gulf began to increase steadily

in concert with increased and sustained wind speeds towards the northwest, then
winds blowing toward the west (northwest and southwest) began on 23 May in
western Amundsen Gulf and continued until 6 fune [Figure 6.4: bottom panel at

right) followed by northwest ice motion in western Amundsen Gulf beginning
around 23 May which cleared western Amundsen Gulf of sea ice by 06 fune 2004
[Figure 6.4: top and bottom panels at right). The sea ice thickness sections fFigures
6.7, 6.8,6.9J reveal that there occurred a shear zone between the southern landfast

sea ice edge in western Amundsen Gulf which disconnects mobile sea ice in the

middle of the Gulf fFigure 6.3) as well as a large area of very thin [0,20m) sea ice
adjacent to the southern coast of Banks Island disconnecting the mobile sea ice in

the middle of the Gulf from the north landfast ice edge. It is apparent that sea ice
motion prior to spring break-up had created areas of comparatively thin sea ice
[grey reverse-'C' shaped feature on 24 may 2004 [Figures 6.31, g) within the coastal
areas

of western Amundsen Gulf which enabled sea ice export from

western

Amundsen Gulf between2T May and 6 June 2004.

In the absence of dynamics, the thermodynamic model melted sea ice in the
polynya region in spring until zero sea ice thickness occurred [Figure 6.10J, The
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south coast of Banks Island would have been ice-free first on 20 f une 2004, followed
by Franklin Bay about a week later [Figure 6.10J.

Figure 6.10. ModeÌed break-up (YD 175 = 23 Jun, YD1B3 = 1 Jul) in spring 2004
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The middle of WAG would have been the next area to become ice-free at the end of

fune and the mouth of Amundsen Gulf was the last area to become ice-free around
03 July 2004 in the absence of dynamic processes. However, we know that this is
not the case, as the Cape Bathurst spring polynya in western Amundsen Gulf formed

dynamically between about 24 May and 6 lune 2004 with the advection of mobile
high concentration sea ice from the area (Figure 6.11) Ieaving behind landfast sea

ice formed throughout the winter. The polynya formed slightly earlier than the
historical average in 2004 (Galley et a1.,2008). 0n May 24, the mobile sea ice in
western Amundsen Gulf was delineated on RADARSAT-L scanSAR imagery by

a

white-reverse-'C' shaped feature where thin sea ice was recently formed [Figure
6.1'1). This area appears white in the image denoting high backscatter to the radar
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as a result of the high salinity of the surface of newly formed sea ice [Figure 6J,7a).

On May 27, the radar imagery clearly shows the sea ice in western Amundsen Gulf
and the southern Beaufort Sea moving northwest leaving behind open water where

the winter flaw lead system previously occurred (Figure 6.11bJ. on fune 3 the
winter mobile sea ice are had moved much further northwest almost completely
clearing western Amundsen Gulf and opening the Cape Bathurst polynya [Figure
6.1'1'c) which was opened

further by fune 6 (Figure 6.11d) leaving the landfast

ice area of eastern Amundsen Gulf intact.

sea
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Figure 6.7L. Radarsat-l ScanSAR (o) images of the advection of the mobile very close
pack ice out of western Amundsen Gulf between May 24 and June 6 2004
l].R\v
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4. Conclusions
The physical operation of the Cape Bathurst polynya has been investigated in

detail over an annual cycle and explaÍned as a case study of 2003-2004. In the fall,

a

tongue of old sea ice extended from the southern Beaufort Sea multi-year pack into

western Amundsen Gulf between Franklin Bay and the southwest coast of Banks

Island, This tongue provided an anchor point from which new and young sea ice
growth radiated outward until it met landfast sea ice formed later connecting the
Beaufort Gyre multi-year pack ice with seasonal sea ice in western Amundsen Gulf
for the duration of the annual sea ice cycle. Thermodynamic modeling corroborated
these observations.

Throughout December, anti-cyclonic sea ice motion in the southern Beaufort
Sea enabled sea ice export from western Amundsen

Gull which was continually

reformed. Between January and the middle of May 2004, western Amundsen Gulf
was near-completely covered by sea ice, but motion of the Beaufort Sea perennial
pack in concert with ice motion in western Amundsen Gulf acted to maintain the

winter flaw lead system (the reverse-'C' shaped feature in figures 6,3 and 6.11)
which also showed up in the cross-section sea ice thickness results from the
helicopter EM induction system.
From the beginning of May to 6 June 2004, when WAG was cleared of sea ice

to form the spring polynya, sea ice speed in both the southern Beaufort

Sea and

western Amundsen Gulf increased and sea ice motion direction was very similar in
both areas.
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Sea ice in western Amundsen Gulf was moved out of the Gulf

between2T May

and 6 June by two weeks of sustained winds toward the northwest, which drove ice

in the southern Beaufort

Sea

north-northwest, taking the sea ice in Amundsen Gulf

wÍth it.
I conclude that the spring polynya in western Amundsen Gulf was formed by
dynamic break-up, facilitated by several physical mechanisms occurring throughout
the annual cycle in the region: [i) flaw leads maintained over winter by both sea ice

motion in western Amundsen Gulf resulting from motion of the Beaufort

Sea

perennial pack due to its connection to seasonal sea ice in the Gulf formed in fall,
and [iiJ by the thermodynamic regime of the sea ice area directly south of Banks

Island. These thinner, weaker leads disconnect sea ice in WAG from surrounding
landfast ice, allowing

it to be advected by wind

forcing west into the southern

Beaufort Sea in spring forming the Cape Bathurst polynya.
Results from our earlier worklGalley et al.,200Bl show that summer sea ice

concentrations

in 2003 were close to long term average conditions save for a

reduction in both total and old sea ice concentrations in the western portion of the

southern Beaufort Sea; nearer Banks Island the total and old ice concentrations
were high, consistent with the long term mean and the old ice tongue extended into
WAG from the southern Beaufort Sea as

it had done in L7 of the previous 23 years.

Winter total and old sea ice in the study region in 2004 also resembled the long
term mean and importantly, the winter new and young sea ice concentrations in the
area (representing the flaw lead system in the transition zone between perennial ice

in the southern Beaufort Sea and seasonal ice in Amundsen GulfJ were very close to
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their long term average position and concentration, Finally, the polynya formed in
the spring of 2004 a week later than the long-term mean (Galley et a\.,2008).

Throughout our field and analytical work we recognized that dynamic and
thermodynamic processes are concomitant variables. That said, we have attempted

to tease apart the relative contributions of each with the thought that this will
provide insights as to how the Cape Bathurst Polynya will operate in the decades
ahead. The operation of the polynya is very important to how the marine ecosystem

evolves within the polynya. We consider the results of this paper as a first-step in

understanding how dynamic and thermodynamic processes act to form the Cape
Bathurst polynya. Future work will link the processes governing this icescape with
associated biological production, including the role of melt versus advection in

controlling the light environment and stability of stratification of the ocean surface
mixed layer.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary and Contributions
Chapter one provides an introduction to this thesis and the rational for
performing the work contained herein.
Chapter two provides a review of the pertinent Arctic sea ice literature with

special emphasis put on the thermodynamic and dynamic processes in snow
covered sea ice on scales from one ice crystal to the regional and hemispheric
interaction multi-year and seasonal sea ice in the Arctic climate system.
Chapter three presents physical measurements

in a snow covered sea ice

volume, using them to derive dielectric information at 250MHz and lGHz for both

the snow and ice thicknesses. This enabled the first measurements of separate
snow and sea ice thickness at the same location to be remotely sensed using

a

ground penetrating radar system and further allowing for snow and sea ice
thickness to be easily measured in time and space in future mass balance studies.
Moving to a larger spatial scale, Chapter four used a time series of synthetic

aperture radar backscatter measurements over a landfast first-year sea ice volume

to link the thermodynamic state of a snow-covered sea ice volume to the evolution

of the upper ocean mixed layer in the adjacent water column; this is a new
contribution in the field of sea ice-ocean interaction. This work is an important first
step in the revealing how the physical oceanographic system of a polynya responds
to melting of the surrounding landfast first-year sea ice.
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In Chapter five, the interaction of different sea ice volumes was explored in
time an space; the interaction of first-year sea ice with multi-year sea ice is explored
spatially and temporally in the biologically significant Cape Bathurst Polynya. The

interaction of first-year sea ice classes and multi-year sea ice was found to have
changed over the Z\-year period studied, implicating these processes

in

the

potential alteration andf or extinction of the operation of the Cape Bathurst Polynya.

This work is a distinct contribution to the field in the area of seasonal sea ice-

multiyear sea ice interactÍon that maintains the biologically significant

Cape

Bathurst Polynya,
Following up on the historical context provided by the work in chapter five,
chapter six investigated the dynamic and thermodynamic sea ice processes that
create the interaction between the Arctic perennial sea ice pack and seasonal sea ice

volumes regionally over an annual cycle. This work is distinct contribution to the

field as

it

describes the timing and relative contribution of thermodynamic and

dynamic processes at the atmosphere-sea ice interface which create and maintain
the interaction of different seasonal and multiyear sea ice volumes giving rise to the
Cape Bathurst Polynya annually.

It also concludes that if the interaction between

multi-year and seasonal sea ice disappears as the extent of the Arctic pack continues
to decline the Cape Bathurst Polynya may cease to operate as we know it; becoming
most likely an area dominated by landfast first-year sea ice which would have to be
melted out thermodynamically in spring.
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Future Direction
[1J First, continued research into methods for accurate characterization of
separate snow and sea ice thickness should be pursued, With continued ground

penetrating radar work at multiple frequencies

Ít should be possible to reveal

information from within a snow or sea ice volume. It is possible that salinity andf or

temperature horizons and their related brine volume differences

or density

differences could cause changes in the dielectric properties of the volume large
enough to be detectable with a high enough frequency GPR system. I recommend
moving to a frequency greater than lGHz for this endeavor,

At a larger scale, the measurement of separate snow and sea ice thicknesses
should proceed from the snow machine-based work on the scale of linear meters
presented in chapter three, to helicopter-based ground penetrating radar surveys

on the scale of linear kilometers in combination with electromagnetic induction
equipment so that regions of particular biological anf or physical interest could be
surveyed several times per year and over a number of years. Finally, this work

could be conducted

in combination with the acquisition of space-borne radar

altimetry data which should be used to supplement current sea ice volume products
like the Canadian Ice Service digital archive and sea ice extent products which are
output by a number of space-borne sensors.

(2) With respect to large scale dynamic and thermodynamic sea ice
processes, the work completed

in chapters five and six should be enhanced by

performing a similar study of the entire circumpolar flaw lead network in the Arctic
using a combination of remotely sensed sea ice extent data and some fype of re-
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analysis climate data, be

it the European

Center

for

Medium-range Weather

Forecast [ECMWFJ re-analysis or the National Center for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) re-analysis

data. It would

sea ice volume data obtained as a

[3) Finally, it would make

be advantageous to supplement these data

with

result of recommendation [1J.
sense to begin

to model a polynya system Ín light

of the conclusions of this thesis and the previous two recommendations, using

a

fully coupled atmosphere-sea ice-ocean model so that eventually sea ice processes
at the regional scale which control the operation of polynyas at the ocean-sea iceatmosphere interface could be projected into the future, similar to the way that
hemispheric sea ice extent is now,

Conclusions
Chapter three begins the new research contained herein with the elucidation

of a new method of separately measuring snow and sea ice thickness at the same

location using ground penetrating radar. At the local scale, the physical and
dielectric properties of snow-covered sea ice can be used

in

conjunction with

ground penetrating radar reflection surveys at two frequencies

to

determine

separate snow and ice thickness measurements at the same location. This method is

effective over first-year sea ice covered by snow provided the snow layer is greater

than L2cm

thick. At that point the snow

layer becomes indistinguishable from the

sea ice volume to the properties of the frequency [1GHz) employed and the speed of

the wave within the snow volume, Increasing the GPR frequency used could reduce
the minimum detectable snow thickness.
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Chapter four follows the snow and sea ice thickness measurements made in
Chapter three by describing the relationship between a melting snow-covered sea
ice volume and stratification of the adjacent upper ocean mixed layer. At local and

regional scales, it was determined that the thermo-physical state of pond onset on a

volume of melting landfast first-year sea ice as derived by synthetic aperture radar
affects the timing of the evolution of the upper ocean mixed layer in the adjacent

water column through the introduction of low salinity melt water which is vitally
important to density-based stratification at the surface.
Chapter five explores the interaction of different sea ice volumes in time and
space on the regional scale. Although the sea ice extent in an area may not change

over time, the relative contributions of different seasonal sea ice thickness classes

and sea ice age classes are concluded to have changed over time in the

Cape

Bathurst Polynya. The interaction between perennial Arctic sea ice and seasonal sea
ice zones has been shown to be responsible for the trends toward thicker seasonal
sea ice Ín the region during winter, and for trends toward more perennial sea ice in

the region in summer; both processes could change the way the polynya operates in
the future.
Finally, Chapter six builds on what was learned in chapter five regarding the

interaction of different sea ice volumes by examining the effects of thermodynamic
and dynamic processes on different volumes interacting over an annual cycle, A
detailed annual study of the thermodynamic and dynamic processes that contribute

to the operation of the Cape Bathurst Polynya concluded that as it occurs now, the
Cape Bathurst Polynya

is formed in spring as a result of a connection made the
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previous fall between the perennial sea ice of the southern Beaufort Sea and the
seasonal sea ice zone of western Amundsen Gulf. This connection allows for sea ice

motion in the southern Beaufort Sea and western Amundsen Gulf in winter, keeping
the ice in the polynya are mobile and giving it the ability to be advected out of the
region in spring by persistent easterly and southeasterly winds much earlier than

if

it had melted out in place.
At this point my research into snow-covered sea ice volumes has come fullcircle; I have moved from measuring volumes at the local scale, to their effect on the
ocean column at the local and regional scale, to the interaction of different sea ice

volumes in time and space, to finally the effect of thermodynamic and dynamic
processes on the interaction of different sea ice volumes at the regional scale.
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APPENDIX A: CONTRIBUTIONS OF COTTABORATING AUTHORS

Chapter Three
Alexandre Langlois and Michael Trachtenberg provided valuable discussion
regarding the dielectric propertÍes of the three media studied.

Chapter Four

David Barber contributed the basic idea for this analysis and provided
valuable direction throughout the completion of the manuscript. John Yackel
provided SAR data used in the analysis to determine pond onset date.

Chapter Five
Erica Key contributed valuable discussion regarding the trend analysis and

both Byong Jun Hwang and Jens Ehn were helpful in helping me learn enough
Matlab to write the code necessary for the historical and trend analyses.

Chapter Six
David Barber contributed his comments in several reviews of the manuscript.

Simon Prinsenberg provided me the EM induction sea ice thickness data within the

manuscript. Erica Key provided valuable discussion regarding the organization of
the presentation ofsuch a process study.
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In Kuzyk et al., (2007), I helped with the fieldwork required to perform the

analysis.
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also performed the thermodynamic sea ice modeling and wrote the

section of text associated with the modeling work.
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finished manuscript.
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